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This User's Manual covers the work performed in the development of
ISPAN (Interactive Stiffened Panel ANalysis) Modules under Phase I,
Evaluation and Initial Development, Task 2 Structural Response and
Failure Analysis, of NASA Contract NASI-18888, entitled "Advanced
Composite Structural Concepts and Materials Technology for Primary
Aircraft Structures", between May 1989 to May 1992. In this
respect, this User's Manual compliments the final technical report
of the Task 2 - Structural Response and Failure Analysis. This
contract is administered under the management direction of Dr. John
C. Davis and under the technical direction of Dr. Randall C. Davis,
NASA/SPO, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company (LASC) is the prime
contractor. Mr. Anthony C. Jackson is the LASC Program Manager,
directing all the contract activities. Mr. Bharat M. Shah of
Advanced Structures and Materials Division is the technical thrust
leader in the performance of this task.
Key LASC (or as indicated) contributors to the ISPAN Modules
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The basic objective of the development of the ISPAN (Interactive
Stiffened Panel ANalysis) Modules is to bring finite element analysis
into the design of composite structures without the requirement for
the user to know much about the techniques and procedures needed to
actually perform a finite element analysis from scratch. The programs
presented for the analysis of a variety of structural composite panels
require the user to simply input basic dimensions of the panel and
layup information for the laminates, with each quantity being prompted
for. It also markedly simplifies parameter studies, as all analysis
can be conducted using the same generic model. Parameter changes from
run-to-run can be trivial with the file editing or model revision
capabilities.
Section 1.0
Describes the applicable run initialization and input format for all
the ISPAN Modules, including user's information in conducting
bifurcation buckling and non-linear collapse analysis.
Section 2.0 throuqh 5.0
Describes the flat stiffened panel module; the curved stiffened panel
module; the flat tubular panel module: and the geodesic curved
stiffened panel module, respectively. Each of the above sections
describes the capabilities and restrictions of the respective modules.
It also describes the inputs for an example problem using screen echo
generated during an interative session. It also presents the output
generated, following post-processing the results.
Section 6.0
Describes the post processing module common to all the ISPAN modules.
The material properties input and input data file structure is
described in Appendices A1 and A2, respectively. The ISPAN module
runstream is decribed in Appendix A3 along with the source code and
post-processing routines for each module.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The ISPAN Modules is an interactive design tool that is intended to
provide a means of performing simple and self-contained preliminary
analysis of aircraft primary structure using composite materials.
The advantage of this program lies in that it gives an
inexperienced finite element code user a direct way of creating and
solving a finite element model without the need t_ acquire in-depth
knowledge about the code; in the mean time it does not limit
experienced users from doing any modification and in-depth analysis
once the model is created. The term "generic model has been applied
to the finite element models created by this process.
This program combines a series of modules with the finite element
code DIAL as its backbone. Each module can create a finite element
model of a different type of "primary aircraft structure" ( i.e. a
wing panel, fuselage panel, etc). Each module consists of a set of
FORTRAN driver programs which create DIAL generic model runstream
files. The DIAL runstreams utilize the syntactic input capability
of DIAL which is a FORTRAN-like language within the program. These
elements of the generic model processing are transparent to the
user.
Users are instructed to input geometric properties, material
properties, load information and types of analysis that the user
desires. Subsequently, the program would utilize this information
to generate the finite element model and perform analysis. The
output in the form of summary tables of stress or margins of
safety, contour plots of loads or stress and deflected shape plots
may be used to determine the viability of the particular design.
The scope of the analysis that can be performed by this program
includes conventional linear stress analysis, bifurcation buckling
analysis and nonlinear collapse analysis.
i.i RUN INITIALIZATION AND GENERAL INPUT FORMAT
This program may be installed on any of several different
interactive computers such as VAX or Silicon Graphics Personal Iris
workstations. Each system requires a somewhat different setup that
should be installed by the person responsible for managing this
software. For the user a simple one word command is usually
sufficient to start the program.
The program begins by displaying a menu showing the various generic
models or modules that may be run. Once a particular module is
chosen, the program is set up to either use existing data files or
ask for new data to be input. Number and types of input varies with
the different modules; all data are input in interactive fashion.
Geometric and material data is stored in files using either user
supplied file names or the default file names. Geometric data
includes basic dimensions, number of plies, material and individual
ply orientations for each layup; the material file contains moduli,
Poisson ratios and stress/strain allowables for each material being
used.
Users are able to modify any existing data files before or after
execution. A simple text editor may be used to modify the contents
of either the geometry or material files. File formats are given in
the Appendix. Once the data files are completed, the program links
the data to the DIAL processors automatically and begins execution
of each processor. This can be done interactively or as a batch
mode run. At the completion of the execution, the user would have
the option of either using the SCOPE processor or using pre-defined
post-processing commands to obtain analysis results. A flow diagram
of the run format for a typical model is presented in Figure 1.0.
All ISPAN modules follow the same basic steps in creating and












Input geometry and layup information
Input boundary condition information
Input loads information
Input material properties
Run model (Batch or interactive)
Post-process results - make geometry plots, stress
summaries, contour plots, etc.
1.2 BIFURCATION BUCKLING ANALYSIS
This option can be used to identify initial buckling modes for the
structure. No knockdown factors are used. Knockdown factors, if any,
need to be determined by the user and applied to the results. Sometimes
it is benificial to use the bifurcation mode deflected shape as a
starting point for a nonlinear collapse analysis.
1.3 NON-LINEAR COLLAPSE ANALYSIS
The capability to perform a non-linear collapse analysis is an advanced
feature of DIAL which can be difficult to use even by those familiar
with finite element analysis. Therefore, it is recommended only for
advanced users.
This program utilizes the ARCLENGTH method in DIAL to perform non-linear
analysis. This method allows users to choose either LOADS or a DEGREE OF
FREEDOM as the TARGET POINT in the computation. If LOADS is chosen to be
the TARGET POINT type, the input value for the TARGET POINT would be the
2
FIGURE 1. A TYPICAL GENERIC MODEL FLOW CHART
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FIGURE 1 WING PANEL GENERIC MODEL FLOW CHART(CONT'D)
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load factor (A multiple of the input loads) that the user wishes the
program to reach. On the other hand, if any DEGREE OF FREEDOM is chosen,
then the TARGET POINT would be the maximum corresponding displacement
that the user would like the program to reach at a particular NODAL
POINT.
During the course of the SOLVE process, stress and displacement files at
each intermediate load steps as well as at the TARGET POINT would be
saved in the DIAL database. This information can be retrieved by the
user during the post processing session.
Since it is difficult for the user to know in advance about which part
of the structure would buckle first (if at all), the DEGREE OF FREEDOM
type TARGET POINT is not recommended on the first computer run for the
problem on hand. It is also recommended for the user to run the finite
element model through the bifurcation buckling analysis first, then use
the mode shape obtained as the starting point for the non-linear
analysis. This would help to save computer run time on the non-linear
analysis. A procedure for this will be included in a future revision of
this manual.
Users should be cautioned that a non-linear finite element analysis,
depending on the size of the model and the type of machine on which this
program is used, could result in the use of substantial CPU time, even
on a supercomputer.
2.0 FLAT STIFFENED PANEL MODULE
This module creates a model of a flat rectangular panel with axial
stiffeners and lateral stiffeners or rib attachments (as shown in
Figure 2). This model is representative of an upper or lower wing
panel, but without curvature. As illustrated in Figure 3, there are
eight different types of stiffener forms available. No actual
stiffeners are used in the lateral direction but rib attachments are
simulated with local boundary conditions input.
2.1 CAPABILITIES AND RESTRICTIONS
i) Number of axial stiffeners0<N<10
2) Stiffeners may be unequally spaced and of different
cross-sections and layups
3) Number of lateral stiffeners or restraints0<N<2
4) Lateral rib or stiffener attachments may provide either a pinned
or fixed type support.
5) Boundary conditions options include for the ends either
simply supported or fixed against rotation and constrained
or free axial displacements and simulated infinite length.
6) Boundary conditions options for the sides include simply
supported, fixed rotations, or simulated infinite width.
7) Loading may include any combination of axial, lateral and
5







































FIGURE 3. STIFFENERS GEOMETRY
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shear line loads and a lateral pressure.
8) Maximum number of different materials : i0
9) Maximum number of different layups = 20
i0) Maximum number of plies per layup = i00
ii) Option to perform either a linear stress analysis or buckling
analysis. The buckling model is necessarily a more refined mesh than
the stress model and as a consequence will require much longer run
times.
12) Stiffener layup may include any or all panel plies as integral to
the stiffener.
An example input format for this module is presented in Section
2.2. It is accompanied by diagrams which show the required input
dimensions and parameters (Figures 2 and 3). A plot of the model
generated for this example is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5
illustrates a panel with an alternate type of stiffener.
USAGE NOTES
i) The skin panel at the base of the stiffener is considered part
of the stiffener base. The laminate input should include
contributions from both sources.
2) Panel sub-divisions define the model element density which is
program controlled unless requested by the user.
3) Definition of full 3-D material properties is not required since
only shell elements are used. The material property input is described
in Appendix A.I.
2.2 FLAT STIFFENED PANEL MODULE - EXAMPLE INPUT
Following input prompts would be shown on the terminal, if there
are no pre-assigned data files when the program is called.
Numbers after the prompts- are the actual inputs for the model
shown in Figure 4. User input is shown in bold type.
$ @DIALAMATIC
Advanced Composites Structural Concept and Materials
Technologies
























The following analysis modules are available at this time:
MODULE NO. GENERIC MODEL
iFlat rectangular stiffened panel (Wing panel)
2Curved Stiffened Panel
3 Flat rectangular tubular panel
4Geodesic Panel
Select a module number >>: 1





Does a DIAL database file exist? (Y/N) Default is FIL002.
>>: n
Would you like to give the data base file a unique name? (Y/N)
>>: f 1 a t
Does a geometry file already exist for this analysis? (Y/N)
>>: n
Input a name for the geometry file. >>: gl
Does a material properties file exist?(Y/N) >>: n
Input a name for the material roperties file. >>: m 1
************************************************************
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91
Input Panel Width and Length >>( i0.000 i0.000)> 10 i0
Input No. of Stiffeners and Ribs >>( 2 I)> 2 2
Does the user want to specify Panel Sub-divisions? (Y/N)
Enter >> n
Sub-Grid Between Stiffeners are 2.
Sub-Grid Between Ribs are 3.
Stiffeners equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)> y
Ribs equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)> y
ii
Boundary Condition Definition
Are there ribs at Ends ? (Y/N)>>(Y)> n
Ribs on:(1)Skin (2)STIF (3) Both ?>>(i)> 3
Choose a B.C. Type no. at Ribs:
(i) Simply Supported; (2) S.S. and Rotation; ?>>(i)> 2
Choose a B.C. type no. at Ends:
(i) Part of a Larger Panel (2) Free (3) Simply Supported
(4) Semi-Clamped-i (axial & lateral free)
(5) Semi-Clamped-2 (axial only free)
(6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) --->>(i)> 1
Choose a B.C. type no. at Sides:
i) Part of a Larger Panel
2) Free
3) Simply Supported
4) Semi-Clamped-i (axial & lateral free)
5) Semi-Clamped-2 (axial only free)
6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) --->>(2)> 1
Loading Condition Definition
Choose input loads type (Total=l,Line=2)?>>(2)> i
following total load unit: ib
Input axial load >>(i 000.0)> 1 000
Input lateral load >>( 0.0)> 0
Input shear load along ends >>( 0.0)> 0
Input lateral pressure in psi >> 0.00)> 0
Type of Analysis
Choose ONE of the following type of analysis>>
i> Linear Analysis.
2> Bifurcation Buckling Analysis.
3> Post-Buckling Analysis.
Enter >> 3
Type of Target Point ?>> 0
O> Load Factor.
1-6> Displacement DOF.
Enter>> Target Point Value = 5.7
Input No. of Materials >>(i)> 1
Input Matl# 1 Elastic & Shear Modulus, Poison #, AML +/-
Allowables
EI,E2 >>( 0.30E+08 0.30E+08)> 8.9e6 8.9e6
GI2,G23,G31 >>( 0.i 2E+08 0.i 2E+08 0.i 2E+08)~0.89e6
0.3e6 0.3e6
VI2 >>( 0.3043)> 0.095
Do you want to input AML Failure Parameters (Y/N)? y
+ Allow.>>(-60.0 0.001 0.0 0.002 60.0 0.003)> -60 0.011 0
12
0.022 60 0.011
- Allow.>>(-60.0 -0.002 0.0 -0.003 60.0 -0.004)> -60
-0.011 0 -0.022 60 -0.011
Input No. of plies for the basic panel >>( 2)> 8
Input Matl#, Thickness, Angle
Are the information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)? y
Ply# I>>( 1 0.i000 0.00)> 1 0.0142 45
.........................................
Stiffener Type: l)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)I-shape, 4)J-shape,
5)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)Bead, 8)0pen Hat.
Select axial stiffener type >>(i)> 1
Input XH,XB,XC >>( 0.400 0.500 0.350)> 0.4 0.5 0.2
Input No. of plies for stiffener ELEM #i>>( 2)> 8
Input Matl#, Thickness, Angle
Are the information the save for ALL plies (Y/N)? y
Ply# I>>(,i 0.i 000 0.00)> 1 0.0142 -45
Input No. of plies for stiffener ELEM #2>>( 2)> 4
Input Matl#, Thickness, Angle
Are the information the save for ALL plies (Y/N)? y
Ply# i>>(i 0.i 000 0.00)> I 0.0142 90
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
m,n) >>> MAIN MENU <<< (general MESH data)
0,0) Geometry & General Data
0,i) Base Panel Width and Length (AX,BY) : 10.000
i0.000
0,2) No. of Stiffeners and Ribs (M,N): 2 2
0,3) No. of GRID for Stiffeners and Ribs(Mi,NI): 2 3
0,4) Stiffener locations (A): 3.333 6.667
0,5) Rib locations (B): 3.333 6.667
>>> OTHER MENUS <<< (MATL, BASE Ply, STIF Ply, BC & LC)
1,0) Total No. of Materials (NMAT): 1
2,0) No. of Plies for The Base PaneI(NLAY) : 8





XH: 0.400 XB= 0.500 XC= 0.200
4,0) Boundary & Loading Conditions
Select m,n=> -1:END; 9:QUIT; m,n:UPDATE ~> 1,0
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
i
MATL MENU (MENU1) :
1,0) Total No. of Materials (NMAT): 1
i,i) Material Number 1
Selection=> l,n: modify MATL #n;
-i: Exit; 9: Quit; m,0: other MENUS >> i,i
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
Properties for MATL No. :i
l>>Elastic Modulus (EI,E2): 0.89E+07 0.89E+07
2>>Shear Modulus (GI2,G23,G31): 0.89E+06 0.30E+06 0.30E+06
3>>Poisson Ratio (VI2): 0.0950
4>>AML + Allowables:-60.0 0.0110 0.0 0.0220 60.0 0.0110
5>>AML- Allowables:-60.0 -0.0110 0.0 -0.0220 60.0 -0.0110
Modify Above Material Properties (Y/N)? >>(N)> n
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
MATL MENU (MENU1) :
1,0) Total No. of Materials (NMAT): 1
i,i) Material Number 1
Selection=> l,n: modify MATL #n;
-i: Exit; 9: Quit; m, 0: other MENUS >> 2,0
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
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Base Ply MENU (MENU2):
2,0) No. of Plies for The Base Panel (NLAY) : 8

























Modify the no. of plies @ the panel (Y/N)? >>(N)>
n Choose PLY NUMBER to modify (Y/N)? n Selection
=> 2,n: modify panel plies;
-i :End; 9:Quit; m, 0: other MENUS >> 3,0
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by
LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
STIF MENU (MENU3) : l)Blade, 2)Close Hat,
3)I-shape, 4)J-shape, 5)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)Bead,
8)0pen Hat.
3,0) Type of Stiffener: 1
XH= 0.400 XB= 0.500 XC: 0.200
3,1) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(1) : 8
3,2) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(2) : 4
Selection => 3,n: modify panel plies;
-l:End; 9:Quit; m, 0: other MENUS; -i: exit. >> 3,1
..WWWWWW*WWWWWWWW*WWWWWWWWWWW*WWWWWWWW*WWWWWW*WWWW*
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
3,1 ) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(1): 8























8 1 0.0142 -45.0
00 No Change
Modify the number of above plies (Y/N)? >>(N)> n
Choose the PLY NUMBERyou wish to change >> @
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
STIF MENU (MENU3) :
l)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)I-shape, 4)J-shape,
5)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)Bead, 8)0pen Hat.
3,0) Type of Stiffener: 1
XH= 0.400 XB= 0.500 XC= 0.200
3,1) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(1) : 8
3,2) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(2): 4
Selection => 3,n: modify panel plies;
-I :End; 9:Quit; m, 0: other MENUS; -i: exit. >>
4,0
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
Boundary Condition Definition
4,1) There are NO ribs on the ends.
4,2) Ribs on both the Skin and the Stiffener.
4,3) Ribs are simulated using Simple Support plus
Rotational
Constraints.
4,4) Ends are Part of a Larger Panel.
4,5) Sides are Part of a Larger Panel.
'-Loading Condition Definition
4,6) Total Loads (Ibs.):
4,7) Axial= I000.0
4,8) Lateral= 0.0
4,9) Shear Along the Ends = 0.0




TYPE OF TARGET >LOAD FACTORTARGET= 5.70000
Select m,n=> -i :Exit; 9:Quit; m,n: Other Menu or
Update.>>-i
3.0 CURVED STIFFENED PANEL MODULE
This module creates a model of a curved rectangular panel with
longitudinal axial stiffeners and circumferential frame attachments (as
shown in Figure 6). This model is representative of a stiffened
fuselage shell. There are eight different types of stiffeners
available. No actual frames are modeled in the circumferential
direction. Frame attachments are simulated with local boundary
conditions.
3.1 CAPABILITIES AND RESTRICTIONS
i) Number of axial stiffeners0<N<10
2) Stiffeners may be unequally spaced and of different
cross-sections and layups
3) Number of lateral stiffeners or restraints0<N<2
4) Lateral rib or stiffener attachments may provide either a pinned
or fixed type support.
5) Boundary conditions options include for the ends either
simply supported, clamped or free.
6) Boundary conditions options for the sides include simply
supported, clamped or free.
7) Loading may include any combination of axial, lateral and
shear line loads and a lateral pressure.
8) Maximum number of different materials = i0
9) Maximum number of different layups = 20
i0) Maximum number of plies per layup = i00
ii) Option to perform either a linear stress analysis or buckling
analysis. The buckling model is necessarily a more refined mesh than
the stress model and as a consequence will require much longer run
times.
12) Stiffener layup may include any or all panel plies as integral to
the stiffener.
An example input format for this module is presented in Section
3.2. The required input dimensions and parameters are the same as
shown in Figures 2 and 3. A plot of the model generated for this
example is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
USAGE NOTES
i) The skin panel at the base of the stiffener is considered part
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contributions from both sources.
2) Panel sub-divisions define the model element density which is
program controlled unless requested by the user.
3) Definition of full 3-D material properties is not required since
only shell elements are used. The material property input is described
in Appendix A.I.
3.2 CURVED STIFFENED PANEL MODULE - EXAMPLE INPUT
Following input prompts would be shown on the terminal, if there
are no pre-assigned data files when the program is called.
Numbers after the prompts- are the actual inputs for the model
shown in Figure 6. User input is shown in bold type.
$ @DIALAMATIC
Advanced Composites Structural Concept and Materials
Technologies











Flat rectangular stiffened panel (Wing panel)
Curved Stiffened Panel
Flat rectangular tubular panel
Geodesic Panel
Select a module number >>: 2





Does a DIAL database file exist? (Y/N) Default is FIL002. >>:N
Would you like to give the data base file a unique name? (Y/N) >>:
2O
CURVED
Does a geometry file already exist for this analysis?(Y/N)
>>: N
Input a name for the geometry file. >>: BEAD.DAT
Does a material properties file exist?(Y/N) >>: n
Input a name for the material roperties file. >> ml
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision i. 6/28/91
Input Panel Width,Length and Radius
122.0)> 50. 40. 60.
>>( i0.000 i0.000
Input No. of Stiffeners and Ribs >>( 2 i)> 31
Does the user want to specify Panel Sub-divisions? (Y/N)
Enter >> Y
Input no. of Sub-Grid between stif/Rib>>(2m2)> 2 6
Stiffeners equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y) > y
Ribs equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)> y
..... Boundary Condition Definition
Are there ribs at Ends ?(Y/N)>>(Y)> n
Ribs on: (1)Skin (2)STIF (3) Both ?>>(i)> 3
Choose a B.C. Type no. at Ribs:
Choose a B.C. type no. at z = 0:
(i) Simploy Supported
(2) S. S. and Rotation
(3) Free --->>(I)> 1
Choose a B.C. type no. at z = L:
(i) Simploy Supported
(2) S. S. and Rotation
(3) Free --->>(i)> I
Choose a B.C. type no. at theta = 0:
(i Simploy Supported
(2 S.S. and Rotation
(3 Free --->>(i)> i
Choose a B.C. type no. at theta = theta_max:
(i Simploy Supported
(2 S.S. and Rotation
(3 Free --->>(i)> I
21
Loading Condition Definition -
Choose input loads type (Total=l,Line=2)?>>(2)> 2
following total load unit: Ib
Input axial load >>(I000.0)> -5000
Input lateral load >>( 0.0)> 2500.
Input shear load along ends >>( 0.D)> 1000.
Input lateral pressure in psi >> (0.00)> 8.3
Type of Analysis -
Choose ONE of the following type of analysis>>
i> Linear Analysis.
2, Bifurcation Buckling Analysis.
3> Post-Buckling Analysis.
Enter >> 1
Input No. of Materials >>( I)> 1
Input Matl# 1 Elastic & Shear Modulus, Poison #, AML +/-
Allowables
EI,E2 >>( 0.30E+08 0.30E+08)> 8.9e6 8.9e6
GI2,G23,G31 >>( 0.i 2E+08 0.12E+08 0.i 2E+08)-0.89e6
0.3e6 0.3e6
VI2 >>( 0.3043)> 0.095
Do you want to input AML Failure Parameters (Y/N)? y
+ Allow.>>(-60.0 0.001 0.0 0.002 60.0 0.003)> -60 0.011 0
0.022 60.0.011
- Allow.>>(-60.0 -0.002 0.0 -0.003 60.0 -0.004)>
-60-0.011 0-0.022 60 -0.011
Input No. of plies for the basic panel >>( 2)> 6
Input Matl#, Thickness, Angle
Are the information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)? y
Ply# i>>( 1 0.i000 0.00), 1 0.005
Stiffener Type: l)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)l-shape, 4)J-shape,
5)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)Bead, 8)0pen Hat.
Select axial stiffener type >>(i)> 7
Input XH,XB, >>( 0.400 0.500)> 2.0 8.0
Input No. of plies for stiffener ELEM #i>>( 2)> 6
Input Matl#, Thickness, Angle
Are the information the savm for ALL plies (Y/N)? y
Ply# i>, ( 1 0.i 000 0.00)> I 0.005 45
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Input No. of plies for stiffener ELEM #2>>( 2)> 6
Input Marl#, Thickness, Angle
Are the information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)? y
Ply# i>, ( 1 0.i 000 0.00)> 1 0.006 45
Input No. of plies for stiffener ELEM #3>>( 2)> 6
Input Marl#, Thickness, Angle
Are the information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)? y
Ply# i>, (,i 0.i000 0.00)> 1 0.005 45
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC *
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
m,n) >>> MAIN MENU <<< (general MESH data)
0,0) Geometry & General Data
0,I) Base Panel Width, Length and Radius (AX,BY:) 50.000
90.000 60.000
0,2) No. of Stiffeners and Ribs (M,N) : 3 1
0,3) No. of GRID for Stiffeners and Ribs(MI,NI) : 2 6
0,4) Stiffener locations (A): 8.333 25.000 41.667
0,5) Rib locations (B): 20.000
>>> OTHER MENUS <<< (MATL, BASE Ply, STIF Ply, BC & LC)
1,0) Total No. of Materials (NMAT): 1
2,0) No. of Plies for The Base PaneI(NLAY) : 6
3,0) Axial stiffener type No. (MTYP) : 7
Blade:l,Close Hat=2,"l"=3,"J"=4,Angle=5,"ZH=6,Bead=7 Open
Hat=8.
XH= 2.00 XB= 8.000
4,0) Boundary & Loading Conditions
Select m,n:> -1:END; 9:QUIT; m,n:UPDATE ~> 1,0
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC *
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
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MATL MENU (MENU1) :
1,0) Total No. of Materials (NMAT) : 1
i,I) Material Number 1
Selection=> l,n: modify MATL #n;
-i: Exit; 9: Quit; m,0: other MENUS >> i,I
**********************************W.W**************
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
Properties for MATL No. :i
l>>Elastic Modulus (EI,E2): 0.89E+07 0.89E+07
2>>Shear Modulus (GI2,G23,G31): 0.89E+06 0.30E+06 0.30E+06
3>>Poisson Ratio (VI2) : 0.0950
4>>AML + Allowables:-60.0 0.0110 0.0 0.0220 60.0 0.0110
5>>AML- Allowables:-60.0 -0.0110 0.0 -0.0220 60.0 -0.0110
Modify Above Material Properties (Y/N)? >>(N)> Y
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
MATL MENU (MENU1) :
1,0) Total No. of Materials (NMAT): 1
i,i) Material Number 1
Selection=> l,n: modify MATL #n;
-i: Exit; 9: Quit; m, 0: other MENUS >> 2,0
*****W**W**W**W*WWWWWWWWW***W*WW***WW*****WWWWW****
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
***************************************************
Base Ply MENU (MENU2) :
2,0) No. of Plies for The Base Panel (NLAY): 6
Ply # Material # Thickness Angle
1 1 0.005 45.0
2 1 0.005 45.0
3 1 0.005 45.0
4 1 0.005 45.0
5 1 0.005 45.0
24
6 1 0.005 45.0
Modify the no. of plies @ the panel (Y/N)? >>(N)>
Choose PLY NUMBERto modify (Y/N)? n Selection =>
2,n: modify panel plies;
-i :End; 9:Quit; m, 0: other MENUS>> 3,0
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
STIF MENU (MENU3) : l)Blade, 2)Close Hat,
3)l-shape, 4)J-shape, 5)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)Bead,
8)0pen Hat.
3,0 Type of Stiffener: 7
XH= 2.000 XB= 8.000
3,1) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(1) : 6
3,2) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(2): 6
3,3) No. of Plies for STIF, ELEM(3): 6
Selection => 3,n: modify panel plies;
-l:End; 9:Quit; m, 0: other MENUS; -i: exit. >> 3,1
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
3,1 ) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(1): 6




















Modify the number of above plies (Y/N)? >>(N)> n
Choose the PLY NUMBER you wish to change >> 0
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
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STIF MENU (MENU3) :
l)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)I-shape, 4)J-shape,





Type of Stiffener: 7
XH= 2.000 XB= 8.000
No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(1) : 6
No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(2): 6
No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(3):
Selection = >,n: modify panel plies;
-i :End; 9:Quit; m, 0: other MENUS; -i
****************************WWWW*WWWWWW***WWWWWWWW*
*Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC*
*Flat Stiffener Panel: Revision 1.2, 6/28/91"
..WWWWWWWWWW*WWWWWWWWWWWWW*WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
Boundary Condition Definition
4,1) There are NO ribs on the ends.
4,2) Ribs on both the Skin and the Stiffener.
4,3) Ribs are simulated using Simple Support plus
Rotational
Constraints.
4,4) Ends are Part of a Larger Panel.
4,5) Sides are Part of a Larger Panel.
..... Loading Condition Definition ......
4,6) Total Loads (ibs.):
4,7) Axial= i000.0
4,8) Lateral= 0.0
4,9) Shear Along the Ends = 0.0
4,10) Lateral Pressure (psi.)= 0.0
Solution Technique
4,11) Post-Buckling Analysis.
TYPE OF TARGET >LOAD FACTOR TARGET= 5.70000
Select m,n=> -I :Exit; 9:Quit; m,n: Other Menu or Update.>>
-I
4.0 FLAT RECTANGULAR TUBULAR PANEL
This module creates a model of a flat rectangular panel made
up of trapezoidal tubes bonded side by side with face sheets
bonded on the top and bottom surface, see Figure 8. All
tubular stiffeners are identical but the top and bottom face
26



























sheets may be different layups. The model may be loaded with
any combination of axial, lateral and shear load. The model
may be used to perform a stress analysis of the laminates or
local buckling analysis of the stiffener/face sheet
combination. Overall buckling of the panel may also be
determined but care in the selection of boundary conditions
is important to obtaining meaningful output.
4.1 CAPABILITIES AND RESTRICTIONS
i) Any number of tubular stiffeners of any size as long as
the basic shape remains trapezoidal.
2) All tubular stiffeners are identical in shape and layup.
3) Stress and bifurcation buckling analyses may be
performed.
A full 3-D set of orthotropic properties is not required since
all models use shell elements for analysis.
Through-the-thickness properties are not required. See
Appendix A.I for definition of material directions and
requested properties.
An option to put a filler material along the open sides of
this model exists. This would simulate the use of a potting
material in this area used to prevent local buckling in a test
article. Input may be entered to define the filler material.
Otherwise properties for a lightweight syntactic filled epoxy
material are used by default.
An example input format for this module is preser_ ed in the Section
4.2. Figures 8 and 9 are included to explain some of terminology and
conventions used for the input. A typical model generated using this
module is shown in Figures i0 and ii.
USAGE NOTES
i) The tubes and skins are handled as separate parts in the input, they
are combined within the model as if they are fully bonded to each
other.
4.2 TUBULAR MODULE - EXAMPLE INPUT
The following input prompts would be shown on the terminal for a
typical run. Refer-to Figures and for guidance on the meaning of
various prompts. User inpu t is shown in bold type.
$ @dialamatic
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• LINE LOADS ARE AVERAGE DISTRIBUTED OVER
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Flat rectangular stiffened panel (Wing panel)
Curved Stiffened Panel
Flat rectangular tubular panel
Geodesic Curved Panel
Select a module number >>: 3





Does a DIAL database file exist?(Y/N) Default is FIL002.>>: n
Would you like to give the data base file a unique
name?(Y/N)>>: y
Input database file name >>: tube
Does a geometry file already exist for this analysis?(Y/N)>>:n
Input a name for the geometry file. >>: gl.dat
Does a material properties file exist?(Y/N) >>: n
Input a name for the material properties file. >>: ml.dat
Advanced Composite Structural Program
TUBULAR PANEL MODULE
Version 1.2 6/28/91
Updated by Tony Wei. LMSC Bld. 157 Ext:6-1137
***Geometric Parameter Inputs***
Input i) for Stress Analysis.
2) for Buckling Analysis.
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3) for Post Buckling Analysis.
Enter >> 1
Input Top Width of the Tube (0.5000in.) >> 0.5
Input Bottom Width of the Tube (l.0000in.) >> 1.0
Input Height of the Tubes (0.5000in.) >> 0.5
Input Length of the Panel (5.0000in.) >> 5.
Input Number of Tubes in the Width Direction (Y) (5) >> 5
Input Boundary Conditions for the Panel.
l-lnfinite Panel.
2-Sides Simply Supported. (with Filler Material; ends free)
3-Sides Simply Supported. (w/o Filler Material; ends free)
4-Ends Clamped; w/o Filler at the Sides. (Sides Free)
5-Ends Clamped; with Filler at the Sides. (Sides Free)
Select Your Choice >> 4
*************************************
**Please keep the Total Number of Materials
(Excluding Filler Material) at Maximum of 6**
Input No. of Materials Used.(Exclude Filler Material)>> 1
Input Information for Material 1 >>
Name (No More Than 50 Characters) >> 976 GRAPHITE EPOXY CLOTH
Input Elastic Moduli: Eli,E22 >>8.9e6, 8.9e6
Input Shear Moduli: GI2,G23,G31 >> 0.89e6 0.3e6 0.3e6
Input Poisson's Ratio: VI2 >> 0.095
Do You Want to Utilize the AML Failure Criteria? [Y or N] >> y
Input AML Parameters: ***for further definition, please consult
the user's manual.***
Input AML Paramters for Material 1 >>
*** Tension Strain Values ***
Point i-- Angle (Degree) and Strain Allowable.
Enter Angle. (deg.) >> -60
Enter Strain Allowable. >> 0.011
Point 2-- Angle (Degree) and Strain Allowable.
Enter Angle. (deg.) >> 0
Enter Strain Allowable. >> 0.022
Point 3-- Angle (Degree) and Strain Allowable.
Enter Angle. (deg.) >> 60
Enter Strain Allowable. >> 0.011
***Compression Strain Values ***
Point 4-- Angle (Degree) and Strain Allowable.
Enter Angle. (deg.) >> -60
Enter Strain Allowable. >> -0.011
Point 5-- Angle (Degree) and Strain Allowable.
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Enter Angle. (deg.) >> 0
Enter Strain Allowable. >> -0.022
Point 6-- Angle (Degree) and Strain Allowable.
Enter Angle. (deg.) >> 60
Enter Strain Allowable. >> -0.011
***Wall Layup Information Input***
Input No. of Plies for Top Face Sheet (4) >> 4
Input No. of Plies for Bottom Face Sheet (4) >> 4
Input No. of Plies for Tube Core (4) >> 4
Input Material Numbers for Top Face Sheet Lay-up >>
Is it the Same for All Plies? [Y or N] >> y
Enter >> 1
Input Thicknesses for Top Face Sheet Lay-up(in.) >>
Is it the Same for All Plies? [Y or N] >> y
Enter >> 0.0142
Input Orientations of Plies for Top Face Sheet (deg.) >>





Input Material Numbers for Bottom Face Sheet Lay-up >>
Is it the Same for All Plies? [Y or N] >> y
Enter >> 1
Input Thicknesses for Bottom Face Sheet Lay-up(in.)
Is it the Same for All Plies? [Y or N] >> y
Enter >> 0.0142
>>
Input Orientations of Plies for Bottom Face Sheet (deg.) >





Input Material Numbers Tube Core Lay-up>>
Is it the Same for All Plies? [Y or N] >> y
Enter >> 1
Input Thicknesses for Tube Core Lay-up(in.)
Is it the Same for All Plies? [Y or N] >> y
Enter >> 0.0142
>>
Input Orientations of Plies for Core Wall (deg.) >>






Apply loads to the model:
Load may be input as total load or as an average line load.




Total Tensile (+) or Compressive (-) Load (lb.) on the Ends.
Enter >> -1000
Total Tensile (+) or Comppressive (-) Load (lb.) on the Sides.
Enter >> 0
Total Shear Load (+ CCW and - CW)
i) On the Ends.
2) On the Sides.
Enter >> 1
Shear Load on the Ends = 0
(lb.







Width at the Tube Bottom = 1.0001n.
Width at the Tube Top= 0.500in.
Number of Tubes = 5
Panel Width = 4.500in.
Panel Length, PL= 5.000in.
Total Height of the Panel=0.613600in.
Tube Height, PH= 0.500in.
Top Cover Sheet Thickness= 0.056800in.
Bottom Cover Sheet Thickness= 0.056800_n.
Tube Wall Thickness= 0.056800in.
Boundary Condition: Ends clamped; w/o filler at the sides.
Stress Analysis.
***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***









Material Name = 976 GRAPHITE EPOXYCLOTH
Orthotropic Material
Ell (psi)= 8900000.0 E22(psi)= 8900000.0
GI2 (psi)= 890000.0 G23(psi)= 300000.0 G31 (psi)= 300000.0
V1 2=0.09500
AML parameters for this material.
***Tension Strain Values***
Point 1 Angle(Degree)=-60.00 Strain Allowable= 0.01100
Point 2 Angle(Degree)= 0.00 Strain Allowable= 0.02200
Point 3 Angle(Degree)= 60.00 Strain Allowable= 0.01100
***Compression Strain Values***
Point 4 Angle(Degree)=-60.00 Strain Allowable= -0.01100
Point 5 Angle(Degree)= 0.00 Strain Allowable= -0.02200
Point 6 Angle(Degree)= 60.00 Strain Allowable= -0.01100
***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page***
AML Failure Calculation is invoked.
























***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***
Total Thickness= 0.056800in.
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***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***

















***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***
Total Thickness= 0.056800in.


















***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***
Total Thickness= 0.056800in.
***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***








Axial Line Load on the Ends. (lb./in)= -222.222
Total Axial Load on the Ends. (lb.)= -i000.000
Axial Line Load on the Sides. (lb./in)= 0.000
Total Axial Load on the Sides. (lb.)= 0.000
Shear Line Load (lb./in)= 0.000
Total Shear Load on the Ends. (lb.)= 0.000
Total Shear Load on the Sides. (lb.)= 0.000
***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***







Choose the Info. to be Modified: l>Panel Geometry.
2>Material Data. 3>Wall Layups. 4>Load. 5>Return to List
Menu. 6>Save the Changes and Exit. Enter>> 6
Do you really want to exit this program? [Y or N] Enter
>> y
*****End of Data Input Session.*****
*** Begin Dial Runstream Generation ***
*** Dial Runstream Generation Complete ***
FORTRAN STOP
Would you like to rename the geometry file? (Y/N) >>: n
Did you change geometry data? (Y/N) >>: y
The TGEOM. dat file was deleted.
Your designated geometry file was not purged.
Would you like to rename the material file? (Y/N) >>: n
Did you change material data? (Y/N): >> y
The TMAT. dat file was deleted.
Your designated material file was not purged.












Do you wish to C)ontinue solve processor interactively?
B)submit as a batch job?
P)go to post processor directly?
E)xit this module?
Please Select>>: E
End of this session for TUBULAR PANEL. Bye!!
Do you want to execute another module? (Y/N) >>: n
END OF THIS SESSION. BYE!!
5.0 GEODESIC CURVED STIFFENED PANEL
This module creates a model of a curved panel with geodesically shaped
stiffeners. The panel can be curved to represent a section of a
fuselage. The stiffeners are assumed to be filament wound with
systactic layers such that at the intersections the syntactic filler
squeezes out to create continuous filament intersections without layer
thickness buildup. The general structural arrangement and panel
loading is shown in Figures 12 and 13. The stiffeners may have
non-filament wound overwraps if desired. Because of the curvature,
normal pressures may be applied to the panel which will be reacted
with a hoop tension load in the panel. All elements of the model are
created with thick shell elements and analysis can include linear
stress analysis and a bifurcation buckling analysis if desired.
5.1 CAPABILITIES AND RESTRICTIONS
I) Number of axial bays (Must be even number) N>2
2) Number of lateral bays (Hoop direction) I<N<5
3) stiffener angle 40<Alpha<60
4) All stiffeners, both diagonal and hoop, must have similar
layups.
5) Model cannot exceed 180 degree arc circumferentally.
6) All bays are geometrically similar
7) Any hoop load (Ny) is determined based on the applied pressure.
8) Option to perform either a linear stress analysis or
buckling analysis. The buckling model is necessarily more
reefined than the stress model and as a consequence will
requirs longer solution times.
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• Ny LOADS ARE GENERATED AUTOMATICALLY
WHEN PRESSURE IS APPLIED.
• LINE LOADS ARE AVERAGE DISTRIBUTED OVER
BOTH SKIN AND STIFFENERS. PROGRAM WILL
AUTOMATICALLY REDISTRIBUTE LOADS.
4"1
Material input procedure is common to all modules and uses a common
material file (Library). A full 3-D set of orthotropic properties is
not required since all models use shell elements for analysis.
Through-the-thickness properies are not required. See appendix A.I
for definition of material directions and requested properties.
An example input format for this module is presented on the following
pages. Additional figures are included to explain some of the
terminology and conventions used for the input. A typical model
generated using this module is shown in Figure 14.
5.2 Geodesic Curved Stiffened Panel - Example Input
The following input prompts would be shown on the terminal for a
typical run. The actual prompts will vary for different panel
designs. Numbers in parenthes after the prompts are the default
values and may be used simply by hitting a return. Refer to Figures
12 and 13 for guidance on the meaning of various prompts.
$ @DIALAMATIC
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The following analysis modules are available at this time:





Flat rectangular stiffened panel (Wing panel)
Curved Stiffened Panel
Flat rectangular tubular panel
Curved geodesically stiffened rectangular panel
Select a module number >> : 4



















Does a DIAL database file exist?(Y/N) Default is FIL002. >>: N
Does a geometry file already exist for this analysis?(Y/N) >>: N
Input a name for the geometry file.
Do not use GEOM or GEOM.DAT >>: G1
Does a material properties file exist?(Y/N) >>: N
Input a name for the material properties file.
Do not use MAT or MAT.DAT >>: M1
Advanced Composite Structural Program
Geodesic Fuselage Panel
Updated Version - 1.3
Input i> for Stress Analysis, 2> for Buck. Analysis.>>l
Input Bay Length (20. in.) >>15
Input No. of Bays in Axial Direction.
(Must be Even Number) >>2
Input No. of Bays in Circumferential Direction. >>I
Input Panel Radius. (in.) >>30
Input Stiffener Angle (deg.) >>50
Input Stiffener Height. (in.) >>i




Select Your Choice >>i
Input No. of Layers for Panel Wall. >>3
Input No. of Layers for Stiffener Wall. >>3
Input Panel Lay-up Material Num.
Layer Number i. >> l
Layer Number 2. >> 1
Layer Number 3. >> 1
Input Panel Lay-Up Thickness.
Layer Number i. >> .014
Layer Number 2. >> .014
Layer Number 3. >> .014
Input Panel Lay-up Orientation.
Layer Number i. >> O
Layer Number 2. >> 45
Layer Number 3. >> 0
***Warning!! Stiffener Lay-up Must be Symmetric.***
Input Stiffener Lay-up Material Number.
Layer Number i. >> 1
Layer Number 2. >> 1
Layer Number 3. >> 1
Input Stiffener Lay-up Thickness.
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Layer Number i. >> .014
Layer Number 2. >> .2
Layer Number 3. >> .014
Input Stiffener Lay-up Orientation.
Layer Number i. >> 45
Layer Number 2. >> 0
Layer Number 3. >> 45
Input No. of Materials Used. >>2
Input i> for Iso. Material. 2> for Ortho. Materials. >>
Enter >>2
Input Elastic Moduli: Eli, E22 (psi) >>7.E6,6.8E6
Input Shear Moduli: GI2,G23,G31 (psi) >>3.E6,500000.,400000.
Input Poisson's Ratios: VI2 >>.15
Input Properties for Mataterial Number 2 >>
Input i> for Iso. Material. 2> for Ortho. Material. >>
Enter >>2
Input Elastic Moduli: Eli,E22 (psi) >>20.E6,2.E6
Input Shear Moduli: G12,G23,G31(psi)
>>I.E6,300000.,350000.
Input Poisson's Ratios: VI2 >>.06
Apply Loads to the Model:




Input Axial Line Load (ib./in)=1000
Input Shear Line Load (lb./in)=500
Input Pressure Load (psi)=14.7
Choose the Info. to be Listed:







Panel Length, D(in)= 15.000
Stiffener Height(in)= 1.000
Stiffener Angle, ALPHA(degree)=50.00
Number of Panels in: Axial Direction=
Panel Thickness(in)= 0.042000
Stiffener Thickness(in)= 0.228000
Boundary Condition: Infinite Panel.
Stress Analysis.
2 Hoop Direction =i
***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***
Choose the Info. to be Listed:



















E22 (psi) = 2000000.0
G23(psi) = 300000.0 G31 (psi) = 350000.0
***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***
Choose the Info. to be Listed:




































***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***
Choose the Info. to be Listed:






Axial Line Load (lb./in)= i000.000
Shear Line Load (lb./in)= 500.000
Pressure Load (lb./in**2)= 14.700
###Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***
Choose the Info. to be Listed:






Choose the Info. to be Modified: l>Panel and
Stiffener Geometry. 2>Material Data. 3>Wall
Lay-ups. 4>Load. 5>Update Info. and List.
6>Exit. Enter >>6
Do You Really Want to Exit This Program? [Y or N]
HAVE YOU SAVED YOURDATABASE???
Enter >>Y
*****End of data input session.*****
Begin DIAL Runstream Generation
DIAL Runstream Generation Complete
FORTRAN STOP











Do you wish to enter the solve processor now or submit as a batch job?
(Continue=C, Batch job=B) >> : B
AUTOMATIC BATCH PROCESSING NOT IMPLEMENTED AT THIS TIME
USER MUST SUBMIT DIAL SOLVE PROCESSOR IN FILE FLOAD.COM MANUALLY.
THE DIAL DATA BASE GENERATED MUST BE USED OR REGENERATED ON
WHATEVER MACHINE IS CHOSEN FOR BATCH PROCESSING.
DUE YOU WISH TO PROCEED INTO POST PROCESSING TO VIEW GEOMETRY OR
LOADS? (Y/N) >> : N
Do you want to end this session?(Y/N) >> : Y
%SYSTEM-F-NOLOGNAM, no logical name match
$
6.0 POST PROCESSING
Whether the generic model is run interactively or as a batch job a
data base file is created which contains the results of the analysis.
Other files are also generated which contain the print output of each
DIAL processor. The print output files may be edited to obtain general
information on the run. The primary means of obtaining results of the
analysis is through an automated post processing program which queries
the user for what he would like to see and generates either plots or
summary tables containing the pertinant information. The added
flexibility of performing other post processing tasks is possible
through the actual execution of the normal DIAL SCOPE processor. This
requires knowledge of the commands of that processor as well as
certain node and element numbering information of the model.
Each generic model module will generate a unique set of plots for that
particular model, but all models have the same basic categories of
plots and summaries available. They include:
I) Geometry plots of the model
2) Geometry plots showing applied loads
3) Deflected geometry plots for the applied load case for either the
linear stress state or the buckled shape.
4) Load, stress or margin of safety contour plots for individual
laminates or plies of the model.
5) Load summary tables giving the max/min laminate loads and strains
for individual parts of the model.
6) Stress summary tables giving the maximum ply stresses and strains
for individual laminates of the model.
7) Margin of safety summary table for individual laminates of the
model using the AML failure criteria.
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The program that is used to generate this output is similar to the
programs that generate the model to start with. That is, all data is
queried for interactively in a simple straight-forward fashion. This
provides for maximum ease of use with some flexibility in what
output is desired.
6-1 POST PROCESSING SESSION EXAMPLE
The following is an example session for generating post processing
output. The actual output devices will depend on the local hardware
configuration and user selection. For the pupose of this example it is
assumed that tl-e post processing executable runstream is given the
name PP for execution. If this is a continuation of an interactive run
no assignments to the data base file will be necessary(Just hit
return), but if the data base file was previously created the program
will ask for the name of the file. Example plots generated by this
module for the stringer stiffened panel model follow the listing.
$ @dialamatic
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Flat rectangular stiffened panel (Wing panel)
Curved Stiffened Panel
Flat rectangular tubular panel
Curved Geodesically Stiffened Panel
Select a module number >> : 1






Does a DIAL database file exist?(Y/N) Default is FIL002. >> : Y
What is the name of the DIAL database? >> : FIL002.
Do you wish to proceed into post processing of analysis results? (Y/N)
>> : Y
Advanced Composites Structural Concept
and Materials Technologies




What is the name of the DIAL data base file?: FIL002.
Which module was used to create this data base?
i) FLAT RECTANGULAR STRINGER STIFFENED PANEL
2) FLAT RECTANGULAR TUBULAR PANEL
NUMBER?>> : 1
SCOPE Processor
Original Run Time: 12:29:38 Date:





BLANK COMMON Space 1000000
GIVE A SHORT NAME FOR THIS ANALYSIS
PRECEDE MULTIPLE WORDS WITH APOSTROPHE >> 'EXAMPLE SESSION
WHAT TYPE OF TERMINAL?(TEK, SEL,RETR,VT24) >> VT24
WILL YOU WANT TO PLOT HARD COPIES?(Y/N) >> y
INPUT HARD COPY DEVICE(VERS,QMS) >> VERS
WHAT OUTPUT OPTION WOULD YOU LIKE?
i) SCREEN PLOTS ONLY, NO HARD COPIES
2) ONLY HARD COPY PLOTS
3) SCREEN PLOTS WITH HARD COPY PLOTS OPTIONAL
OPTION NUMBER? >> 3











GEOMETRY PLOT WITH LOAD VECTORS SHOWN
DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY
CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS
CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. PLY STRESS OR STRAIN






SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS
SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS
SUMMARY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY
TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION
INPUT NUMBER OF MENU ITEM DESIRED >> 1
AFTER EACH PLOT IS GENERATED HIT A RETURN TO CONTINUE
CURRENT VIEWPOINT IS: X = 1.0 Y = -i.0 Z = 1.0
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE VIEWPOINT FOR THIS PLOT?(Y/N) >>n
PICK THE PARTS TO BE DISPLAYED:
ALL PARTS (SKIN + STIFFENERS) = 0
O SKIN ONLY = -i
SINGLE STIFFENER (i THRU N) =
INPUT OPTION >> 0
Element Set 20 INSERT Keyword ALL
PICK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LABEL OPTIONS:
NO NODE OR ELEMENT NUMBERING = 0
NODE NUMBERING ONLY : 1
ELEMENT NUMBERING ONLY : 2
NODE AND ELEMENT NUMBERING : 3
INPUT OPTION >> 0
Save plot on metafile, plot number= 1 (Ref. Figure 15)















GEOMETRY PLOT WITH LOAD VECTORS SHOWN
DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY
CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS
CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. MARGIN OF SAFETY
SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS
SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS
SUMMARY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY
TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION
INPUT NUMBER OF MENU ITEM DESIRED >> 2
CURRENT VIEWPOINT IS: X = 1.0 Y = -i.0 Z = 1.0
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE VIEWPOINT FOR THIS PLOT?(Y/N) >>n










File [FIL.2]UL.SV Fourier No.= 0 Sequence No.= 1
Save plot on metafile, plot number= 2 (Ref. Figure 16)
MENU FOR PLOTS AND SUMMARY TABLES:
1 BASIC GEOMETRY PLOT
2 GEOMETRY PLOT WITH LOAD VECTORS SHOWN
3 DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT
4 CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS
5 CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
6 CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY
7 CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR
STRAINS
8 CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
9 CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. MARGIN OF SAFETY
i0 SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS
ii SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS
12 S_RY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY
99 TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION
INPUT NUMBER OF MENU ITEM DESIRED >> 3
SELECT DESIRED DEFLECTION PLOT TYPE:
LINEAR ANALYSIS - 0
BUCKLING ANALYSIS MODE SHAPE = 1
NONLINEAR ANALYSIS = 2
INPUT SELECTION >> @
SELECT DEFLECTION MAGNIFICATION FACTOR TO BE USED:
LOW (.i0) = 0
MED (.20) : 1
HIGH (.50) = 2
USER SELECTABLE = 3
INPUT SELECTION >> 1
Set Nodal Quantities NQD= I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
File [FIL.2]D.SV Fourier No.= 0 Sequence No. =
CURRENT _IEWPOINT IS: X = 1.0 Y = -i.0 Z = 2.0
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE VIEWPOINT FOR THIS PLOT? (Y/N) >>n
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE? (Y/N)>> y
Save plot on metafile, plot number= 3 (Refer Figure 17)









GEOMETRY PLOT WITH LOAD VECTORS SHOWN
DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY
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CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. MARGIN OF SAFETY
SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS
SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS
SUbiMARY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY
TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION
INPUT NUMBER OF MENU ITEM DESIRED >> 4
CURRENT VIEWPOINT IS: X = 0.0 Y = 0.0 Z = 1.0
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE VIEWPOINT FOR THIS PLOT?(Y/N)
SELECT LOAD FACTOR LEVEL TO BE PLOTTED:
LINEAR SOLUTION = 0
MAX LOAD STEP ATTAINED = 1
INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR = 2
>>n
INPUT SELECTION >> 0
Set Element Integration Point Quantities
File [FIL.2]S.EIP Fourier No.= 0 Sequence No.= 1
QUANTITY MENU: (LINE LOAD) N-X = i, N-Y = 2, N-XY = 3
(LINE MOMENT) M-X = 4, M-Y = 5
(AVG STRAIN) E-X = ii, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 13
--> INPUT 99 TO DISCONTINUE PLOTTING
INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> 1
Save plot on metafile, plot number= 4 (Refer. Figure 18)
QUANTITY MENU: (LINE LOAD) N-X = i, N-Y = 2, N-XY = 3
(LINE MOMENT) M-X = 4, M-Y = 5
(AVG STRAIN) E-X = ii, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 13
--> INPUT 99 TO DISCONTINUE PLOTTING
INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NIIMBER >> 99
MENU FOR PLOTS AND SUMMARY TABLES:
I) BASIC GEOMETRY PLOT
2) GEOMETRY PLOT WITH LOAD VECTORS SHOWN
-3 DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT
4 CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS
5 CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
6 CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY
7 CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR
STRAINS
8 CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. PLY STRESS OR STRAIN
9 CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. MARGIN OF SAFETY
i0 SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS
i! SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS
12 SUMMARY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY
99 TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION
57
INPUT NUMBER OF MENU ITEM DESIRED >> 99
* Mapped-vector algorithm *
*****PLOT OPTIONS IN EFFECT*****









XMIN = 0.00 ,XMAX = 10.56
YMAX = 10.56 ,MSGLVL = 1
YSTART = 0.00 ,SCALE = 1.00
YFACT = 1.00 ,UNITS = 1.00
STRIPO = 0.00 ,SPACE = 10.56
OUT = -i.00 ,LYNES = 600
NIBS = 2112 ,DEN = 200.00
SAVED PLOTS ARE NOW BEING TRANSFORMED TO PLOT FILES.
PLEASE WAIT UNTIL COMPLETION IS INDICATED.












*S* METAPL Metafile plotting completed, 4 plots generated
-LOT FILE TRANSFORMATION COMPLETED
THIS COMPLETES THE POST PROCESSING SESSION.
ANY HARD COPY PLOTS GENERATED HERE WILL RESIDE ON FILES IN THE
WORKING DIRECTORY, USE NORMAL SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES TO ACTUALLY
PRINT THEM.








Do you want to end this session? (Y/N) >> : y
END OF THIS SESSION FOR FLAT STRINGER STIFFENED PANEL. Bye!I!
Do you want to execute another module? (Y/N) >> : n




A.I Material Properties Input
The material input section is common to all generic model modules and
is intended to create a library type file from which material
properties for the lamina are obtained. The modules will query the
user for material input numbers for the materials being used and if
they do not already exist on the material file, the program will ask
for the appropriate input. One should be careful of the numbering
sequence and revising materials that previously existed. This could
cause previously generated models to pick up the wrong values if
rerun. The input required is shown below.
Material number (From 1 to 99)
In plane moduli Eli and E22 (psi)
Shear modzli GI2,G!3, and G23 (In plane and transverse - psi)




AML Failure Methodology Input
If the user desires to calculate margins of safety for the
structure being analyzed, the AML (Angle Minus Loaded) method has
been implemented. The allowable strain in both tension and
compression is required versus the AML parameter (Percentage plies
_t 45 deg to the direction being checked minus the percentage of
plies in the direction being analyzed). A typical figure is shown
below. Input to the program consists of six number pairs of AML
values and allowable strain values. This allows for a bilinear
curve for both tension and compression allowables. The user is
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A.2 Input Data File Structure
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF DATA IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS.
ACTUAL DATA VARIES FROM ONE MODEL TO ANOTHER.
MODULE I:
GEOMETRY FILE:
1 1 2 3 20.0000 15.000 (PANEL GEOM. & MESH REFINEMENT)
0.0000 i0.0000 20.0000 (STRINGER SPACING)
0.0000 7.5000 15.0000 (FRAME SPACING)
2 1 1 4 3 1 (BOUNDARY CONDITIONS)
0.5000E+04 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 (LOADS)









0.000E+00 0.2000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00*
0.5000E+06 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00*
0.0000E+00 0.2000E-02 0.6000E+02 0.3000E-02"
0.0000E+00-3.000E-02 0.6000E+02 -0.4000E-02"
(SKIN LO. OF LAYERS)
1 0.i0000 45.0000 (SKIN LAYER MATL NO., THICK. & ORIENT.)
1 0.i0000 45.0000
8 (STIFFENER TYPE)








(NO. OF LAYERS IN STIFF. ELEMENT #I)
(LAYER MATL NO., THICK. & ORIENT.)
(NO. OF LAYERS IN STIFF ELEMENT #i)
(LAYER MATL NO., THICK & ORIENT.)
(NO. OF LAYERS IN STIFF ELEMENT #i)
(LAYER MATL NO.,THICK. & ORIENT.)
SIX COLUMNS ABOVE CONTAIN MATERIAL LAMINA El, E2, E3, GI2, G23, VI2
AND ALM ALLOWABLE INFORMATION.
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1 1 0.02000 45.00
2 1 0.02000 0.00
3 1 0.02000 45.00
3.00000 (TUBE DIMENSIONS)
(NO. OF TUBES, NO. OF ELEM., B.C.'S
(NONLINEAR ANLAYSIS PARAMETERS
(SKIN AND TUBE LAMINATE THICKNESSES
(NO. OF PLIES IN EACH PART
(TOP SKIN LAYER MATL NO., THICKNESS, & ORIENT)
1 1 0.05000 45.00
2 1 0.05000 0.00
3 1 0.05000 45.00
(bOP SKIN LAYER MATL NO., THICKNESS, & ORIENT
1 1 0.0500 0.00
MATERIAL FILE:












































































THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO ACT AS THE
BASIC RUN DRIVER FOR THE
FLAT, CURVED,TUBULAR AND GEODESICALLY
STIFFENED PANEL GENERIC MODELS, AS PART OF
DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
VAX VERSION Vl.2 6-28-91





$ %1 :=WRITE SYS$OUTPUT
$W ....
$W "
$%/ " DIAL-A-MATIC Stringer Stiffened Panels "
SW ....
SW " MODULES 1,2,3,4
$W " VAX VERSION 1.2"
$W " JUNE 1991"
SW ""
SW ""
SW " i) FLAT STIFFENED PANEL
SW " 2) CURVED STIFFENED PANEL
$W " 3) TUBULAR TRUSS CORE PANEL
Sv " 4) GEODESICALLY STIFFENED PANEL
Sw ....
SINOUIRE MOD " PLEASE CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE MODULE, 1-4 >> "
SIP MOD .EQS. "I" THEN GOTO MODI
$IF MOD .EQS. "2" THEN GOTO MOD2
$IF MOD .EQS. "3" THEN GOT0 MOD3














SINQUIRE RTN " VOULD YOU LIKE TO RUN ANOTHER MODULE ? >> "














FLAT STIFFENED PANEL MODULE-# i DRIVER
DIALAMATIC
THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO ACT AS THE
BASIC RUN DRIVER FOR THE STRINGER STIFFENED
FLAT PANEL GENERIC MODEL AS PART OF
DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
VAX VERSION Vl.2 6-28-91






S W := WRITE SYSSOUTPUT
$FILE=F$SEARCH("TAPEI0.DAT")









$W " Generic Model for Flat Stringer Stiffened Panel"
SW ""
Sw " MODULE 1
SW " VAX VERSION 1.2"
$W " JUNE 1991
Sw ""
Sw ""
SW "BASIC ANALYSIS INFORMATION:"
Sv ""
$INOUIRE DB "Does a DIAL database file exist?(Y/N) Default is FILO02. >> "
$IF DB .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STPI
SIF DB .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO STP2
$STPI:
SV ""





$INOUIRE DBN "Would you like to give the data base file a unique name?(Y/N) >> "








SINOUIRE D2 "Does a geometry file already exist for this analysis?(Y/N) >> "
SIF D2 .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP3









SINQUIRE GEOM "Input a name for the geometry file. >> "
$FILE=FSSEARCH(GEOM)






$1NOUIRE MAT "Does a material properties file exist?(Y/N) >> "
$1F MAT .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP5
$IF MAT .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO STP6
$STP5:
$V ""
$INOUIRE MAT "What is the name of the existing material properties file? >> "




$INOUIRE MAT "Input a name for the material properties file. >> "
$FILE=F$SEARCH(MAT)









$W "ASSEMBLY OF DIAL INPUT RUNSTREAMS COMPLETED"
W '1 "
SINOUIRE SAVE "Would you like to rename the geometry file?(Y/N) >> "
$IF SAVE .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO STEP6B
SW ""







$INOUIRE SAVE "Would you like to rename the material file?(Y/N) >> "
$IF SAVE .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO STEP6C
$W ""








SINQUIRE DEXT "Do you want to proceed with code execution?(Y/N) >>"
$IF DEXT .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO CLOSEA
SW ....
$W "MESH GENERATION STARTED."
$@TAPEI2A.COM
$W "MESH GENERATION COMPLETED."
$@TAPEI2B.COM
$W "BANDWIDTH OPTIMIZATION COMPLETED."
$@TAPEI2C.COM
$W "MATERIAL PROCESSOR COMPLETED."
$@TAPEI2D.COM
SW "LOAD PROCESSOR COMPLETED."
SW ""
$W " Do you want to C)ontinue solve processor interactively?"
SW " B)submit as a batch job?"
SW " P)go to post processor directly?"
SW " E)exit this module? (option to write CRAY COM file)"
$INOUIRE SOL "Please select >>"
$IF SOL .EQS. "B" THEN GOTO BATCH
$IF SOL .EOS. "P" THEN GOTO END1





$W "AUTOMATIC BATCH PROCESSING NOT IMPLEMENTED AT THIS TIME"
$U "USER MUST SUBMIT DIAL SOLVE PROCESSOR IN FILE TAPEI2E.COM MANUALLY."
$W "THE DIAL DATA BASE GENERATED HERE MUST BE USED OR REGENERATED ON"
$W "WHATEVER MACHINE IS CHOSEN FOR BATCH PROCESSING."
$V ""
$W "Due you wish to proceed into post processing to view geometry or loads?"
$INOUIRE PP "(Y/N) >> "





SW "Due you wish to proceed into post processing of analysis results?"
$INOUIRE PP "(Y/N) >> "





SINOUIRE P "Do you want to end this session?(Y/N) >> "
$IF P .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO CLOSE




























SINOUIRE CR "Do you want to write a CRAY COM file?(Y/N) >> "
SIF CR .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO CRAY
SIF CR .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO NOCR
SCRAY:
Sw ....























CURVED STIFFENED PANEL MODULE # 2 DRIVER
DIALAMATIC
THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO ACT AS THE
BASIC RUN DRIVER FOR THE STRINGER STIFFENED
CURVED PANEL GENERIC MODEL AS PART OF
DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
VAX VERSION VI.2 6-28-91






$ W := WRITE SYS$OUTPUT
SFILE=F$SEARCH("TAPEIO.DAT")









$W " Generic Model for Curved Stringer Stiffened Panel"
$W ""
SW " MODULE 2
SW " VAX VERSION 1.2"
$W " JUNE 1991
SW ""
SW ""
$W "BASIC ANALYSIS INFORMATION:"
$W ""
$INOUIRE DB "Does a DIAL database file exist?(Y/N) Default is FILO02. >> "
$IF DB .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP1
SIF DB .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO STP2
$STPI:
$W ....





$INOUIRE DBN "Would you like to give the data base file a unique name?(Y/N) >> "








$INOUIRE D2 "Does a geometry file already exist for this analysis?(Y/N) >> "
$IF D2 .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP3
$IF D2 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO STP4
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$INQUIRE GEOM "Input a name for the geometry file. >> "
SFILE=F$SEARCH(GEOM)






$1NOUIRE MAT "Does a material properties file exist?(Y/N) >> "
$IF MAT .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP5
$IF MAT .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO STP6
$STP5:
SW ....





$INOUIRE MAT "Input a name for the material properties file. >> "
$FILE=F$SEARCH(MAT)









SW "ASSEMBLY OF DIAL INPUT RUNSTREAMS COMPLETED"
W '! '!
$1NOUIRE SAVE "Would you like to rename the geometry file?(Y/N) >> "
$IF SAVE .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO STEP6B
$W ""







$INOUIRE SAVE "Would you like to rename the material file?(Y/N) >> "
$IF SAVE .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO STEP6C
$W ""








SINOUIRE DEXT "Do you want to proceed with code execution?(Y/N) >>"
$IF DEXT .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO CLOSEA
Sw ""
$v "MESH GENERATION STARTED."
$@TAPEI2A.COM
Sw "MESH GENERATION COMPLETED."
S@TAPEI2B.COM
SW "BANDWIDTH OPTIMIZATION COMPLETED."
S@TAPEI2C.COM
Sv "MATERIAL PROCESSOR COMPLETED."
S@TAPEI2D.COM
Sv "LOAD PROCESSOR COMPLETED."
$W ....
$W " Do you want to C)ontinue solve processor interactively?"
$W " B)submit as a batch job?"
Sw " P)go to post processor directly?"
Sw " E)exit this module? (option to write CRAY COM file)"
SINQUIRE SOL "Please select >>"
SIF SOL .EQS. "B" THEN GOTO BATCH
SIF SOL .EQS. "P" THEN GOTO END1






SV "BATCH JOB SUBMITTED ON QUE SYSSSLOV"
SGOTO END2
S!_/ "AUTOMATIC BATCH PROCESSING NOT IMPLEMENTED AT THIS TIME"
S!w "USER MUST SUBMIT DIAL SOLVE PROCESSOR IN FILE TAPEI2E.COM MANUALLY."
S!w "THE DIAL DATA BASE GENERATED HERE MUST BE USED OR REGENERATED ON"
$!W "WHATEVER MACHINE IS CHOSEN FOR BATCH PROCESSING."
$!W ""
Sw "Due you wish to proceed into post processing to view geometry or loads7"
SINQUIRE PP "(Y/N) >> "





SW "Due you wish to proceed into post processing of analysis results?"
SINOUIRE PP "(Y/N) >> "




$INQUIRE P "Do you want to end this session?(Y/N) >> "
$IF P .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO CLOSE




























$INOUIRE CR "Do you want to write a CRAY COM file?(Y/N) >> "
SIF CR .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO CRAY
SIF CR .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO NOCR
SCRAY:
Sw ""




























TUBULAR TRUSS CORE PANEL MODULE # 3 DRIVER
Modified by JTH, LASC,
from MOD2.COM (8/23/91) by AY_/WMB, LMSC
Calls TUB212.EXE and P2F2OX.COM
DIALAMATIC
THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO ACT AS THE
BASIC RUN DRIVER FOR THE TUBULAR STIFFENED
FLAT SANDWITCH GENERIC MODEL AS PART OF
DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
VAX VERSION VI.3 2-28-92
AUTHOR: A. Y. WEI AND W. M. BROWN
PHONE: (408) 756-i137
SSTART:








Sw "BASIC ANALYSIS INFORMATION:"
SW ""
LMSC 81-12
Generic Model for Flat Rectangular Tubular Panel (TUB) "
MODULE 3 "
VAX VERSION 1.3 "
February 1992 "
SSTPO:
SINOUIRE DB "Does a DIAL database file exist?(Y/N) >> "
$IF DB .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO STPI
SIF DB .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO EXEI
SSTPl:
$W ""
SINOUIRE FN "Is FILO02. the name of the DIAL database file? (Y/N) >> "
SIF FN .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO STPIA
Sw ""




SINQUIRE P3 "Is the DIAL solution run done already ? (Y/N)>> "
SIF P3 .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO END1
W " "
SINQUIRE P2 "Have the DIAL data and geometry check run been done? (Y/N)>> "
$1F P2 .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP6AI
$EXEI:
$W ""
$INQUIRE P1 "Have the DIAL runstreams been generated? (Y/N)>> "
$IF P1 .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO LAST
W " ,,
SFILE=F$ SEARCH( "TMAT. DAT" )
SIF FILE .EOS. "" THEN GOTO STP21
$RENAME TMAT.DAT TMATK.DAT
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$W "TMAT.d_t was renamed as TMATK.dat"
$STP21:
SW ....
$FI LE=F$ SEARCH ("TGEOH. DAT" )
$IF FILE .EOS. "" THEN GOTO STP22
$RENAME TGEOM.DAT TGEOMK.DAT
$W "TGEOM.dat was renamed as TGEOMK.dat"
$STP22:
$W ""
$INQUIRE D2 "Does a geometry input file exist for this analysis?(Y/N) >> "
$IF D2 .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP3
$IF D2 .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO STP4
$STP3:
$W ""
$W "What is the name of the existing geometry file? "





SW "Input a name for the geometry file."
$INQUIRE GEOM "Do not use TGEOM or TGEOM.DAT >> "
$STP4A:
SW ""
$INOUIRE D3 "Does a material properties input file exist? (Y/N) >> "
$IF D3 .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP5
$IF D3 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO STP6
$STP5:
$W ....
SW "What is the name of the existing material properties file? "





SW "Input a name for the material properties file.




SW " Starting to run TUB.EXE ..."
$RUN UDII:[SCRATCH.E586018.TUB]TUB212.EXE
$W ""
$W " The DIAL runstreams were generated - end of TUB.EXE. "
$! ......
$FILE=FSSEARCH("TMAT.DAT")
$IF FILE .EOS. "" THEN GOTO GEOI
SW ""
$INQUIRE P "Do you want to assign a new material data file name? (Y/N) >> "
SIF P .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO MATO
$INOUIRE MAT "The new material data file name is :>> "
$MATO:
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SINOUIRE P2 "Did you change material data? (Y/N) >> "








SU "The TMAT.dat file was deleted. "
SW ""




$1F FILE .EOS. "" THEN GOTO LAST
SW ....
$1NOUIRE P "Do you want to assign a new geometry data file name? (Y/N) >> "
$1F P .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO GEO0
$INOUIRE GEOM "The new geometry data file name is: >> "
SGEO0:
SINOUIRE P4 "Did you change geometry data? (Y/N) >> "








$W "The TGEOM.dat file was deleted. "
SW ....
SU "Your designated geometry file was not purged. "
$LA&T:
SW ....
$1NOUIRE P "Have the DIAL runs,reams been executed? (Y/N) >> "
$1F P .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP6AI
W " '!
$1NOUIRE P "Do you want to execute the DIAL runs,reams? (Y/N) >> "
$1F P .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO END2
$! ...............................
W " 1'
$W "The DIAL runs,reams are being executed. "
SW ""
$@TMESH.COM
$U "MESH GENERATION COMPLETED."
S@TBSET.COM
$W "BANDWIDTH OPTIMIZATION COMPLETED."
$@TMAT.COM
$U "MATERIAL PROCESSOR COMPLETED."
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S@Tt,OAD. COM
Sw "I,OAD PROCESSOR COMPLETED."
SSTP6AI:
Sv ....
Sw "Do you want to REVIEW the DIAL INPUTs and PLOTs "
SINQUIRE P "before the SOLUTION run? (Y/N) >> "




SINQUIRE P "Do you want to execute DIAL for a solution? (Y/N) >> "




SW "Do you wish to call the SOLVE processor now or submit as a batch job ? "
$INOUIRE SOL "Type C to solve now; type B to submit as a Batch job >> "





Sw "AUTOMATIC BATCH PROCESSING NOT IMPLEMENTED AT THIS TIME"
Sw "USER MUST SUBMIT DIAL SOLVE PROCESSOR IN FILE TLOAD.GOM MANUALLY."
SW "THE DIAL DATA BASE GENERATED MUST BE USED OR REGENERATED ON"




Sw "DO YOU WANT TO PROCESS the ANALYSIS RESULTS?"
SINOUIRE PP "(Y/N) >> "





SW " Do you want to give the DIAL database file FILO02."
SINQUIRE P " a new file name? (Y/N) >> "
SIF P .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO END2A
SINOUIRE D1 "Input the new DIAL database file name : >> "
SRENAME FILO02. 'DI'
SPUR 'DI'




SW "The DIAL database is still stored in file FILO02."
SEND2B:
W ""
SINOUIRE P "Do you want to end this session?(Y/N) >> "
$IF P .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP7
SW ""
SW "OK, you want to preprocess another tubular panel problem."



















GEODESIC CURVED STIFFENED PANEL MODULE _ 4
DIALAMATIC
THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO ACT AS THE
BASIC RUN DRIVER FOR THE GEODESICALLY STIFFENED
CURVED GENERIC MODEL AS PART OF
DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
WAX VERSION VI.I 12-4-90





$ %1 :-- WRITE SYSSOUTPUT
SW ""
$W "
SW " Generic Model for Geodesically Reinforced Cylindrical Panel"
SW ""
SW " MODULE 4
Sw " VAX VERSION I.i"
SW ""
$W ""
$W "BASIC ANALYSIS INFORMATION:"
Sw ""
$INQUIRE DB "Does a DIAL database file exist?(Y/N) Default is FILO02. >> "
$IF DB .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO STPI
$IF DB .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO STP2
$STPI :
$V ""





$1NOUIRE D2 "Does a geometry file already exist for this analysis?(Y/N) >> "
$IF D2 .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP3
$IF D2 .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO STP4
$STP3:
$W ""





SW "Input a name for the geometry file.
$INQUIRE GEOM "Do not use GEOM or GEOM.DAT >> "
$ASSIGN 'GEOM' GEOM
$STP4A:
$INQUIRE MAT "Does a material properties file exist?(Y/N) >> "
$IF MAT .EOS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP5
$IF MAT .EQS. "N" THEN GOTO STP6
$STP5 :
$g ""
$1NQUIRE MAT "What is the name of the existing material properties file? >> "
A-20
$ASSIGN 'MAT r MAT
SGOTO STP6A
$STP6:
$W "Input a name for the material properties file.






$W "CREATION OF DIAL RUNSTREAMS COMPLETED, MESH GENERATION STARTED."
$@FMESH.COM
$W "MESH GENERATION COMPLETED."
$@FBSET.COM
SW "BANDWIDTH OPTIMIZATION COMPLETED."
$@FMAT.COM
$W "MATERIAL PROCESSOR COMPLETED."
$@FLOAD.COM
$W "LOAD PROCESSOR COMPLETED."
$W ""
$W "Do you wish to enter the solve processor now or submit as a"
SINOUIRE SOL "batch job? (Continue=C, Batch job=B) >> "





$W "AUTOMATIC BATCH PROCESSING NOT IMPLEMENTED AT THIS TIME"
$W "USER MUST SUBMIT DIAL SOLVE PROCESSOR IN FILE FLOAD.COM MANUALLY."
$W "THE DIAL DATA BASE GENERATED MUST BE USED OR REGENERATED ON"
$W "WHATEVER MACHINE IS CHOSEN FOR BATCH PROCESSING."
$W ""
SW "DUE YOU WISH TO PROCEED INTO POST PROCESSING TO VIEW GEOMETRY OR LOADS?"
$INOUIRE PP "(Y/N) >> "





$W "DUE YOU WISH TO PROCEED INTO POST PROCESSING OF ANALYSIS RESULTS?"
$INOUIRE PP "(Y/N) >> "




$INOUIRE P "Do you want to end this session?(Y/N) >> "
$IF P .EQS. "Y" THEN GOTO STP7
$IF P .EOS. "N" THEN GOTO STP6
$STP7:
SFILE=F$SEARCH("MAT.DAT")












SW "END OF THIS SESSION. Bye!!!"
A-22















































Advanced Compostie Structural Program Input
PROBLEM 1A: Laminated flat panel w/ SECAUT Beam
variables definition ...
[ Geometry data ]
M = numbers of axial stiffeners
N = numbers of lateral ribs
HI= numbers of sub-grid between stiffeners
NZ= numbers of sub-grid between ribs
A = axial stiffener distances (M+2)







nalO: input data for the new _apelO
hall: input data for the new tapell
flisO: list tapelO
flisl: l_st tapell
fmody: modify input data
fsave: update tapelO, tapell
fquit: quit and end
PROGRAMMED by Lloyd Chou
DATED December 5, 1990










c checking input data for DIAL F.E. structural analysis
C o o .
c initialize geometry(tapelO) and material(tape11) files
C • • •
inquire( file='tape10', exist=herelO)












C • • • ° •
call flist




open(unit=lO,status= Wunkno_n _ , file='tapelO w)













1 /3x,_ Advanced Composite Structural Program by LHSC _w
Z /3x,'_ Flat Stiffener Panel : Revision 1.2, 6/28/91 _,
































































































C . . .











C ° • •
c . create input for tapelO
C ° o o















C • • •
'Input Panel Width and Length >>(',2F8.3,')>'$)
'Input No. of Stiffeners and Ribs >>(',ZI3,')>'$)
'Input No. of Sub-Grid between stir/Rib >>(',212,')>'$)
'Input',I2,' Axial Stiffener locations >>'$)
'Input',IZ,' Lateral Rib locations >>'$)
' ..... Boundary Condition Definition ..... ')
'Should it represent a part of a much large',
1' panel?(Y/N)>>(N)>'$)
22 format(2x,'Are there ribs at Ends ?(Y/N)>>(Y)>'$)
23 format(2x,'Ribs on:(1)Skin (2)STIF (3)Both ?>>(i)>'$)
2_ format(Zx,'Choose a B.C. Type no. at Ribs:'
1/10x,'(1) Simply Supported; (2) S.S. and Rotation; ',
2 ' ?>>(1)>'$)
25 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. type no. at Ends:',
*/fOx,'(1) Part of a Larger Panel',
*/10x,'(2) Free',
1/10x,'(3) Simply Supported',
3/lOx,'(q) Semi-Clamped-I (axial & lateral free)',
4/I0x,'(5) Semi-Clamped-2 (axial only free)',
5/I0x,'(6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) --->>(I)>'$)
26 format(Zx,'Choose a B.C. type no. at Sides:',
*/10x,'(1) Part of a Larger Panel',
_/lOx,'(Z) Free',
1/10x,'(3) Simply Supported',
3/lOx,'(q) Semi-Clamped-1 (axial & lateral free)',
q/lOx,'(5) Semi-Clamped-2 (axial only free)',
5/10x,'(6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) --->>(Z)>'$)
30 format(2x,' ..... Loading Condition Definition ..... ')
31 format(2x,'Choose input loads type (Total=l,Line=2) ',
c '?>>(2)>'$)
format(5x,'following total load unit : ib')
format(5x,'following line load unit: lb/in')
format(7x,'Input _xial load >>(',F8.1,')>'$)
format(7x,'Input lateral load >>(',F8.1,')>'$)




'Input lateral pressure in PSi >>',F8.2,')>'$)





















write(6,'(2x,lVDoes the user want to specify Panel Sub-divisions?
*(Y/N)'')')
write(6 ,(2x ,tEnter >>1,$),)
call STITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. 'N' .or. ans .eq. 'n') then
write(6,*)' '
write(6,'(2x,''Sub-Grid Between Stiffeners are 2.'')')
write(6,'(2x,''Sub-Grid Between Ribs are 3.'')')
MI=2
NI=3










do 1 I=1, M+l
A(I+I) = DA * I
do 2 I=1, N+I
B(I+I) = DB * I
write(6,'(5x,'tStiffeners equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)>''$)')
ans='y '
call STITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. wyi .or. ans .eq. lyf) go to
write(6,14) M
call NREAL(M,ra)
do 3 I=1, M
A(I+I) =.ra(I)
A(M+2) = AX
write(6,'(5x,''Ribs equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)>''$)')
ans = wy !
call $TITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. 'YJ .or. ans .eq. fyW) go to 6
write(6,15) N
call NREAL(N,ra)
































if (LTOT .eq. 1)
































ONE of the following type of analysis>>Jw) ! )
Linear Analysis.'')')
Bifurcation Buckling Analysis.'_) ')
Post-Buckling Analysis.l') ')
Enter >>tl$)w)
c ..... Caution message about the Post Buckling Technique
write(6,'( w_ Type of Target Point ?>>,,)w)
write(6,'('' 0> Load Factor.'') w)




write(6,'( '_ Enter Node Number >>''$)')
call NINTG(1,ND)
endif
write(6,'( '' Target Point Value =''$)')
call NREAL(1,TAR)
elseif (NBUC .eq. Z) then











































format(2x,'Input No. of Materials >>(',I2,')>'$)
format(2x,'Input Matl#',I2,' Elastic & Shear Modulus,',







format(Zx,'Input No. of plies for the basic panel >>(',IZ,')>'$)
format(5x, fInput Matll, Thickness, Angle _)
format(5x,'Plyl',I2,'>>(l,IZ,FT._,F7.Z,t)>l$)
format(2x, gStiffener Type: 1)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)I-shape, 4
1)J-shape,l,/18x,tS)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)Bead, 8)Open Hat. t )
format(Sx, t Select axial stiffener type >>(°,II,I)>_$)
format(5x,'Input XH,XB,XC,XT >>(t,_F6.3,t)>'$)
format(Zx,'Input No. of plies for stiffener ELEM l',II,f>>( ' ,
1 I2,')>'$)
format(5x,'Input XH,XB,XC >>(',3F6.3,')>'$)































103 VI(K,I,J) : ra(K)
C . o o
10_
C ° • •
105
110







write(6,_( '' Do you want to input AHL Failure Parameters (Y/N)?tv$
call STITLE(ans)



























write(6,'(2x,''Are the information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)? w'
*$)')
call STITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. vyt .or. ans .eq. my_ ) then
ia(1) = 1
ra(2) = 0.1
ra(5) : 0.0 A-30
119
120
C • ° °
I = i
















if (I .eq. 1) ra(3)=-45.














































C ° • °


















write(&,'(2x,''Are the information the save
*$)')
call STITLE(ans)





















if (I ..eq. 1) ra(3)=-_5.
























C . . .












C , . .
1









format(_x,'O,O) Geometry & General Data')
format(_x,mO,1) Base Panel Width and Length (AX,BY:)',ZFIO.3)
format(4x, WO,2) No. of Stiffeners and Ribs (M,N):',215)


































format(_x,'l,0) Total No. of Materials (NMAT):',I3)







format(lOx,'Name of the Material: ',80A)


















9 format(3x,tBase Ply MENU (MENU2):')
10 format(_x,'2,0) No. of Plies fop The Base Panel (NLAY):W,I3)
11 format(6x, w Ply # Material # Thickness Angle')
12 format(8x,I_,8x,I2,7x,f7.6,2x,f7.1)



















10 format(3x,'STIF MENU (MENU3):')
11 format(5x,'l)Blade, Z)Close Nat, 3)I-shape, _)J-shape, t,
1 /,5x, w 5)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)BeBd, 8)Open Hat. g)
12 format(_x,_5,0) Type of Stiffener :t,I3)
13 format(lOx,'XH=',F6.3,' XB=',F6.3)
1_ format(lOx,'XH=',F6.3, ' XB=',F6-$, ' XC=W, F6.3)
15 format<lOx,'XH=',F6.3,' XB=',F6.3, t XT=',F6.3)
16 format(lOx,'XH=',F6.3, ' XB=V,F6.3, v XC=',F6.3, ' XT=V, F6.3)
17 format(_x,'3,',il, ! ) No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(',II,I):',I3)
18 format(_x, _ Ply # Material | Thickness Angle')
19 format(8x,I_,8x,I2,7x,f7._,2x,f7.1)
20 format(3x,' ............................................... ')





c.. indicate which type of stiffener
write(6,12) MTYP
c.. print dimensions of the stiffener on screen
if (MTYP .eq. 5 .or. MTYP .eq. 7) then
write(6,13) XH,XB
elseif (MTYP .eq. 6) then
write(6,15) XH,XB,XT A-34
C. • ° .
1
C. •





























format(3x,WBCLC MENU (MENU_ Boundary Cond. & Loading Cond.):')
format(3x, m ............................................... ,)
format(2x, w ..... Boundary Condition Definition ..... ')
format(_x,'The model is a part of a much large panel ? --->',A1)
ZZ format(_x,'There are ribs at Ends ? ................ >',A1)
23 format(_x,'Ribs on:(1)Skin (2)STIF (3)Both ? ............ >',I1)
2q format(qx,tB.C, type _ Ribs: 1) Simply Supp.; 2) S.S. and Rot.;',
1' -->',I1)
25 format(_x,'B.C, type no. at Ends:',
_/6x,'1) Part of Larger Panel;',
*/6x,'2) Free; 3) Simply SUpp.;',
2/6x,'_) Clamped-I/axial+lateral free; 5) Clamped-2/axial free',
3/6x,'6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) ...... >',I1)
26 format(2x,'B.C, type no. at Sides:',
_/6x,'1) Part of Larger Panel;',
1/6x,'Z) Free; 3) Simply SUpp.;',
2/6x,'_) Clamped-i/axial+lateral free; 5) Cl@mped-2/axial free',
3/6x,'_) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) ...... >',11)
30 format(2x,' ..... Loading Condition Definition ..... ')
31 format(_x,'Loads type (1:Total lb; 2:Line 1b/in) .... >'oi1)
32 format(7x,'axial load ................ >',F8.1)
33 format(Tx,'lateral load .............. >',F8.1)
3_ format(7x,'shear load along ends ..... >',F8.1)
35 format(7x,'lateral pressure in psi ..... >',F8.2)
C • • .



































I 2 3 _ 5 6 7 2
° , .
list input
>>> MAIN MENU <<< ',
data)')
Geometry 8 General Data')
Base Panel Width and Length (AX,BY:)',2FIO.3)
No. of Stiffeners and Ribs (M,N):',215)











16 format(;x,'l,O) Total No. of Materials (NMAT):',IZ)
17 format(Qx,' ................................................... ,)
18 format(_x,' >>> OTHER MENUS <<< ',
1 '(MATL, BASE Ply, STIF Ply, BC & LC)')
C . • .
21 format(_x,'2,0) No. of Plies for The Base Panel(NLAY):I,I2)
29 format(4x,'3,0) Axial stiffener type No.(MTYP):',I2,
1 Y_x,'Blade=l,Close Hat=Z,'tI"=3,"J"=_,Angle=5,"Zn=6,Bead=7,
1Open Hat=8.')
30 format(lOx,'XH=',F6.3,' XB=',F6.3,' XC=',F6.5,' XT=',F6.3)
31 format(_x,'3,1) No. of Plies for STIF, Element I(MLAY1):',IZ)
32 format(_x,'3,2) No. of Plies for STIF, Element 2(MLAYZ):',I2)
33 format(_x,'3,3) No. of Plies for STIF, Element 3(MLAY3):',I2)
3_ format(_x,'3,_) No. of Plies for STIF, Element _(MLAY_):t,I2)
35 format(_x,'_,O) Boundary & Loading Conditions')
36 format(lOx,"XH=',F6.3, ' XB=',F6.3, t XC=',F6.3)
37 format(lOx,'XH=I,F6.3, ' XB=',F6.3)
38 format(lOx,'XH=',F6.3, ! XB=',F6.3,' XT=',F6.3)






write(6,11 ) :AX, BY A-36
C , , °
C . ° ,
5O
C ° , .
9O
C . . °


























if (ISEL1 .eq. -1) go to 90
if (ISEL1 .eq. 9) call QUIT
if (ISEL1 .eq. 0 .and. ISEL2 .ne. O) call fmodO(ISEL2)
if (ISEL1 .eq. 0 .and. ISEL2 .eq. O) go to 1
if (ISEL1 .eq. 1 ) call fmodl(ISELI,ISEL2)
if (ISEL1 .eq. Z ) call fmodZ(ISELI,ISEL2)
if (ISEL1 .eq. 3 ) call fmod3(ISELI,ISEL2)






C ° • o
c modify geometry input








1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2
dimension ra(lO),ia(lO),NAHE(lO)
character ans*l,NAME*80
11 format(5x,'Modify Panel Width and Length>>(W,2F8.3,t)>_$)
1Z format(5x,'Modify No. of Stiffeners and Ribs >>(',215,')>t$)
15 format(5x,'Modify No. of Sub-Grid between stir/Rib >>(',212,')>'$)
lq format(5x,'Modify',IZ,' Axial Stiffener locations >>'$)
15 format(5x,'ModifyW,I2, ' Lateral Rib locations >>iS) A-37
C ° , ,
call menuO

























if (ans .eq. IN_ .or. ans .eq. tn_) then
MI=2
NI=3
write(6,'(Sx,''Sub-Grids between Stiffeners are 2.'')')
write(6,'(Sx,''Sub-Grids between Ribs are 3.'')')







if (IS2 .le. _) then
A(1)=O.
DA = AX/(M+I)
do 1 I_1, M+l
A(I+I) = DA _ I
write(6,'(Sx,''Stiffeners equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)>''$)')
ans='Y'
call STITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. 'Y' .or. ans .eq. 'y') go to q
write(6,1q) M
call NREAL(M,ra)




if (IS2 .eq. 5 .or. IS2 .le. 3) then
B(1)=O.
DB = BY/(N+l)
do 2 I=1, N+I
B(I+I) : DB _ I
write(6,'C5x,'tRibs equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(y)>lw$)w) A-38
C • . •
ans='Y'
celt STITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. 'Y' .or. ans .eq. tyW) go to 6
write(6,15) N
call NREAL(N,ra)











112 format(3x, w Selection=> 1,n: modify MATL In;',
1 ' -l:End; 9:Quit; m,O: other MENUS >>'$)
return
end









C . • .
c . modify geometry input
C ° • ,
dimension ra(lO),ia(lO),NAME(lO)
character ans_l,NAME_80
11 format(5x,VEnter E1,E2,E3 > '$)
12 format(Sx,mEnter G12,G23,G31 > '$)
13 format(Sx,WEnter V12,V25,V31 > '$)
lq format(5x,'Enter AML + Allowables (5 pairs)> '$)
15 format(Sx,'Enter AML - Allowables (3 pairs)> '$)
16 format(Sx,'Update Elastic Modulus (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
17 format(Sx,'Update Shear Modulus (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
18 format<5x,'UPdate Poisson Ratio (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
19 format(Sx,'Update AML +Allowables(Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
20 foPmat(Sx,'Update AML -Allowables(Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
21 format(Sx,'Modify Above Material Properties (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
22 format(Sx,WAdd MATL ID',I2,' (Current number of MATL=',IZ,')')
23 format(Sx,'Add New Material No. ',i2,' (Y/N)? >>(Y)>'$)
2_ format(Sx,'Name of the Material > '$)
25 format(Sx,'Update Name of the Material (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
26 format(Sx,'Add Material (Y/N)? >>(N)>'_)
11Z format(3x,_Selection=> 1,n: modify MATL #n;',
1_,5x,'-1: Exit; 9: Quit; m,O: other MENUS >>'4)
115 format(_x,' Properties for MATL No. :',I2)
llq format(5x,'l>>Elastic Modulus (E1,E2,E3):',3Eg.2)
115 format(5x,'2>>Shear Modulus (G12,G23,G31):',3E9.2)
116 format(5x,'3>>Poisson Ratio (V12,V23,V31):',3F9._)
117 format(5x,'_>>AML + A11owables:',3(F5.1,2x,F7._))
118 format(5x,'5>>AML - Allowables:',3(F5.1,Zx,F7.q))
119 format(3x, w............................................... t) A-39









if (IS1 .ne. 1) go to 111
if (IS2 .eq. O) go to 100





















if (ans .eq. 'N' .or. ans .eq. tn') go to 10

































































































C • • •
write(6,12) A-41
C ° ° .
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C . • °
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C • • •
c modify basic panel plies
C • . ,
dimension ra(lO),ia(lO),NAME(lO)
character ans_l,NAME_80
11 format(Sx,WModify the no. of plies @ the panel(Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
1Z format(Sx,'Enter MATL#, THK & Angle @ PLY 1',I2,'>'$)
13 format(Sx,'Enter the number of plies >>(',I2,')>g$)
14 format(3x,' Selection => 2,n: modify panel plies;',
1/,' -1:End; 9:Quit; m,O: other MENUS >>'$)
2O
C • • °











write(6,'(Sx,''En_er MATL#, THK & Angle @ PLY #>'')')
write(6,'(2x,''Are all information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)?''
_$)')
call STITLE(ans)






























write(6,'('' Choose PLY NUMBER to modify (Y/N)?''$)')
call STITLE(ans)
if ( ans .eq. ,y, .or. ans .eq. _y' ) then A-43
3O


































modify MENU3: STIF, ELEMENT Ply Layup
. ° •
11 format(3x,' Selection => 3,n:
1/,16x,' -l:End; 9:quit; m,O:
12 format(Sx,_Change Dimensions
13 format(Sx,'Enter XH,XB,XC,XT
lq format(Sx,'Enter XH,XB,XC >>(',3F6.3,')>'$)
15 format(Sx,'Enter XH,XB >>(',2F6.3,')>'$)
16 format(Sx,'Enter XH,XB,XT >>(',3F6.3,')>'$)
17 format(Sx, WChange the Stiffener Type (Y/N)?
18 format(Sx,_Change Axial Stiffener from Type
modify panel plies; w,
other MENUS; -1: exit. >>'4)
of the Stiffeners (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
>>(',_F6.3,')>'4)
>>(N)>'4)
',il,' to >> '4)
19 format(Sx,'l)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)I-shape, ;)J-shape,',
1 /,Sx, t 5)Angle, 6)Zae, 7)Bead, 8)Open Hat.')
20 format(Sx,'Enter MATLI, THK & Angle @ PLY #',I2,'>'$)
22 format(Sx,tEnter the number of plies >>(',12,')>'4)
23 format(Sx,WEnter NUMBER OF PLIES for STIFF ELEM ',i1,' >>'4)
2_ format(Sx,_Modify the number of above plies (Y/N)? >>(N)>'4)
25 format(_x,'3,',il,') No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(',II,'):',I3)
26 formatC_x,' Ply # Material t Thickness Angle')
27 format(Sx,Iq,8x,I2,7x,f7.q,2x,f7.1)
C.,o,,,..o,....,,.,o,,,,.*,.°,,,,,,,.,*,,,,*.,.,,.o.o-o,,,o''o''''
c... identify how many element for this _ype of stiffener ...































if (IS1 .ne. 3) go to 9
if (IS2 .lt. 0 .or. IS2 .gt. IP) then
write(6,1( BI Select Again, Please. Wl) w)
go to 10
endif
change stiffener geometry ..
if (I52.eq.O) then




if (ans .eq. 'Y' .or. ans .eq. wyt) go to 500




if (ans °eq. 'N' .or, ans .eq, tnl) then
go to 1
else
if (MTYP .EQ. 5 .or. MTYP .eq. 7) THEN
write(6,15) XH,XB
call NREAL(Z,XH,XB)
elseif (HTYP .eq. 6) then
write(6,16) XH,XB,XT
call NREAL(3,XH,XB,XT)

















C • ° •
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if (MTYP .eq. 1 .or. MTYP .eq. 5) then
ip=2









write(6,'(Zx,''Are all information the same for ALL plies (Y
W/N)?''$)')
call STITLE(ans)























































if (ans .eq. 'N' .or. ans .eq. 'n') then
write(6,'(5x,''Choose the PLY NUMBER you wish
*')
call NINTG(1,k)
















































































c FORMAT STATEHENTS FOR LISTING
c_ff____
21 format(Zx,'Should it represent a part of a much larger',
1' panel?(Y/N)>>(N)>tS)
22 format(2x,'Are there ribs at Ends ?(Y/N)>>(Y)>'$)
23 format(2x,'Ribs on:(1)Skin (2)STIF (3)Both ?>>(1)>'$)
26 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. Type no. at Ribs='
1/10x,'(1) Simply Supported; (2) S. S. with Rotation;',
2 ' ?>>(1)>'$)
25 format(2x,tChoose a B.C. type no. at Ends:',
_/10x,'(1) Part of Larger Panel',
_/10x,'(2) Free',
1/10x,'(3) Simply Supported',
3/lOx,'(q) Semi-Clamped-1 (axial & lateral free)', A-48
_/I0x,'(5) Semi-Clamped-2 (axial only free)',
5/10x,'(6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) --->>(I)>'$)
26 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. type no. at Sides: I ,
_/10x,'(1) Part of a Larger Panel',
c/lOx,'(2) Free',
1/10x,'(3) Simply Supported',
3/10x,'(4) Semi-Clamped-1 (axial & lateral free)',
4/10x,'(5) Semi-Clamped-2 (axial only free) e,
5/10x,'(6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) --->>(2)>'$)
50 format(Zx,' ..... Loading Condition Definition ..... ')
31 format(2x,'Choose input loads type (Total=l,Line=2)',
c '7>>(2)>'$)
32 format(Sx,'following total load unit : Ib')
33 format(Sx,'following line load unit: Ib/in')
3q format(Tx,'Input axial load >>(',F8.1,')>'$)
35 format(7x,'Input lateral load >>(',F8.1,')>'$)
36 format(Tx,'Input shear load along ends >>(',F8.1,')>'$)
37 format(Tx,'Input lateral pressure in psi >>',F8.1,')>'$)
38 format(Tx,' _,7)Axial = ',lB.1)
39 format(7x,' q,8)Lateral = ',lB.1)
_0 format(7x,' q,g)Shear Along the Ends = ',lB.1)
ql format(7x,' q,lO)Lateral Pressure (psi.): ',f8.1)
q2 format(2x,' --- Solution Technique ---')
q3 format(Sx,'TYPE OF TARGET >',a15,i2,1x,'NODE=',i3,1x,
W'TARGET=',flO.5)




10 write(6,'('' ..... Boundary Condition Definition ..... '')')
if (LEND.eq.1) then
write(6,'('' q,1)There ARE ribs on the ends.'')')
else
write(6,'('' 4,1)There are NO ribs on the ends.'')')
endif
if (LRIB.eq.1) then
write(6,'('' 4,2)Ribs on the Skin.'')')
elseif (LRIB.eq.2) then
write(6,'('' q,Z)Ribs on the Stiffener.'')')
elseif (LRIB.eq.3) then
write(6,'('' q,Z)Ribs on both the Skin and the Stiffener.'')')
endif
if (LP_C .eq. 1) then
write(6,'('' ;,3)Ribs are simulated using Simple Suppor_ Constr
_aints.'')')
elseif (LRBC .eq. 2) then




write(6,'('' q,4)Ends are Part of a Larger Panel.'')')
elseif (LEBC.eq.2) then
write(6,'('' q,4)Free at the Ends.'')')
,1self (LEBC.eq.3) then
write(6,'('' _,4)Simply Supported at the Ends. '')')
elseif (LEBC.eq.4) then
write(6,'('' q,4)Semi-Clamped (axial & lateral free) at the End
_S.'')')
elseif (LEBC.eq.5) then
_Pite(6,'('' q,4)Semi-Clamped (axial only free) at the Ends.'') A-49
elseif (LEBC.eq.6) then




write(6,'('' q,5)Sides are Part of a Larger Panel.'') m)
elseif (LSBC.eq.2) then
write(6,'('' _,5)Free at the Sides. It) t )
elseif (LSBC.eq.3) then
write(6,'('' _,5)Simply Supported at the Sides. '')')
elseif (LSBC.eq._) then
write(6,t( '' 6,5)Semi-Clamped (axial & lateral free) at the Sid
_es.'')')
elseif (LSBC.eq.5) then
write(6,'('' _,5)$emi-Clamped (axial only free) at the Sides.''
_)')
elseif (LSBC.eq.6) then







write(6,'(7x,'' _,6)Total Loads (Ibs.):'')')
else








write(6,'(7x,'' q,11) Linear Analysis.'')')
elseif (NBUC.eq.2) then
write(6,'(7x,'' 4,11) Bifurcation Buckling Analysis.'')')
write(6,'(16x,iS,'' Node(s).'')')MO
elseif (NBUC.eq.5) then










c FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR MODIFICATION
C_____
write(6,_(,, ............................................. _,)_)






























C . . •
c . modify loading conditions





















write(6,'('' Choose ONE of the following technique >>,t),)
write(6,'('' 1> Linear Solution.'') t)
writeC6,'('' 2> Bifurcation Buckling Analysis.'')')




write(6,'( 'l Type of Target -- O) Load Factor.'t) ')










write(6,'('' Target Point = ''$)')
call NREAL(1,TAR)
elseif (NBUC .eq. 2) then








































C • • •
C • ° •






























C ° ° .
C , . ,
C . . .
c ,°,
c . ° °
c































write(12,'(''start -1 : regps : band : stop '')')
write(12,'(''$setup'')')
write(12,'(''open 6 "setup.out"'')')










































fmatl _ DIAL MATL runstream
open(unit=12,status='unknown',file='tapelZC.com ' )























































common /mesh/ N,N,MI,NI,AX,BY,A(IO),B(IO),NGRID A-54
C ° . .
C
C . ° ,












write(12,v( Iw $1oadfV) w)
write(12,I(Vtopen 6 "load.ou%"'') t)
write(I2,'('' start -I'')')
write(12,'('' mset 11 copy nset=11'')')
write(12,'('' mse% 11 mask type msh'')')
write(12,'('' mset 11 mask volu -999. 999. -999. 999. -0.001 0.001
_,,)1)
write(12,'('' mset 12 copy nse%=12'') v)
write(12,'('' mset 12 mask type msh'')')
write(12,'('' mset 12 mask volu -999. 999. -999. 999. -0.001 0.001
_,f),)
write(12,'('' mset 13 copy nset=13'') ')
C 9/10/91, inserted 1 line as follows, per Tony Wet
write(12,'('' mset 13 mask type msh'')')
write(12,'('' mset 1_ copy nset=l_'')')
C 9/10/91, inserted 1 line as follows, per Tony Wet











if (LTOT .eq. 2) then
tmp=temp(3)
endif
write(12, v( It 1case lVV) ')
write(12,'( vv pline'',flO 2,'',11, 0,_ mset=ll'') ') -%emp(1)
write(12,'( wv pline'W,flO 2,'',11, 0,2 mset=12tl) t) %emp(1)
write(12,'( !' pline'',flO 2,'',12, 0,1 mset=13'') v) -temp(2)
write(12,'( t' pline'W,flO 2,'',12, 0,3 mset=l_'t) I) temp(2)
write(12,1( I'v plineVV,flO 2,'',12, 0,_ mset=11w') l) %emp(3)
write(12,'( tw plinetW,flO 2,'',12, 0,2 mset=12vv) t) -temp(3)
write(12,'('' plineI',flO.2,'',ll, 0,1 mset=13'')') tmp
write(12,'( vt pline'V,f10.2,'',11, 0,3 mset=l_'') t) -tmp
write(12,'( v' psurfWW,flO.2,'',13, O,mesh=lV') v) -FL(_)
C . , .
C . . .







C • , °
C .







































write(12,'('' open 6 "solve.out"'')')























12,'( '' branch 0 1 1 '')')
12,'('' loads 1 1. 1. 1.'')')
12,'('' limit load'') _) A-56
CC
C
if (NF.ge.1) then '






































C, o ........ . . ..... , ..... o .... , ............ ° . ° . , . ° , ° ................ ,
C VARIABLE DEFINITION TABLE












fmt9='C''KNAME lt,qI3, t' kb'W,I1) w
fmtO='(''ELTNAME STFI',II,'',STIF,,,,MESH=_IPP(9)I') '
fmtc='(''MSET'W,I3, !', COPY,ANAME=STF'*,I1) '
fmtz=t(''IJSHELL'',213,qflO.q,I3, '' MSH,l,-1,0,O,part'')'
fmtz2='(''IJSHELL'',213,qflO.4,I3,'' MSH,1,-2,0,O,partll) '
fm_y='('tBCSYSt',313,flO.4, l' 1.e+9,nset= ,i),
C ° . .
C .
C ° . .







write(12,'(''assign IPNO=O IPLC=O IPEL=O IPCO=O '')') A-57
































Global Y coor. for stiff. 5, or 6
elseif (MTYP.eq.7) then

































C , , .
26
















































write(12,w( '' msavet') ')





1: Blade Z: Hat
3: I-shape _: J-shape
5: Angle 6: Zee
7: Bead 8: Open Hat
.eq. 3) then





























































































































do 53 i = 1,MLAY(1)
tll=tll+ts(i,1)
continue
do 5_ i = 1,HLAY(Z)
t12=tlZ+ts(i,2)
continue
do 55 i = 1,MLAY(3)
t13=tlS+ts(i,3)
continue






































































































































































































































do 63 i= 1,MLAY(1)
t11=t11+ts(i,1)
continue















































































































































































c ...... Open Hat ....














































XA2 = A(2) XC/2.
XA3 = A(2)
XA4 = A(2) + XC/2.
XAS : A(2) + XB/2.
XA6 = A(2) - XC/2.
XA7 = A(2) - XT/2.
XA8 = A(2) + XC/2.





























































































































wPite(12, w( wm msavelt) w)
if (NBUC .eq. 2 .oP. NBUC .eq. 5) then




C ° o °
write(IZ,'(''mesh'')')
write(12,'('' eltsen 0 1 0 '')')
if (MTYP.eq.2.or. MTYP.eq.7.or.MTYP.eq.8) then






if (M .le. 1) go to 199
do 195 L=I,M















































,'(''mset I0 insert type msh'')')





'('' sub CONO &lstl &lst2 &lst3'')')













;f3 format ''''(''''Print Nodal Coordinates''''
),)
write 6 ;f2 &nl'')')





write 6 ;fZ &nn'')')





































wr£te(1Z,'(W'nset lq copy volu '',6f10.3)') xl,xZ,yl,y2,zl,z2
Boundary conditions on Ribs (Frames).
NBI=I
NBZ=N+Z
if (LEND .ne. 1) NBI=2
if (LEND .ne. 1) NB2=N+I
do 210 IB=NB1,NB2
if (LRIB .eq. 3) then
if (LRBC .eq. 1) then
write(1Z,'(tldofsup/dnf 3,aname=kp'',I1)') IB
write(12,'(tldofsup/dnf 3,aname=kbml,I1) I) IB
elseif (LRBC .eq. 2) then
weite(12,v(IVdofsup/dnf 53,aname=kpml,I1) I) IB
write(12,t(VWdofsup/dnf 53,aname=kbll,I1) I) IB
endif
elseif (LRIB .eq. 1) then
if (LRBC .eq. I) then
write(1Z,l(fldofsup/dnf 3,aname=kplW,I1) I) IB
elseif (LRBC .eq. 2) then
write(12,'(W_dofsup/dnf 53,aname=kpmW,I1)W) IB
endif
elseif (LRIB .eq. 2) then
if (LRBC .eq. 1) then
write(12,v(t_dofsup/dnf 3,aname=kbVW,I1) t) IB
elseif (LRBC .eq.2) then







































write(12,w( wl nlist 14 insert volu 11,6f9.3)t)xl,x2,yl,y2,zl,z2
write(12,'( jl nset 11 del nlist 11 12 13 14'') w)
write(12,'( w' nset 12 de1 nlist 11 12 15 14'w) ')
write(12,'('' nset 13 del nlist 11 12 15 14'')')
write(12,'( '' nset 14 de1 nlist 11 12 15 14'')')
write(I2,'('' nlist 21 insert nset ii '')')
write(12,'('' nlist 22 insert nset 12 '')')
write(1Z,'('' nlist 23 insert nset 13 '')')





write(32,'('' call cono 22 Ii 12 '')')
write(12,'('' call cono 21 13 14 '')')
write(12,'('' nset 11 insert nlist 13 14'')')
write(1Z,'('' nset 12 insert nlist ii 12'')')
write(12,'('' nset 13 insert nlist ll 13'')')
write(12,'('' nset 14 insert nlist 12 14'')')
C° • •
c... BOUNDARY CONDITIONS SETUP
c...
c... LARG = I yes. LARG not : 1 , NO
c one - part of the larger panel
C ....... °+oo,,,,,,.°..,,.-.
c part of a larger panel
C ....... ,°.o° ........ .,oo°°
if (LSBC.eq.1) then
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 4 nset 13It) I )
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf q nset 14'')')
elseif (LSBC.eq.3) then A-71
C° o . ° ° ° . ° ..... . . , ° .........
c sides simply supported
C .............. , ° ° .... o ° ° • °
write(lZ,'('' dofsup/dnf 34 nset 13'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 34 nset lq'')')
elseif (LSBC.eq.4) then
C ..... , .... • ....... ° ...... °°°°
c sides clamped (axial and lateral free)
C,o,° ....... ° ...... ..°°°.° ....
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 2q56 nset 13'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 2456 nset 14'')')
elseif (LSBC.eq.5) then
Coo°°°°oo, ........ ,o..°°°..,oo
c sides clamped (axial only free)
C°,.,°, ..... , ...... ..°.°° .....
write(12,'( 't dofsup/dnf 23456 nset 13't) ')
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 23q56 nset 14'')')
elseif (LSBC.eq.6) then
Co.oo.o°° ........ o.,...°.°°°.°°°
c sides fully clamped
C..°°°°°°°° ...... .o,°.,.°°°,°ooo
write(12,'('' dofsup 0 nset 13'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup 0 nset 14'')')
endif
if (LEBC.eq.1) then
C ....... ° . ............. ° , ° ......
C part of a larger panel
C.° .... .°.°o°°,,°°.°...°°.°.°°°o
write(lZ,'('' dofsup/dnf 5 nset 11'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 5 nset lZ'')')
elseif (LEBC.eq.3) then
C. • ° • ° ° ° • . ° ° ° o o o ° oo .... . ° ° . ° ....
c ends simply supported
C ....... °°o.o°°°°°..o..°.o°°oo°o
write(12,'( 'l dofsup/dnf 35 nset 11t') I)
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 35 nset 1Z'')')
elseif (LEBC.eq.4) then
C°* ..... °°.o°°°°.,°.°°..°o..°°..
c ends clamped (axial and lateral free)
C.°° .... .°°.° .... ,..°°°.°°°.°°o°
write(12,'( t' dofsup/dnf 2656 nset 11'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 2656 nset 12'')')
elseif (LEBC.eq.5) then
C°°.o,...°,,,o°.o°°°°.°,.ooo°°°°
c ends clamped (axial only free)
C ....... °.° ........ °.°°...o°,°.o
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 32656 nset 11'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 32656 nset 11'')')
elseif (LEBC.eq.6) then
C°°°o ..... °.°°. ....... ,°°.°°o.,°
c ends fully clamped
C°..°.°° ..... °o°°°°°°o°°..°,,.°.
write(12,'('' dofsup 0 nset 11'')')






Corner node constraints to stablize the panel.
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 123 nlist 11'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 13 nlist 12'')') A-72
C° , .






c NTOKEN -- utility I/0 subroutine
c written by Dan Rickhoff LHSC 81-12;
c with modification by L. L. Chou LNSC 81-12.
c##################
subroutine nreal(ntk,ra)





call getlin( 5, a, irdata, _910 )
call getkns( a, irdata, tkns, lentk, ntk, _g99 )
do 200 i=l,ntk
r = ra(i)




write(6,'( 19x, ''Not a real w,),)
200 continue
if (ierr .ge. 1) go to 100
return
999 continue
write(6,w( t' ERROR return from getkns'')')
910 continue









call getlin( 5, a, irdata, _910 )








write(6,'( 19x, 'lNot an integer '')')
200 continue




write(6,v( jw ERROR return from getknsmt) ! ) A-73
glO continue




character a_127, tkns(1)_60, slineW(_)
dimension lentk(1)
call getlin( 5, a, irdata, _910 )
ntk = 1




write(6,'('' ERROR return from getkns'')')
910 continue




subroutine rintrp( tkn, lentk, r, _ )
C
cl Read a real number, R, from a character string, TKN, of length LENTK.
cl (Note that blanks in the strings are ignored. Leading and/or trailing
c# blanks are ignored, which is OK, but interior blanks are squeezed out,






if ( lentk .eq. O ) return








subroutine iintrp( tkn, lentk, i, w )
Read a integer number, I, from a character string, TKN, of length LENTK.
(Note that blanks in the strings are ignored. Leading and/or trailing
blanks are ignored, which is OK, but interior blanks are squeezed out,
which is not OK; try to f_x th_s sometime.)
character tkn_(_)
if ( lentk .eq. 0 ) return
c A-74










































a ....... The given character string containing the input line.
If this string is blank (input IRDATA = O) then all
NTK returned tokens will be blank with zero length.
irdata .. The input line in string A extends to this character
position.
out tkns .... The character array of tokens. The character lengths
of these array elements limit the lengths of input
tokens; tokens are correctly parsed but then truncated
to this length.
out lentk ... An integer array with the string lengths of the tokens
(after any necessary truncation).
in ntk ..... The number of tokens to be parsed from the line.
* ....... Alternate RETURN in the event that a string token
initiated by an apostrophy had no trailing apostrophy, or
the next character after the trailing apostrophy was not
a delimiter (or end-of-line).
NOTE: The arguments that had been interpreted up to the
point that the error occured are returned; the
will be blank.

















Parses an "input line" contained in a given string to find the first NTK
tokens on the line.
Tokens are delimited by beginning-of-line, commas, spaces, tabs, or
end-of-line. Tabs are equivalent to (single) spaces.
A single asterisk (*) input token is recognized as a "null" token, for
which the retuned string is blank and returned length is zero. Some users
may find entry of the null token preferable to that of a comma with no
preceeding token, or two adjacent apostrophies (see the next
paragraph).
If a token is enclosed within apostrophies then it may contain commas,
spaces, or tabs. The returned length of such a token is the number



















Note that, for this length calculation, tabs are a single character.
Contigous alphanumeric strings (no embedded delimiters) do not need to be
enclosed within apostrophies.
There is no provision for including apostrophies (') or the comment
character (the hash symbol, #; see routine GETLIN) within a token,
i.e., they may not be '°escaped". Strings enclosed within apostrophies
may contain asterisks; these will not be misinterpreted as
null tokens.
A line with only "null" data will minimally contain (before an optional
comment) either a null character• a comma or two adjacent apostrophies.
Tokens are placed, left justified, into the character array TKNS.
The tokens may be truncated in order to fit into the given TKNS array.













c# Strings for the input line, the "curent" character on the
c# line and delimiter characters (space• tab• and comma).
C ................................................................
C
character al(_), c_1, tab_l, space_l, comma_l_ apos_l• nullS1
save space • comma , apos , null
data space /' a/ /o o /,oo• comma , /, apos '1, null I'*'1
tab = char(9)
maxlen = len(tkns(1) )
c
C ................................................................








if ( irdata .eq. 0 ) return
C
C ................................................................
c# Something is on the line (before any comment).












# Hove along the line looking for a token or a comma (null token).
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
if ( c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.space ) then
# Hove to next character; to continue looking for token.
go to ZOO
else if ( c.eq.comma ) then
# No token found before this comma indicates null token.
if ( itkn .eq. ntkn ) return
itkn = itkn + i
30O
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return








if ( c .eq. apos ) then
# We look for the trailing apostrophy for this "quoted string".
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return 1
continue
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
if ( c .eq. apos ) then
length = is - il - 1
if ( length .gt. maxlen ) then
length = maxlen
endif
lentk( itkn ) = length
if ( length .gt. 0 ) tkns( itkn ) = a( i1+1: #1+length )
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
is = is + 1
.c = a(is:is)
if ( .not. (c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.comma) )
return 1
else





if ( is .eq. irdata ) then
g The token extends to the end of the input data.
if (a(il:is) .eq. null ) return
tkns( itkn ) = a(il: is)
# The input token length may exceed the length of the variable.
length = is - il + 1
if ( length .le. maxlen ) then
lentk( itkn ) = length A-77
else




I Hove along the line looking for the end of the token.
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
if ( .not. (c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.comma) ) then
if ( c .eq. apos ) return 1
# Hove to next character; continue looking for end of token.
go to qO0
endif
# The previous character was the right-most character of the token
if ( a(il: is-l) .ne. null ) then
tkns( itkn ) = a(il: is-l)
# The input token length may exceed the length of the variable.
length = is - il
if ( length .le. maxlen ) then
lentk( itkn ) = length
else





if ( itkn .eq. ntkn ) return
# Find the next location at which we should begin looking for the
# next token, i.e., after a following comma or at the next token.
itkn = itkn + 1
if ( iS .eq. irdata ) return
if ( c .eq. comma ) then
# Go back and look for a token following this comma.
go to 200
else
# Curent character was a space or a tab.
# Look for a comma, the next token, or end of line.
continue
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
if ( c .eq. comma ) then
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
go to 200
else if ( c,eq.space .or. c.eq,tab ) then




























c# in nunit ... The Fortran logical unit number of the file from which
the input line(s) should be read.
out a ....... A character string into which the input line will be
read. The length of this given string determines how
long the data line may be; input past this length is
ignored.
out irdata .. The input "data" in string A extends to this character
position. The data portion does not include any
trailing comment (if present).
....... Alternare RETURN in the event that End-of-File is




c# Reads line(s) from unit NUNIT and determines the location, IRDATA, in the
c# string beyond which there may be only spaces, tabs, or a comment. Comments
cl begin with a hash symbol (l). Blank lines and lines that contain only a
c# comment line are ignored and the next line is read until a line with some
c# data or End-of-File is encountered. ("Some data" might minimally be a


















We want to ignore any trailing comment and lines
that are blank except for a comment (if any).
icom = index( a, comnt )
# Location of right-most non-blank before comment (if any).
if ( icom .gt. 1 ) then
irdata = iright( a(l: icom-1) )
else if (icom .eq. 1 ) then
go to 100
else
irdata = iright( a )
endif
# If only blanks before comment (if present) then read next line.
if (irdata .eq. O) go to 100 A-79
Creturn
C







function ileft( string )
C
c WRITTEN by: D. T. Rickhoff
C
C ................................................
c Find the position of the leftmost nonblank character
c in a string of length ls.









c Find the location of the first nonblank character.
C
ls = len( string )
do 100 i=l,ls
if( string(i:i) .ne. ' '














function irlght( string )
C
c WRITTEN by: D. T. Rickhoff
C
C ................................................
c Find the position of the rightmost nonblank character
c in a string of length ls.










c Find the location of the last nonblank character,
Is = len( string )
do lOO i=is,l,-I
if( string(i:i) .ne. ' '












C ........... End of SP910.FOR
A-81
A3.3.2 CURVED STIFFENED PANEL MODULE # 2 PROGRAM
C . ° °


















































Advanced Compostie Structural Program Input
PROBLEM 1A: Laminated flat panel w/ SECAUT Beam
variables definition ...
[ Geometry data ]
M = numbers of axial stiffeners
N = numbers of lateral ribs
MI = numbers of sub-grid between stiffeners
NI = numbers of sub-grid between ribs
A = axial stiffener distances (M+2)







nalO: input data for the new tapelO
na11: input data for the new tape11
flisO: list tapelO
flisl: list tape11
fmody: modify input data
fsave: update tapelO, tape11
fqu_t: quit and end
PROGRAMMED by Lloyd Chou
DATED December 5, 1990











checking input data for DIAL F.E. structural analysis
initialize geometry(tapelO) and material(tape11) files
inquire( file='tapelO', exist=herelO)
inquire( file='tape11 ', exist=here11)

















C • ° • ° •
open(unit=lO,status ='unknown _ _file='tapelO' )
open ( uni t = 11, status= ' unknown ' , file = f tape 11 ' )
call fsave
C o • ° ° .
c lit








Z format (/3x, wNNNNN_NNN_NNNRNNNRNNNNNNNNNNRNNNNNNN_;NNNNNNNNNRNN w,
1 /3x,_ Advanced Composite Structural Program by LMSC t v,



















































































































create input for tapelO
• o .
11 format(2x,'Input Panel Width, Length and Radius >>(',3F8.3,')>'#)
12 format(2x,'Input No. of Stiffeners and Ribs >>(',213,')>'$)
13 format(2x,'Input No. of Sub-Grid between Stif/Rib >>(',ZI2,V)>.$)
1_ format(2x,'Input',I2,' Axial Stiffener locations >>'$)
15 format(2x,'Input',I2,' Lateral Rib locations >>'$)
20 format(2x,' ..... Boundary Condition Definition ..... ')
21 format(2x,'Should it represent a part of a much large',
1' panel?(Y/N)>>(N)>'$)
22 format(2x,'Are there ribs at Ends ?(Y/N)>>(Y)>'$)
23 format(2x,'Ribs on:(1)Skin (2)STIF (3)Both ?>>(1)>'$)
2_ format(2x,VChoose a B.C. Type no. at Ribs:'
1/10x,'(1) Simply Supported; (2) S.S. and Rotation; ',
2 ' ?>>(I)>'$)
25 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. type no. at z = 0:',
*/10x,'(1) Simply Supported',
*/10x,'(2) S.S. and Rotation',
1/10x,'(3) Free --->>(1)>'$)
26 format(2x,VChoose a B.C. type no. at z : L: w,
*/lOx,'(1) Simply Supported t ,
*/lOx,'(Z) S.S. and Rotation',
1/lOx,'(3) Free --->>(1)>'$)
27 format(2x, VChoose a B.C. type no. at theta = O: v ,
*/10x,'(1) Simply Supported',
*/10x,'(2) S.S. and Rotation',
1/10x,'(3) Free --->>(1)>'$)
28 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. type no. at theta = theta_max:',
*/10x,'(1) Simply Supported', _
*/10x,'(2) S.S. and Rotation',
1/10x,'(3) Free --->>(1)>'$)
30 forma_(2x,' ..... Loading ConditiOn Definition ..... ')
31 format(2x,'Choose input loads type (Total=l,Line=Z)',
c '?>>(2)>'$)
format(5x,'following total load unit : lb')
format(5x,'following line load unit: Ib/in')
format(7x,'Input axial load >>(',FIO.I,')>'$)
format(7x,'Input lateral load >>(',FI0.I,')>'$)
format(Tx,'Input shear load along ends >>(',FI0.I,')>'$)
format(Tx,'Input lateral pressure in psi >>',FlO.Z,')>t$)
format(2x,' ..... Type of Analysis .... ')
























if (ans .eq. tNW .or. ans .eq. Wn_) then
write(6,_)'
write(6,V(2x,_VSub-Grid Between Stiffeners are 2.fw) g)
write(6,'(2x,''Sub-Grid Between Ribs are 3.'')')
MI=2
NI=3








do 2 I=1, N+I
B(I+l) = DB _ I
DA = AX/M
A(1) = -DA/2.
do 11 = 1,M
1A(I+I) = A(1) + DA
A(1) = O.
A(M+2) = AX
write(6,'(Sx,''Stiffeners equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)>''$)')
ans='Y'
call STITLE(ans)
if (arts .eq. 'Y' .or. ans .eq. lyl) go to 4
write(6,1_) M
call NREAL(M,ra)
do 3 I=1, M
A(I+I) = ra(I)
A(M+2) = AX
write(6,'(Sx,'WRibs equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)>''$)')
ans:'Y'
call STITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. ,yt .or. ans .eq. Wyl) go to 6
write(6,15) N
call NREAL(N,Pa)











































if (LTOT .eq. 1) write(6,32)

















c ............ Solve Strategy ...........
write(6,38)
write(6,'('' Choose ONE of the following
write(6,t( '' 1> Linear Analysis.'')')
write(6,'(''
go to 55
type of analysis>>'') t)
2> Bifurcation Buckling Analysis.'')') A-88
write(6,'('' 3> Post-Buckling Analysis.'') w)







c ..... Caution message about the Post Buckling Technique
c writeC6,39)
write(G,'( w' Type of Target Point ?>>'')')
write(6,'( ww O> Load Factor. WW) I)




write(G,'('' Enter Node Number >>m,$)m)
call NINTG(1,ND)
endif
write(6,'( ww Target Point Value =''$)')
call NREAL(1,TAR)
elseif (NBUC .eq. 2) then




















• create input for tapell
ll forma((2x,'Input No. of Haterials >>(',I2,')>'$)
15 format(2x,'Input Matl|',IZ,' Elastic & Shear Modulus,',
1 ' Poison |, AML +/- Allowables')
c lq format(5x,'E1,E2,E3 >>(',3E9.2,')>'$)
lq format(5x,'E1,E2 >>(',2E9.2,')>'$)
15 format(5x,'G12,GZ3,G51 >>(',SEg. Z,')>'$)




c 17 format(5x,'+ Allow. Point ',i1,'>>(',F5.1,F7.3,')>'$)
c 18 format(5x,'- Allow. Point ',i1,'>>(',F5.1,F7.3,')>'$)
19 format(2x,' ............................................... I)
w
C • • •
20 format(2x,'Input No. of plies for the basic panel >>(',I2,')>'$)
21 format(5x,'Input Mat1#, Thickness, Angle')
22 format(5x,'P1yt',I2,'>>(',12,F7.q,F7.2,')>l$) A-89
28 format(2x,'Stiffener Type: 1)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)I-shape, q
1)J-shape,',/18x,'5)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)Bead, 8)Open Hat.')
29 format(Sx, _ Select axial stiffener type >>(',I1,')>'$)
30 format(5x,'Input XH,XB,XC,XT >>(',qF6.3,')>'$)
31 format(2x,lInput No. of plies for stiffener ELEM #',I1,'>>(',
1 I2,')>'$)
32 format(Sx,'Input XH,XB,XC >>(',3F6.3,m)>'$)
33 format(5x,'Input XH,XB >>('2F6.3,')>'$)
3q format(5x,'Input XH,XB,XT >>('3F6.3,')>'$)
Coo,
C • • •
102
C • ° °
C , • •
10_



































write(6,'('' Do you want to
_)')
call STITLE(ans)
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119
120



















write(6,m(2x, lWAre the information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)? 'm
_$)')
call STITLE(ans)





















if (I .eq. 1) ra(3)=-_5.


























































write(6,'(2x,''Are the information the
_$)')
call STITLE(ans)
if ( ans .eq. 'Y'
ia(1)=1

















C , ° .









if (I .eq. i) ra(3)=-45.





































,'MESH MENU (MENUO): w)
,tO,O) Geometry & General Data t)
,'0,1) Base Panel Width, Length and Radius ',3F10.3)
,'0,2) No. of Stiffeners and Ribs (M,N):m,215)




















































format(3x,'MATL MENU (MENU1): I)
format(_x,'l,0) Total No. of Materials (NMAT):',I3)









format(lOx,'Name of the Material: ',80A)
format(lOx,'l,',li,') ',a40)
format(qx,'l,',il,') V,a40)
























format(3x,VBase Ply MENU (MENU2):w)
format(qx,'2,O) No. of Plies for The Base Panel (NLAY):W,I3)



















10 format(3x,'STIF MENU (MENU3):')
5x,'l)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)I-shape, q)J-shape,',11 format(
1 /,5x,' 5)Angle, 6)Zee,





format(qx, t3,',il, ') No.









of Plies for STIF,ELEM(',II,'):',I3)17
18 format(_x,' Ply # Material I Thickness Angle')
19 format(8x,I4,8x,I2,7x,f7.q,2x,f7.1)
20 format(3x, t ............................................... ')





c.. indicate which type of stiffener
write(6,12) MTYP
dzmenszons of the stiffener on screenc.. print " "' '
if (MTYP .eq. 5 .or. MTYP .eq. 7) then
write(6,13) XH,XB
elseif (MTYP .eq. 6) then
write(6,15) XH,XB,XT


























9 format(3x,'BCLC HENU (MENUq Boundary Cond. & Loading Cond.):')
19 format(3x,' ............................................... t)
20 format(2x,' ..... Boundary Condition Definition ..... ') A-95
21 format(4x,'The model is a part of a much large panel _ --->',A1)
22 format(4x,'There are ribs at Ends • ................ >',AI)
23 format(4x,'Ribs on:(1)Skin (2)STIF (3)Both ? ............ >',I1)
24 format(4x,'B.C, type @ Ribs: 1) Simply Supp.; 2) S.S. and Rot.;',
1' -->',II)
25 format(4x,wB.C, type no. at Ends:',
_/6x,'I) Part of Larger Panel;',
_/6x,'2) Free; 3) Simply Supp.;',
2/6x,'4) Clamped-i/axial+lateral free; 5) Clamped-2/axial free',
3/6x,'6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) ...... >',I1)
26 format(Zx,'B.C, type no. at Sides:',
W/6x,'l) Part of Larger Panel;',
1/6x,'2) Free; 3) Simp]y Supp.;',
Z/6x,'4) Clamped-I/axial+lateral free; 5) Clamped-2/axial free',
3/6x,'6) Fully Clamped (all DOF fixed) ...... >',I1)
30 format(2x,' ..... Loading Condition Definition ..... ')
31 format(4x,'Loads type (1:Total lb; 2:Line 1b/in) .... >',11)
32 format(7x,'axial load ................ >',F10.1)
33 format(7x,'lateral load .............. >',F10.1)
34 format(7x,'shear load along ends ..... >',FIO.1)
35 format(7x,'lateral pressure in psi ..... >',F10.2)
C , , ,
C • • •









if (LARG .eq. 1) ans='Y'
write(6,21) ans
ans=,N ,
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A-96
c list input
























C • • •
1
C • • °
C ° ° •
>>> MAIN MENU <<< ',
data)')
Geometry & General Data')
Base Panel Width, Length and Radius ',3FI0.3)
No. of Stiffeners and Ribs (M,N):',215)
No, of GRID for Stiffeners and Ribs(MI,NI):',2IS)
Stiffener_locations (A):!,6F7.3)
Rib_locations (B):',6F7.3)
format(4x,' >>> OTHER MENUS <<< ',
1 '(MATL, BASE Ply, STIF Ply, BC & LC)')
format(qx,'2,O) No. of Plies for The Base Panel(NLAY):',I2)
format(4x,'3,0) Axial stiffener type No.(MTYP):',I2,
1 /4x,'Blade=l,Close Hat=2,"I"=3,"J"=q,Angle=S,"Zn=G,Bead=7,
lOpen Hat=8. ')
format(lOx,'XH=m,F6.3,' XB=t,F6.3, ' XC=t,F6.3, ' XT=',F6.3)
format(qx,'3,1) No. of Plies for STIF, Element I(MLAY1):',I2)
format(qx,'3,2) No. of Plies for STIF, Element 2(MLAY2):',I2)
format(qx,'3,3) No. of Plies for STIF, Element 3(MLAY3):',I2)
format(_x,'3,4) No. of Plies for STIF, Element q(MLAYq):',I2)
format(qx,'qjO) Boundary & Loading Conditions')
format(lOx,lXH=',F6.3, ' XB=',F6.3,' XC=',F6.3)
format(lOx,lXH=',FG.3, ' XB=',FG.3)
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90
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if (ISEL1 .eq. -I) go to 90
if (ISEL1 .eq. 9) call QUIT
if (ISEL1 .eq. 0 .and. ISEL2 .ne. O) call fmodO(ISEL2)
if (ISELI .eq. 0 .and. ISEL2 .eq. O) go to I
if (ISELI .eq. 1 ) call fmodI(ISELI,ISEL2)
if (ISEL1 .eq. 2 ) call fmod2(ISELI,ISEL2)
if (ISEL1 .eq. 3 ) call fmod3(ISELI,ISEL2)






C ° o °
c . modify geometry input
C • ° °









1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2
15
C ° • ,
11 format(5x,'Modify Panel Width, Length and Radius >>(',3F8.3,1)>'$)
12 formatC5x,_Modify No. of Stiffeners and Ribs >>(',ZI3,')>'$)
13 format(Sxs'Modify No. of Sub-Grid between Stif/Rib >>(',212,t)>'$)
14 format(Sx,'Modify',I2,' Axial Stiffener locations >>'t)
format(Sx,'Modify',I2," Lateral Rib locations >>'$)
call menuO



























if (ans .eq. tN' .or. ans .eq. tnl) then
ME=2
NI=3
write(6,'(5x,''Sub-Grids between Stiffeners are 2.'')')
write(6,'(Sx,''Sub-Grids between Ribs are 3.11) ')







if (IS2 .le. 4) then
DA = AX/M
A(1) = -DA/2.
do 1 I = 1,M
1A(I+I) = A(I) + DA
A(1) = O.
A(M+Z) = AX
end of correction 1-8-92
write(6,'(5x,''Stiffeners equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)>''$)')
ans=,yI
call STITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. ,yi .or. ans .eq. lyW) go to 4
write(6,1q) M
call NREAL(M,ra)
do 5 I=l, M
3 A(I+I) = ra(I)
A(M+2) = AX
endif
if (IS2 .eq. 5 .or. IS2 .le. 3) then
B(1)=O.
DB = BY/(N+I)
do 2 I=l, N+I
2 B(l+l) = DB _ I
write(6,'(5x,''Ribs equally spaced (Y/N)? >>(Y)>''$)')
ans::y t
call STITLE(ans)
if (ans .eq. ,yl .or. ans .eq. lyt) go to 6
write(6,15) N
call NREAL(N,ra)
do 5 I=l, N
5 B(I+I) = ra(I)













C . . ,
C
format(3x,' Selection=> 1,n: modify MATL In;',










c 0 . .
c . modify geometry input










11 format(5x,'Enter El,E2 > '8)
12 format(Sx,WEnter G12,G23,G31 > '8)
13 format(Sx,WEnter V12 > '8)
14 format(Sx,WEnter AHL + Allowables (3 pairs))









Elastic Modulus (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
Sheer Modulus (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
Poisson Ratio (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
AML +Allowables(Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
AML -Allowables(Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)















'Add MATL ID',I2,' (Current number of MATL=',I2,')')
'Add New Material No. ',i2,' (Y/N)? >>(Y)>'$)
'Name of the Material > '$)
'Update Name of the Material (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
'Add Material (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
3x,'Selection=> 1,n: modify MATL #n;',
1: Exit; 9: Quit; m,O: other MENUS >>'$)


































if (IS1 .ne. 1) go to 111












































.eq. 'n #) go to I0
to be modified >>''$)')



































C , ° ,
call STITLE(ans)






















I0 go to II0





if (ans .eq. WNt .or. an$ .eq. _n w) go to II0
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iii








write(6,'('tDo you want to input AHL Failure Parameters (Y/N)?''$)
call STITLE(ans)




























C • • •
c . modify basic panel plies
C • ° °
dimension ra(lO),ia(lO),NAME(lO)
character ans_l,NAME_80
11 format(Sx,'Modify the no. of plies _ the panel(Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
12 format(Sx,'Enter MATLW, THK & Angle @ PLY W',12,'>'$)
13 format(Sx,'Enter the number of plies >>(',I2,')>'$)
14 format(3x,' Selection => 2,n: modify panel plies;',
1/,' -1:End; 9:Quit; m,O: other MENUS >>'$)
C • • •





if (ans .eq. 'N f .or. ans .eq. 'n') go to 10 A-103
2O
C ° ° °
10
30






write(6,'(Sx,''Enter HATL#, THK 8 Angle @ PLY #>'')')
write(G,'(Zx,''Are all information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)?''
*$)')
call STITLE(ans)






























write(6,'('' Choose PLY NUMBER to modify (Y/N)?''#)')
call STITLE(ans)
if ( ans .eq. 'Y' .or. ans .eq. tyW ) then





























C • • •
c . modify MENU3: STIF, ELEMENT Ply Layup
C • • °
II format(3x,' Selection => 3,n: modify panel plies;',
i/,16x,' -1:End; 9:Quit; m,O: other MENUS; -1: exit. >>'_)
12 format(5x,'Change Dimensions of the Stiffeners (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
13 format(Sx,'Enter XH,XB,XC,XT >>(',qF6.3,')>'$)
I_ format(Sx,'Enter XH,XB,XC >>(',3F6.3,')>'$)
15 format(Sx,'Enter XH,XB >>(',2FG.3,')>'$)
16 format(Sx,'Enter XH,XB,XT >>(',3F6.3,')>'$)
17 format(Sx,'Change the Stiffener Type (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
18 format(5x,'Change Axial Stiffener from Type ',i1,' to >> '$)
19 format(Sx,'l)Blade, 2)Close Hat, 3)Imshape, q)J-shape,',
1 /,5x,' S)Angle, 6)Zee, 7)Bead, 8)Open Hat.')
20 format(Sx,'Enter MATL#, THK & Angle @ PLY #',I2,'>'$)
22 format(5x,'Enter the number of plies >>(',I2,')>'$)
23 format(Sx,'Enter NUMBER OF PLIES for STIFF ELEM ',if,' >>'$)
2_ format(Sx,'Modify the number of above plies (Y/N)? >>(N)>'$)
25 format(_x,'3,',il,') No. of Plies for STIF,ELEM(',II,'):',I3)
26 format(qx,' Ply # Material W Thickness Angle')
27 format(Bx,Iq,Bx,I2,lx,fT.4,2x,fT.1)
C ........ . .... ,..,,.. .... • ........ • .... '''-" ..... • .... • ...........
c... identify how many element for this type of stiffener ...


















if (IS1 .ne. 3) go to ?
if (ISZ .1_. 0 .or. IS2 .gt. IP) then





















if (ans .eq. wyw .or. ans .eq. Wye) go to 500




if (ans .eq. tNt .or. ans .eq. 'n t) then
go to 1
else
if (MTYP .EQ. 5 .or. MTYP .eq. 7) THEN
write(6,15) XH,XB
call NREAL(Z,XH,XB)
elseif (HTYP .eq. 6) then
write(6,16) XH,XB,XT
call NREAL(5,XH,XB,XT)
































write(G,W( It Enter dimensions XH, XB, XT >>ww$)l)
call NREAL(3,ra) A-106












if (MTYP .eq. 1 .or.
ip=Z












XH, XB, XC, XT >>''$)')
then
write(6,'(Zx,''Are all information the same for ALL plies (Y
W/N)?''$)')
call STITlE(ans)













































if (ans .eq. 'N w .or. ans .eq. 'n w) then
write(6,'(Sx,''Choose the PLY NUMBER you wish to change >>,.$)
_,)
call NINTG(1,k)












write(6,'(Zx,''Are all information the same for ALL plies (Y/N)
_?wt$)w)
call STITLE(ans)









































c FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR LISTING
c***********************w***w***
21 format(Zx,'Should it represent a part of a much larger',
l' panel?(Y/N)>>(N)>'9)
22 format(Zx,'Are there ribs at Ends ?(Y/N)>>(Y)>'9)
23 formatCZx,'Ribs on:(1)Skin (2)STIF (3)Both ?>>(i)>_)
24 format(Zx,'Choose a B.C. Type no. at Ribs:'
I/lOx,'(1) Simply Supported; (2) S. S. with Rotation;',
2 ' ?>>(I)>'9)
25 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. type no. at z = 0:',
*/lOx,'(1) Simply Supported _ ,
_/lOx,'(2) S.S. and Rotation',
1/lOx,'(3) Free --->>(1)>'$)
26 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. type no. at z = L:',
*/lOx,'(1) Simply Supported',
_/10x,'(2) S.S. and Rotation ',
1/lOx,'(3) Free --->>(1)>'9)
27 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. type no. at theta = O: t ,
*/lOx,'(1) Simply Supported',
*/10x,'(2) S.S. and Rotation ',
1/10x,'(3) Free --->>(1)>'$)
28 format(2x,'Choose a B.C. type no. at theta = theta_max:',
*/10x,'(1) Simply Supported',
_/lOx,'(2) S.S. and Rotation ;,
I/fOx,W-(5) Free --->>(1)>'9)
30 format(2x,' ..... Loading Condition Definition ..... _)
31 format(2x,'Choose input loads type (Total=l,Line=2)',
c '?>>(2)>'9)
32 format(Sx,'following total load unit : lb')
33 format(Sx,'following line load unit: lb/in')
34 format(7x,'Input axial load >>(',FIO.I,')>'S)
35 format(7x,'Input lateral load >>(',F10.1,')>'$)
36 format(7x,'Input shear load along ends >>(',F10.1,')>'$)
37 format(7x,'Input lateral pressure in psi >>',F10.1,')>'$)
38 format(7x,' 4,9)Axial = ',flO.1)
39 format(7x,' 4,10)Lateral : ',flO.1)
40 format(7x,' 4,11)Shear Along the Ends = ',f10.1)
41 format(7x,' 4,12)Lateral Pressure (psi.) = ',f10.1)
42 format(2x,' --- Solution Technique ---')
43 format(5x,'TYPE OF TARGET >',alS,i2,1x,'NODE=',i3,1x,
*'TARGET=',flO.5)
44 format(Sx,'TYPE OF TARGET >',a15,1x,'TARGET=',f10.5) A-109
C__
50 call NEWPAGE
I0 _rite(6,'('' ..... Boundary Condition Definition ..... '')')
if (LEND.eq.1) then
write(6,v( vw 4,1)There ARE ribs on the ends.'') m)
else
write(6,'('' 4,1)There are NO ribs on the ends.'') v)
endif
if (LRIB.eq.1) then
write(G,W( wt 4,2)Ribs on the Skin. VW) ' )
elseif (LRIB.eq.2) then
write(6,'('' 4,2)Ribs on the Stiffener.t') l)
elseif (LRIB.eq.3) then
write(G,w( ww 4,2)Ribs on both the Skin and the Stiffener.°l) w )
endif
if (LRBC .eq. t) then
write(6,v( vv 4,5)Ribs are simulated using Simple Support Constr
_aints. BV) v)
elseif (LRBC .eq. 2) then
write(6,v( vv 4,5)Ribs are simulated using Simple Support plus R




write(6,'( w_ 4,4) Simply Supported at z=OVt) ')
elseif(lbctl.eq.2) then
write(6,'( v' 4,4) Simply Supported and Rotation at z=OV_) w )
elseif(lbcll.eq.3) then
write(6,'('' 4,4) free at z=O'W) v)
endif
if(lbc12.eq:l) then
write(6,'( 't 4,5) Simply Supported at z=Ltt) e)
elseif(lbc12.eq.2) then
write(6,f( w' 4,5) Simply Supported and Rotation at z=Lt') v )
elseif(1bc12.eq.5) then
write(6,'( I' 4,5) free at z=Lt') t)
endif
if(lbc13.eq.1) then
_rite(6,t( If 4,6) Simply Suported at theta=O'W) _)
elsei_(lbcl3.eq.2) then
write(6,_( '' 4,6) Simply Supported and Rotation
& at theta=O'l) v)
elseif(1bc13.eq.3) then
_rite(6,=( v' 4,6) free at theta=O'') _)
endif
if(lbclq.eq.1) then
_rite(6,_( vv 4,7] Simply Supported theta=theta_max'') ')
elseif(lbcl4.eq.2) then
_rite(6,_( Iw 4,7) Simply Supported and Rotation
& at theta=theta_maxVW) _)
elseif(lbcl4.eq.3) then
_rite(6,_( _w 4,7) free at theta=theta_maxWW) _)
endif
_rite(6,,(_, ...................................................
, ...................... ,1)w) A-110
write(6,30)
if (LTOT.ea.1) then
writeC6,'(7x,'' q,B)Total Loads (lbs.):'')')
else








write(6,'(7x,'' 4,13) Linear Analysis.'')')
elseif (NBUC.eq.2) then
write(6,1(7x, '' 6,13) Bifurcation Buckling Analysis.'')')
write(6,'(16x,i3, 'w Mode(s).'')w)HO
elseif (NBUC.eq.3) then










c FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR MODIFICATION
c_w_w_w_ww_w_
write(6 _(,, ............................................. ,,),)




































C • • •
c . modify loading conditions






















write(6,'('' Choose ONE of the following technique >>'')')
write(6,'( t' 1> Linear Solution.'W) t )
write(6,w( tl 2> Bifurcation Buckling Analysis. Wl)lJ




write(6,'( H Type of Target -- O) Load Factor.'') w)
write(6,'('' 1-6) Displace. DOF.'')')
write(6,'( I' Enter >>,v$),)
call NINTG(1,NDF)
if (NDF.gt.O) then
write(6,'( 'l Node Number =''$)')
call NINTG(1,ND)
en_if
write(6,'( II Target Point = ,!$)w)
call NREAL(1,TAR)
elseif (NBUC .eq. 2) then
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write(1Z,'(''start -1 : regDs : band : stop '')')
write(12,'(''$setupW') ' )
write(12,'('lopen 6 "setup.out"'') w)


























































































































RPdel = R + .i
RMdel = R - .1
write(12,'('' mset II COpy nset=ll'')')
write(12,'('' mset 11 mask type msh'')')
write(12,'('' mset 11 mask volu '',fB.q,lx,f8._ 'l -180. 180.
& -999. +999. 1'')') RMdel,RPdel
write(12,'('' mset 12 copy nset=12'w) ')
write(12,'('' mset 12 mask type msh'')')
write(12,'('' mset 12 mask volu '',f8.q,lx,fB.q'' -180. 180.
& -999. +999. 1'')') RMdel,RPdel
write(12,'('' mset 13 copy nset=13'')')
C 9/10/91, inserted 1 line as follows, per Tony Wei
write(12,'('' mset 13 mask type msht') ' )
write(12,'('; mset 1_ copy nset=14't) ' )
C 9/10/91, inserted 1 line as follows, per Tony Wei
write(12,'('' mset 1_ mask type msh'')')
write(12,'('' mset 15 copy type=msh'') ' )
write(12,'('' mset 15 mask volu '',f8._,lx,f8._'' -180. 180.


































_line '',f10.2,'',11, 0,4 mset=11'')') -temp(1)
3line '',f10.2,'',11, 0,2 mset=12'')') temp(1)
)line '',f10.2,'',2, 0,1 mset=13't) ') temp(2)
)line '1,f10.2,'',2, 0,3 mset=l_'')') temp(Z)
)line 'f,f10.2,'',3, 0,_ mset=lllt) ') temp(3)
)line '',flO.Z,'',3, 0,2 mset=lZ'')') temp(3)
)line 't,f10.2,'',3, 0,1 mset=13'') I) -tmp
)line '',f10.2,'',3, 0,3 mset=l_'')') -tmp
)surf t',flO.2,tt,1, O,mset=lStt) t) -FL(4)
p force cards apply concentrated loads to the panel corners
writeC12,t( '' p'',f10.2,'l,2, node=l,17'')') tempCS)
write(12,'('' p'',f10.2,'',1, node=It') ') temp(6)
write(12,'('' pl',flO.2,'',l, node=17'') ') -temp(6) A-116
c write(12,'('' p'V,flO2, V',2, node=173'')') -temp(S)
C,o.
C
C • ° o
C o . °
C
C . ° °
C , ° .
C
C ° ° •
100
C





























write(12,'('' source /usr/local/dial/init.com'') t)
if (NBUC.eq.2) then
write(1Z,'('' solve << \!'')')
write(12,'(''$assign [eS65678.curve]filO02 fi1002'')')
write(12,1(''$solvedp'_) ' )




write(1Z,'( tt SAVE,DrY) t)
write(12,'('' SAVE,St') ' )




write(1Z,'( t' stop't) ' )
write(12,v(v'!'v) ' )
write(12,'('' cluster << \!,,)t)
wr;te(12,'(''$clusterdp'') t)
write(1Z,'( 'v open 6 "cluster.out"'l) v)
write(12,'( t' start'')')
write(12,'('' assign mxit=50't) t)






































write(12,'('' solve << \!,,)v)
write(12,'(''$assign [e565678.curve]filO02 filO02'')')
write(12,'('' Ssolvedp'') I)




write(12,'('' branch 0 I 1 '')')
write(12,'('' loads 1 1. 1. 1.'')')
write(12,'('' limit load'')')
if (NF.ge.1) then























1 LBC11, LBC12, LBC13, LBClq
common /solve/ NBUC,TAR,NDF,ND,MO
CHARACTER_60 fmtl, fmt2, fmt3, fmtq, fmtS, fmtG, fmtGb




C, • , • , ,..........,.°.,o,.,,.oo...,...,.....,...,..o, ,,....,,...o o,..
c VARIABLE DEFINITION TABLE
C ...... ,....,,.., ,......o ,.°°°.° .... .,.°.°, ,°.°°°.°°,°.°°o.o.°°.°o,.
c M = A-118
C . ° .
C
C ° , °
C















fmtQ='(''KNAME 0 0 '',213,'' kb'',II)'
fmtg='(''KNAME '',413,'' kb'',II)'





fmtd='(''DEFSYS I I 0.,0.,0. O.,O.,-i. Q.,l.,-l. '')'













IPLC:O IPEL=O IPCO=O TOLX=.OI
I, base panel'')')























































































































if (NBUC .eq. 2 .or. NBUC .eq. 3) then




c Stiffener Type I.D.
c 1: Blade 2: Hat
c 3: I-shape _: J-shape
c 5: Angle 6: Zee
















































































































































do 53 i = I,MLAY(1)
tll=tll+ts(i,1)
continue
do 54 i = 1,MLAY(2)
tlZ=tlZ+ts(i,Z)
continue
do 55 i = 1,MLAY(3)
t15=t13÷ts(i,3)
continue


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































c ...... Open Hat ....

















































































































































C ° • •
c ditto 1st stiffener





































































C . . ,
continue
write(I2,'('' rasaveet) ')
if (NBUC .eq. 2 .or. NBUC .eq. 3) then
write(12,1( '' refine 0 0 2 2'')')
endif
write(12,'(l'raesh'') t )
write(12,'('' eltsen 0 1 0 t,),)
if (MTYP.eq.2.or.MTYP.eq.7.or.MTYP.eq.8) then






if (M .le. i) go to 199
do 195 L=l,M
if (L .le. l) go to 195
write(12,'(''ditto MESH=2'') ' )









C . . .
write(12,'(''raset lO insert type rash'')')
wrzte(12,'(''raset 10 del name=base t')')
wr ite ( 12, ' ( ' ' set syntax on ' ' ) ' )
write (12, '( ' '##|##l##t#####t##|#' ' ) ')
write(lZ,'(''# CONODF subroutine'')')
write( 12, ' ( ' '###################' ')')




























;f2 forraat ''''(Ix,iS)'') t)





















write 6 ;f2 &nl'')')
write 6 ;f2 &n2'')')
write 6 ;f3'')')
do ;20 an=2,&nnod'') ')
if %ibcl(&ln,&n) ;20,;20,1'')')
let &nn=Zibcl(&ln,&n)'_) ')
write 6 ;f2 &nn_') ' )
conode/isys=l &nn &nl &n2 -2 1,e+9'')')




writeCl2,'('' let 8d=%rfmC&ifn,l,O,&In)I') ')
write(12,w( 't returnm') ')
write(i2,1( '' end'') I)
C ...
c . boundary conditions definition














zl= -.00i + BY
z2= +.001 + BY













yl= -.001 + TH
y2= +.001 + TH
zl = -999.
z2= 999.













yl= -.001 + TH
y2 = +.001 + TH
z1=-0.001 +BY
z2=+0.001 +BY








































nlist 14 insert volu ''
xl,x2,yl,y2,zl,z2
nset 11 del nlist 11 12
nset 12 de1 nlist 11 12
nset 13 de1 nlist 11 12
nset 14 de1 nlist 11 12
nlist 21 insert nset 11
nlist 22 insert nset 12
nlist 23 insert nset 13











write(12,'('' call cono 22 II 12 '')')
write(12,'('' call cono 21 13 14 '')')
write(12,'('' nset II insert nlist 13 14'')')
write(12,'('' nset 12 insert nlist II 12'')')
write(12,'('' nset 13 insert nlist 11 13'')')
write(12,'('' nset 14 insert nlist 12 14'')')
Shell normals and skew local coordinate system
del = .I
RMdel-= R - de1
RPdel = R + del
write(12,'('' mset 1015 copy type=msh'')')
write(12,'('' mset 1015 mask volu '',fS.4,1x,f8.4''
& -999. +999. 1'')') RMdel,RPdel
write(12,'('' nset 1015 insert mset=1015'')')
write(12,'('' shlnort') ')





nset 1011 insert nset=11'')')
nset 1012 insert nset=12'') ' )
nset 1011 mask nset=1015'')')
nset 1012 mask nset=1015'') ' )
if(Ibcll.eq.1) then






write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 35 nset=lOll'')')
endif
if(ibcl2.eq.l) then"
write(12,'('' dofsup 3 nset=1012'')')
elseif(lbcl2.eq.2) then
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 35 nset=lOl2'')')
endif
ifClbc13.eq.1) then
write(12,'( 'I dofsup 3 nset=15'') ')
elseif(lbc13.eq.2) then
write(12,'( 't dofsup/dnf 3_ nset=13'')')
endif
ifClbclq.eq.1) then
write(12,'('' dofsup 3 nset=14'') ')
elseif(lbcl4.eq.2) then





write(12,'( 'I dofsup/dnf 123 nlist=13w') ')
write(12,'('' dofsup 1 nlist=l_'')')
write(12,'('' bcsys I 0 nlist=13'1) ')
write(12,'('' bcsys -1 0 nlist=l_t') ')




if (LEND .he. 1) NBI=2
if (LEND .ne. 1) NB2=N+I
do 210 IB=NB1,NB2
if (LRIB .eq. 3) then
if (LRBC .eq. 1) then
write(12,'('' dofsup 3 aname=kp'',I1) v) IB
write(12,'('' dofsup 3 aname=kb'',I1)') IB
elseif (LRBC .eq. 2) then
write(12,'('' dofsup/dnf 35 aname=kp't,I1) ') IB
write(12,'( 'w dofsup/dnf 35 aname=kb'',I1)') IB
end£f
elseif (LRIB .eq. 1) then
if (LRBC _eq. 1) then
write(12_( wt dofsup 3 aname=kpIW,I1) l) IB
elseif (LRBC .eq. 2) then
write(12, m( '' dofsup/dnf 35 aname=kp'_,I1) _) IB
endif
elseif (LRIB .eq. 2) then
if (LRBC .eq. 1) then
write(12,1( Iv dofsup 3 aname=kbWW,Ii) j) IB
elseif (LRBC .eq.Z) then

















c NTOKEN -- utility I/O subroutine
c written by Dan Rickhoff LMSC 81-12;
c with modification by L. L. Chou LNSC 81-12.
c#################1
subroutine nreal(ntk,ra)





call getlin( 5. a, irdata..910 )
call getkns( a, irdata, tkns, lentk, ntk. *999 )
do 200 i=l.ntk
P = re(i)




write(6,'( 19x, 'lNot a real ,,)l)
ZOO continue
if (ierr .ge. l) go to I00
return
999 continue
write(6,_( 't ERROR return from getkns'')')
910 continue








call getlin( 5, a, irdata, .910 )
call getkns( a, irdata, tkns, lsntk, ntk, *999 )
do 200 i=l.ntk
intgr = ia(i)
call iintrp( tkns(i), lentk(i), intgr, .992 )




write(6,'( 19x, ''Not an integer w,),)
200 continue
if ( ierr .ge. l) go to 100
return
999 continue
write(6,t( 'l ERROR return from getknsll) ') A-136
910 continue




character a_lZ7, tkns(1)_60, sline_(_)
dimension lentk(|)
call getlin( 5, a, irdata, _910 )
ntk = 1




write(6,'( lw ERROR return from getkns'')')
910 continue












Read a real number, R, from a character string, TKN, of length LENTK.
(Note that blanks in the strings are ignored. Leading and/or trailing
blanks are ignored, which is OK, but interior blanks are squeezed out,
which is not OK; try to fix this sometime.)
character tkn*(*)
if ( lentk .eq. 0 ) return







subroutine iintrp( tkn, lentk, i, _ )
Read a integer number, I, from a character string, TKN, of length LENTK.
(Note that blanks in the strings are ignored. Leading and/or trailing
blanks are ignored, which is OK, but interior blanks are squeezed out,
which is not OK; try to fix this sometime.)
character tkn_(_)
if ( lentk .eq. 0 ) return










































a ....... The given character string containing the input line.
If this string is blank (input IRDATA = 0) then all
NTK returned tokens will be blank with zero length.
irdata .. The input line in string A extends to this character
position.
tkns .... The character array of tokens. The character lengths
of these array elements limit the lengths of input
tokens; tokens are correctly parsed but then truncated
to this length.
lentk ... An integer array with the string lengths of the tokens
(after any necessary truncation).
ntk ..... The number of tokens to be parsed from the line.
....... Alternate RETURN in the event that • string token
initiated by an apostrophy had no trailing apostrophy, or
the next character after the trailing apostrophy was not
a delimiter (or end-of-line).
NOTE: The arguments that had been interpreted up to the
point that the error occured are returned; the
will be blank.
C
c# Parses an "input line" contained in a given string to find the first NTK
c# tokens on the line.
C
c# Tokens are delimited by beginning-of-line, commas, spaces, tabs, or
c# end-of-line. Tabs are equivalent to (single) spaces.
C
c# A single asterisk (_) input token is recognized as a "null" token, for
c# which the retuned string is blank and returned length is zero. Some users
c# may find entry of the null token preferable to that of a comma with no
c# preceeding token, or two adjacent apostrophies (see the next
c# paragraph).
c
c# If a token is enclosed within apostrophies then it may contain commas,
c# spaces, or tabs. The returned length of such a token is the number
c| number of character positions between the pair of apostrophies.














Contigous alphanumeric strings (no embedded delimiters) do not need to be
enclosed within apostrophies.
There is no provision for including apostrophies (w) or the comment
character (the hash symbol, #; see routine GETLIN) within a token,
i.e., they may not be "escaped". Strings enclosed within apostrophies
may contain asterisks; these will not be misinterpreted as
null tokens.
A line with only "null" data will minimally contain (before an optional
comment) either a null character, a comma or two adjacent apostrophies.
Tokens are placed, left justified, into the character array TKNS.
c# The tokens may be truncated in order to fit into the given TKNS array.
C














c# Strings for the input line, the "curent N character on the
c# line and delimiter characters (space, tab, and comma).
C ............................................................... _
C
character a*(*), c_l, tab_l, space*l, comma*l, apos*l, null*l
save space , comma , apos , null
data space /1 !/, comma /i,,/, apos /,1,1/, null /'*'/
tab = char(9)
maxlen = len(tkns(1) )
C
C .......... . ............................................... " ......
c# Initialize ntk tokens to blanks.
C ......................................................... " ......
C
do 50 i=l,ntk




if ( irdata .eq. 0 ) return.
C
C ......................................................... " ......
c# Something is on the line (before any comment).
c# Parse the tokens (up to NTKN of them).
C
is = 0






# Hove along the line looking for a token or a comma (null token).
is = is + 1
c = aCis:is)
if ( c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.space ) then
# Move to next character; to continue looking for token.
go to 200
else if ( c.eq.comma ) then
# No token found before this comma indicates null token.
if ( itkn .eq. ntkn ) return
itkn = itkn + 1
300
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return









if ( C .eq. apos ) then
# We look for the trailing apostrophy for this "quoted string".
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return 1
continue
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
if ( c .eq. apos ) then
length = is - il - 1
if ( length .gt. maxlen ) then
length = maxlen
endif
lentk( itkn ) = length
if ( length .gt. 0 ) tkns( itkn ) = a( il+l: il+length )
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
.if ( .not. (c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.comma) )
return 1
else





if ( is .eq. irdata ) then
# The 'token extends to the end of the input data.
if (a(il:is) .eq. null ) return
tkns( _itkn ) = a(il: is)
| The input token length may exceed the length of the variable.
length = is - il + 1
if (]ength .le. maxlen ) then
lentk( itkn ) = length
else A-140
CC




# Hove along the line looking for the end of the token.
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
if ( .not. (c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.comma) ) then
if ( c .eQ. apos ) return 1
# Move to next character; continue looking for end of token.
go to 400
endif
# The previous character was the right-most character of the token
if ( a(il: is-l) .he. null ) then
tkns( itkn ) = a(il: is-l)
# The input token length may exceed the length of the variable.
length = is - il
if ( length .le. maxlen ) then
lentk( itkn ) = length
else





if ( itkn .eq, ntkn ) return
# Find the next location at which we should begin looking for the
# next token, i.e., after a following comma or at the next token.
itkn = itkn + 1
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
if ( c .eq. comma ) then
# Go back and look for a token following this comma.
go to 200
else
# Curent character was a space or a tab.
# Look for a comma, the next token, or end of line.
continue
is = is + I
c = a(is:is)
if ( c .eq. comma ) then
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
go to 200
else if ( c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab ) then




























in nunit ... The Fortran logical unit number of the file from which
the input line(s) should be read.
out a ....... A character string into which the input line will be
read. The length of this given string determines how
long the data line may be; input past this length is
ignored.
out irdata .. The input "data" in string A extends to this character
position. The data portion does not include any
trailing comment (if present).
....... Alternare RETURN in the event that End-of-File is











Reads line(s) from unit NUNIT and determines the location, IRDATA, in the
string beyond which there may be only spaces, tabs, or a comment. Comments
begin with a hash symbol (#). Blank lines and lines that contain only a
comment line are ignored and the next line is read until a line with some
data or End-of-File is encountered. ("Some data" might minimally be a

















We want to ignore any trailing comment and lines
that are blank except for a comment (if any).
icom = index( a, comnt )
C
c # Location of right-most non-blank before comment (if any).
if ( icom .gt. 1 ) then
irdata = iright( a(l: icom-1) )
else if ( icom .eq. 1 ) then
go to 100
else
irdata = iright( a )
endif
# If only blanks before comment (if present) then read next line.












function ileft( string )
C
c WRITTEN by: D. T. Rickhoff
C
C ................................................
c Find the position of the leftmost nonblank character
c in a string of length ls.









c Find the location of the first nonblank character,
C
ls = len( string )
do 100 i=l,ls
if( string(i:i) .ne. ' '














function iright( string )
C
c WRITTEN by; D. T. Rickhoff
C
C ............................. " .......... " .......
c Find the position of the rightmost nonblank character
c in a string of length ls.










c Find the location of the last nonblank character.
c
ls = len( string )
do 100 i=ls,1,-1
if( string(i:i) .ne. ! ,












C ........... End of SPglO.FOR
A-144









Modified by JTH, LASC,
from TUB.FOR (9/q/91) by AYW, LMSC




















































Advanced Composite Structural Program Input
variables definition ...
[ Geometry data ]
A = bottom width of the tube
B= top width of the tube
PH= h_ght of panel
PL= length of panel
NW = number of tubes (whole tubes)
NBC = boundary condition _nd_cat_on
NBUC = f_ne or coarse mesh _ndJcat_on
[ Material properties ]
NMAT=Number of materials.
Young's modulus: EI(_,_)
Poss_on rat_o : VI(_,_)
Shear modulus : GI(_,_)
F_ller Mater_al d_t_nqu_sher: NF 1--Isotrop_c
2--Orthotrop_c_
[ Composite Wall Layups ]
number of plies for _he top shee_ = MWT
number of plies for the bot. sheet = MWB
nqmber of plies for the tube wall = MWC
type of mater_al for top sheet = NWT
type of mater_al for bot. sheet = NWB
type of mater_al for tube wall = NWC
ply thickness of the top sheet = TT
ply thickness of the bottom sheet = BT
ply thickness of the tube wall = CT
ply orlentat_on of the top sheet = AT(MWT)
ply orzentatzon of the bot. sheet = AB(MWB)
































aml strain angle curve temperature: AMLT(6)




nal0: input data for the new tgeom.dat(tapel0)_
nall: input data for the new tmat.dat(tapell)
tlod: loads input
tlis: list data
walis: list wall composition
tmod: modify input data ff
walmod: modify wall composition
tsave: update data
Jul 1991
0riginal creator -- L. L. Chou, LHSC 81-12
Updated by A.Y. Wei, LNSC 81-1Z






write(6,'( TM Advanced Composite Structural Program '')')
write(6,_)1 +
write(6,'( 11' TUBULAR TRUSS CORE PANEL NODULE i.)i)
write(6,1( '1! Version 1.3, 2/28/92 Ii)1)
write(6,_)l
write(6,1( I1 Updated by Tony Wei. LHSC Bld. 157 Ext:6-1137 'w)
write(6,_)l ,
checking existance of input files for DiAL model
initialize geometry(tgeom.dat) and material(tmat.dat) files
inquire( file='tgeom.dat ', exist=herel0)
inquire( file='tmat.dat', exist=here11)
if (herel0) then





































end of interactive input.












Dial Runstream Generation _'')')
Runstream Generation Complete _'')')




























































































































































* A= bottom width of the tube *
* B= top width of the tube *
PH= thickness of panel *
PL= length of panel
NW = number of tubes (whole tubes)
NBC = boundary condition indicator
NBUC = fine or coarse mesh indicator
[ Composite Wall Layups ]
number of plies for the top sheet = HWT R
number of plies for the bot. sheet = HWB
number of plies for the tube wall = HWC
type of material for top sheet = NWT(HWT)
type of material for bot. sheet = NWB(MWB)
type of.material for tube wall = NWC(MWC)
ply thibkness of the top sheet = TT(HWT)
ply thickness of the bottom sheet = BT(HWT)
ply thickness of the tube wall = CT(MWC)
ply orientation of the top sheet = AT(HWT)
ply orientation of the bot. sheet = AB(MWB)
ply orientation of the tube wall = AC(HWC)
create input for tgeom.dat (unitlO)
default values
one inch wide at the tube bottom
A=I.O
O.S inch wide at the tube top
B=0.5
0.5 inch thickness for the panel
PH=0.5
















5 tubes in the width direction
NW=5




infinite panel b. c.
NBC=I
number of plies for bottom face sheet
MWB=q
number of plies for top face sheet
MWT=q










format(' Input Top Width of the Tube (',flO.q,'in.) >>'$)
format(' Input Bottom Width of the Tube (',flO.q,'in.) >>'$)
format(' Input Height of the Tubes (',flO.q,'in.) >>'$)
format(' Input Length of the Panel (',flO.q,'in.) >>'$)
format(' Input Number of Tubes in the Width Direction (Y) ('
_,i2,') >>'$)
write(6,'('' _Geometric Parameter Inputs_'')')
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Input 1) for Stress Analysis. '')')
write(6,'('' 2) for Buckling Analysis.'')')
write(6,'('' 3) for Post Buckling Analysis.'')')








write(6,'('' Input Target Point Info. >>'')')
write(6,'('' Type of target O> Load Factor.'')')





write(6,'('' Node Number specification.'')')




write(6,'('' Enter Target Point >>''$)')
call NREAL(1,TAR) A-150
Celseif (NBUC .eq. 2) then
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' How many MODE shapes
call NINTG(1,MS)
endif





















3-Sides Simply Supported. (w/o Filler Material;
Input Boundary Conditions for the Panel.'')')
1-1nfinite Panel.'')')
2-Sides Simply Supported. (with Filler Material; ends
ends
w/o Filler at the Sides. (Sides Free)
at the Sides. (Sides Free
q-Ends Clamped;
write(6,'('' 5-Ends Clamped; with Filler
w),,),)






















AMLS(i,j)--AML curve shear allowable.
AMLA(i,j)--AML curve angle.



























Material Number >>7<< is reserved for the Filler Material _
create input for tmat.dat (unitll)
default values for marl












format(' Input Information for Mat.',i,' >>l)
format(' Input Elastic Moduli: Ell (',fS.Z,') EZ2 (',f8.2,
') >>_$)
format(' Input Shear Moduli: G12 (',f8.2,') G23 (',f8.Z,
') G31 (',f8.2,') >>'$)
format( v Input Poissonlmlms Ratio: V12 (',f8.6,'1 >>'$1
format(a1)
format(' Input AML Paramters for Material I,i2,' >>!1
format(' Point ',i1,'-- Angle (Degree) end Strain Allowable. '1




write(6,t( '' _Please Keep the Total Number of Materials''ltl
write(&,'('' (Excluding Filler Material) at Maximum of 6_''
write(&,_)' '










write(&,'('' Input Elastic Moduli: EII,EZ2 >>''$)'I
call NREAL(2,EI(I,i),EI(2,i))
write(6,_)' '
write(G,1( '' Input Shear Moduli: G12,GZ3,G31 >>''$)'I
call NREAL(3,GI(I,i),GI(2,i),GI(3,i))
write(6,_)' '


















write(6,'('' Input Elastic Modulus: E (psi). >>''$)')
call nreal(I,EI(1,NTEMP))
write(6,*)' '




write(6,'('' Input Elastic Moduli: EII,E2Z,E35 (psi)>>''$)')
call NREAL(3,EI(I,NTEMP),EI(2,NTEMP),EI(3,NTEMP))
write(6,*)' '
write(6,'('' Input Shear Moduli: GI2,G23,G31 (psi)>>''$)')
call NREAL(3,GI(1,NTEMP),GI(2,NTEMP),GI(3,NTEMP))
write(6,.), ,














write(6,,('' Input AML Parameters :'')')






write(6,'( l' _*_ Tension Strain Values _w*'')')
do 23 1=1,6
write(6,107)1
write(6,'( lw Enter Angle. (deg.) >>w,$),)
call nreal(1,AMLA(1,k))
































117 format(' Input No. of Plies for Top Face Sheet (',i3,
_,) >>'$)
118 format(' InPut No. of Plies for Bottom Face Sheet (',i3,
_,) >>,$) I
119 format(' Input No. of Plies for Tube Core (',i3,') >>'$)
120 format(' Input Material Numbers for Top Face Sheet Lay-up >>')
121 format(' Input Material Numbers for Bottom Face Sheet Lay-up >>')
122 format(' Input Hateriel Numbers Tube Core Lay-up>>')
123 format(' Ply Number ',i2,' >>'$)
12q format(' Input Thicknesses for Top Face Sheet Lay-up(in.) >>')
125 format(' Input Thicknesses for Bottom Face Sheet Lay-up(in.) >>')
126 format(_ Input Thicknesses for Tube Core Lay-up(in.) >>')
127 format(' Is it the Same for All Plies? [Y or N] >>'#)
128 format(a1)
129 format(' Input Parameter for the Lay-up: (Enter ',i2,' Numbers):')
130 format(' Enter >>'$)
_rite(6,'('' _Wa11 Layup Information Inputted'')')
writeC6,_)t .













































if (yn.eq.tV'.or.yn.eq.'y f) then














Top Wall Ply Orientations





















Plies for Top Face Sheet (deg.)
C



































if (yn.eq.wYW.or.yn.eq._y I) then














Bottom Wall Ply Orientations






if (yn.eq._Yt.or.yn.eq.ly _) then





















































if (yn.eq.wY_.or.yn.eq. Wyw) then














Core Wall Ply Orientations









































































XL(1),XL(3) -- Axial Loads at the Sides.
XL(Z),XL(q) -- Axial Loads at the Ends.
XE -- Total Axial Load on the End.
XS -- Total'Axial Load on the Side.
SE -- Total Shear Load on the End.
SS -- Total Shear Load on the Side.
TMPD -- length of the ends.
PL -- length of the sides.
TMPD=(A+B)/Z.W(NW+I)




write(6,'( tl Load may be
Wline load.'')')
to the model:'')')
input as total load or as an average
A-158











write(6,'('' Total Tensile (+) or Comppressive (-) Load (lb






write(6,'('' Total Tensile (+) or Comppressive (-) Load (Ib













write(6,'('' Shear Load on the Ends = ''$)')
call nreal(1,SL(2))
Total Shear Load (+ CCW and - CW) (lb.)'')')
I) On the Ends.'')')

















write(6,'('' Input Tensile (+) or Compressive (-) Line Load





write(6,'('' Input Tensile (+) or Compressive (-) Line Load
on the' Sides. (lb./in) >>'')') A-159
CC




write(6,'( '' Input Shear Line

































































































































format(' Width at the Tube Bottom =',f8.3,'in.',/,
_' Width at the Tube Top=',fS.3,min. ')
102 format(' Haterial Number:',i2)





107 format(' Ply Number',I2,/,' Haterial
_/,' Ply Thickness(in)=',f7.5,2x,/,
_v Ply Angle(degree)=',f7.2)
108 format( e Panel Length, PL=',f9.5,'in.',/,
_' Total_Height of the Panel=',flZ.6,'in.',/,
_' Tube Height ,PH=',fg.3,'in.')







Top Cover Sheet Thickness=',f9.6,'in.')
• Bottom Cover Sheet Thickness=',f9.6,'in.')
Tube Wall Thickness=',f9.6,'in.')



















C • • •
c list files
C ° ° .
wdth=(A+B)/Z._(NW+l)
Line Load on the Ends. (lb./in)=',f12.3,/,
Load on the Ends. (lb.)=',flZ.3)
Line Load on the Sides. (lb./in)=',f12.3,/,
Load on the Sides. (lb.)=',flZ.3)
Line Load (lb./in)=',fl2.3,/,
Load on the Ends. (1b.)=',f12.3,/,
Load on the Sides. (1b.)=',f12.3)
Ell(psi)=',f13.1,2x,'E22(psi)=',f13.1,2x,'E33(psi) =' ,
V12=',f7.5,2x,'V23=',f7.5,2x,'V31=',f7.5)
Panel Width = m,f8.3,'in.')
E(psi)=',f13.1,' V=',f7.5)
Material Name = ',aSO)
Target Type >>',a15,' Target Point = ',f12.3)





















































































C .... ,, .....
c tmat.dat (unitll): material
















write(6,'('' AML parameters for this material.'')')

















AML Failure Calculation is invoked.'')')











write(6,'( H Isotropic Material'')')
write(6,1ZZ)EI(1,NTEMP),VI(1,NTEMP)
write(6,N)' '

















C. • • • .......
c wall
C- • • • • • , • • • •
elseif(N.eq.3)then
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Top Face Sheet Layup.t') t)
call walis(HWT,NWT,TT,AT,TCT)
write(6,_)l m
write(G,t( gt Bottom Face Sheet Layup.lt) t)
call walLs(HWB,NWB,BT,AB,BCT)
write(6,_)m m











































MWT,MWB,MWC in main. Number of Plies.
NWT,NWB,NWC in main. Ply Haterial Number.
TT,BT,CT in main. Ply Thickness.
AT,BT,CT in main. Ply angle. A-165
c Tk -- corresponds
C .......
lOl format( t Ply Number',I2,/, t Material Number:',iZ,Zx,
*/,' Ply Thickness(in)=',f7.5,2x,/,
*' Ply Angle(degree)=',fT.2)
102 format(' Total Thickness=',fg.6,'in.')
103 format(al)
104 format(' Bottom Face Sheet Thickness=i,fg.6,'in. ')


























































***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***''$)')
<<Return>> for Next Page.***''$)')

















i00 format(Ix,iZ,'>Material ',i2,' ')
i01 format(Ix,i2,'>Return to Menu.')
102 format(' Material Number ',i2,'.')






109 format(' Name >> '$)
110 format(a50)
C • . ,
c modify files
C . . .
10 write(6,_)' '
wrlte(6,'(''
wrzte(6, ' ( ' '















'_7>Filler Material (Number ',i2,').')
Enter Angle for Point ',i2,' ='$)
.Enter Strain Allowable for Point ',i2,' ='$)
'_Enter AML Curve Angle (Degree) & Strain Allowable >>'






S>Return to List Menu.'')')





















Choose the Following Geometrical Parameter to
l>Tube Height, PH.'')')
2>Tube Width -- Bottom. A'')')




7>Type of the Analysis.'')')
8>Return to Menu.'')')
Enter>>''$) t )
























_rial. Ends Free.t') ')
write(6,1( ''









Tube Bottom Width, ACin)=''$)')
Tube Top Width, BCin)=''$)')
Panel Length, PL(in)=''$) ')
Number of Tubes=''$) t)
Boundary Condition:'')')
l>Infinite Panel.'')')
2>Sides Simply Supported; with Filler Mate
3>Sides Simply Supported; w/o Filler Hater
q>Ends Clamped; w/o Filler at the Sides. S
5>Ends Clamped; with Filler at the Sides.
Enter >>''4)')
if (NBC.eq.2.or. NBC.eq.5) then
writeC6,V( '' Do You Want to Add or Change the Filler Ha
_terial? [Y or N] ,l)l)
write(6,'( _' _WARNING!!! IF YOU CHANGE BOUNDARY CONDIT
_lON'')')
write(6,'('' TO INCLUDE FILLER ON THE SIDE, YOU WOULD HAV
_E TO ADD '')')





















write(6,'('' Enter E11, E22, E35(psi)>>''$)')
call nreal(3,El(l,7),E1(Z,7),El(5,7))
write(G,_)' '
write(6,'('' Enter GI2, G23, G51 (psi)>>''$)')
call nrea1(3,G1(1,7),Gl(2,7),G1(3,7))
write(6,_)' '



























write(6,'('' Target Point = ''$)')
call NREAL(1,TAR)
write(6,_)' '
















many MODE shape(s) do you want (Max. 50)
12 go to 11
C.,.... .....
c tmat.dat (unitll): material
C, • • ........
elseif(N.eq.2)then
write(6,_)' '
13 write(6,'('' I> Add New Material.'')')
write(G,'('' 2> Modified Existing Material(or Add Filler Ma
_terial).'')')
write(&,'('' 5> Y/N on AML Failure Calculation.'')')
write(6,'('' 4> Return to Previous Menu.'')')





















Filler Material) at Maximum o
>>'',i2)')NMAT
writeC6,'('' Enter Material Information >>'')')
write(6,'('' Enter Ell, EZ2 (psi)>>''#)')
call nPeal(Z,EI(1,NMAT),EI(Z,NMAT))
write(6,w)I ,
write(6,'('' Enter G12, G25, GS1 (psi)>>''#)')
call nreal(3,GI(1,NMAT),GI(Z,NMAT),GI(3,NMAT))
write(6,_)_ '
























































































_ntered Number Exceeds Total Number o
AML Failure Calculation IS INVOKED.'')')
































































Top Cover Sheet Layup.'')')





















write(6,'( 'e Input total tensile (+) or compressive (

















































Input tensile (+) or compressive (-) lin
Do you want to enter the 1>Total Load or 2>
Enter >>''$)')
Input total tensile (+) or compressive (
Input tensile (+) or compressive (-) lin
Do you want to enter the 1>Total Load or 2>
Enter >>''$)')
1> On the Ends.'')')
2> On the Sides.'')')
Enter >>,15),)










































Shear Load (ib.)=''$) ')
Line Load (Ib./in):''$)')
Do you want to quit'')')



















C. • • ° • °
write(6, ' ( 1 1
write(6, '( ' 1
do ZO k=1,6
write(6, 1( 1,
_'' Strain Allowable =
if (k.eq.3) then
Current AML Curve Parameter for Material I',i2)')ma
_ Tension Strain Values _'')')












write(6,'('' Do You Want to Change (or Input) This AML Failure










write(6,'C'' w_ Tension Strain Values _'*)')
do Z5 k=l,6
write(6,'('' Point '',iZ)')k
write(6,'('' Angle (deg.) = ''$)')
call nreal(1,ang(k,ma))
























write(6,'('' Angle (deg.) = ''$)')
call nreal(1,ang(N2,ma))














*_ Compression Strain Values _'')')
Choose the Item to be Modified. >>'')')




** Compression Strain Values *_'')')




























format( ! Enter New Material Name >> '$)
format(' Name >> ',aS0)
format(a50)
i - material number >> J in TMOD
elas - elastic modulus >> E1 in main
rig - shear modulus >> G1 in main








Do You Want to Change It to Another




write(6,'('' Enter Ell, EZ2 (psi)>>'t$) ')
call nreal(2,elas(1,i),elas(2,i))
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Enter GZZ, GZ3, G31 (psi)>>''$)')
ca]] nreal(3,rig(1,i),rig(2,i),rig(3,i))
write(6,_)' '
























Choose the Item to be Modified. >>!,),)
1>Name'')')
Z>E11_ EZZ'')')

























c Filler Haterial Modification.
C. • • • • •
950 write(6,'( 't' Do You Want to Add or Change the Filler Material?
[Y or N] >>''$)')
read(5,600)tok
write(6,R)' I








writeC6,e( tt Enter E (psi) >>''$)=)
call nreal(1,elas(l,7))
write(6,_)' '




write(6,1( '' Enter E11, EZ2 ,E33 (psi) >>''$)=)
call nreal(5,elas(1,7),elas(2,7),elas(3,7))
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Enter G12, G23, G31 (psi) >>''$)')
_all nreal(3,rig(1,7),rig(Z,7),rig(3,7))
write(6,_)t I









write(6,1( !_ Isotropic.=l) I)







l>Elastic Modulus -- E=') ')






























































Num -- corresponds to MWT,MWB,MWC in main. Number of Plies.
Mat -- corresponds to NWT,NWB,NWC in main. Ply Material Number.
Thk -- corresponds to TT,BT,CT in main. Ply Thickness.
Ang -- corresponds to AT,BT,CT in main. Ply angle.
format(al)
format(' Is it the Same for All Plies? [Y or N] >>'$)
format(' Ply ',i2,':',/,' Naterial ',i2,' Thick.=',f7.5,' in. Or/
_entation=',fG.2,'Deg.')
wrife(G,_)' '













C° • o ° •
19

















write(6,'('' Input Haterial Number List for the Lay-up. ( To








write(6,v( _' Input Ply Thickness (in.) >>'')_)
write(6,1Ol)
read(5,1OO)yn
if (yn.eq.tYW.or.yn.eq. WyV) then







write(6,1( vw Input Ply Thickness List for the Lay-up. ( Tota
_1 of '',i2, '_ Plies.) >>'')')NUM
do 18 i=I,NUH



















write(6,'('' Input Orientation List for the Lay-up.
























write(6,'( '' Select the Ply to be Modified ---'')')
write(6,t( 'I Enter >>,,$),)
call nJntg(l,N)
write(6,_)' '
if (N.gt. NUH) then
write(6,'('' Input Too Big. Try Again_'')')
go torS1
else
.rite(6,'('' l)Material Number 2)Thickness 3)Orientation
.vw)w)




















write(G,'( v't 0o You Want Further Changes? [Y or N] >>,t$)v)
read(S,lOO)_n
writeC6,_)',it




















































# &a = B = top width of the tube.')
# &b = A = bot width of the tube.')
# panel height,ts/t IF to bs/t IF.')
# model height,ts/t MP to ts/t MP.')
# length of the panel, t )
#number of marl types used.')
# thickness of the top cover ')
# thickness of the tube.')
# thickness of the bot. cover ')
# = 1, static ana.; =2, buckl ana. I)
# = 1, coarse mesh; =2, fine mesh. I)
# boundary condition indicator t)
# number of the tubes, t )
# even number of tubes if nev=l I)
# no. of elements in xldir, t)
Warning!_
The A-tube bottom width is &b in the mesh processor.


















write(12,'(''assign IPNO:O IPEQ:I IPSU=I iplc=O
write(12,'(''set syntax on'') m)
11)1)
write(12,,(_1#11) I)
write(12,'(1'# CONODE subroutine11) ' )
write(12,.,(,,#,,-) ,)
write(12,'( it sub CONO &lstl &lst2 81st3 &Itype t,),)
write(12,'('' set echo on'') 1)
write(I2,1( tl let &nnod=%ipp(1)It) I)
write(12,'( It let &ifn=%ifl(nlst.nv,O,&IstZ)It) I)
write(I2,'( 'I let &In=%lfm(&ifn,1)'') ')
write(I2,1( 11 let &nl=%ibcl(&ln,1)1') I)











write(12,'('' let 8ifn=%ifl(nlst.nv,O, &1st3)'')')
write(12,'('' let &ln=Xlfm(&ifn,1)'') ')
wrlte(12,'('' le± &n2=Xibcl(&ln,1)'') ')




write(12,'('' ;fZ format ''''(Ix,i5)'')')
write(12,'('' ;f3 format ''''(''t'Print Nodal Coordinates'''',Ix,'
w'''Node'''')'')')
write(12,'('' write 6 ;f2 &nl'')')
write(12,'('' write 6 ;f2 &n2'')')
write(12,'('' write 6 ;f3'')')
write(12,'(''l'')')
write(12,'('' do ;20 &n=l,&nnod'')')
write(12,'('' if Xibc1(&In,&n) ;20,;20,1'')')
write(12,'('' let 8nn=Xibcl(&ln,&n) '')')
write(IZ,'('' write 6 ;f2 &nn'')')
write(12,'(''l '')')




























&ofl=&tl/2. #offset of the top skin.'')')
&of3=&t3/2.'')')
&of3=-l._&of3 #offset of the bottom skin. '')')
&of4=&t2/2. |offset of the tube bottom'')')






# offset of the top skin. '')')
# offset of the bot.skin. '')')
# offset of the tube bottom '')')
# offset of the tube top '')')
write(12,'('' &k=Sk_21') ')






























wrlte(12,'('' ;f2 format ''''(Ix,qI5)'')')
wrlte(12,v( '' write 6 ;f22 '')')
wr_te(12,'('' write 6 ;f2 &NE,&NEI,&NE3,SNE5










(12,'('' ;f22 format ''''('''' _ NE,NEI,...NEZ5 _''''7
| mesh number counter.'')')
























odd number of tubes if nev=2'')')
let &ntmp=Snmat ''7')
if &nbc-2 ;pok 1 ;pok '')')
let &ntmp=7 ''1')
go%o ;nxt ',),)













write(12,'(1'# LEFT HALF MESH'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
writeCl2,'C''ijpoint 1 I I O. O.
write(12,'(|' 2 5 1 O. &a/2.

















I 3 O. O. 0.'')')
3 3 O. &a/Z. 0.'')')
5 3 O. &z 0.'')')
7 I 7 O. O. &phW')')
8 3 7 O. &bl2. &ph'')')
9 5 7 O. &z &ph'')')
qt6:7t9:5,8'')')
writeC12,'C''ijshell q,6 &t2 &t2 &ofq &ofq &ntmp+q msh 1 q 00. BO
_XB'') I )
writeC12,'C''ijshell 5,8 &t2 &t20. O. &ntmp+2 msh 1 q 00. BO
_XW'')')
write(12,1(''ijshell 7,9 &t2 8t2 &of5 &of5 &ntmp+3 msh 1 q 00. BO
_XT'') I )
write(12,'(II#'') I )
write(12,'(#'ijpoint 10 1 9 O. O. &ph'')')
write(12,'( 1' 11 3 9 O. &b/2. 8ph'')')
write(1Zs'('' 12 5 9 O. &z &ph'')')
write(12,'(''sline 10t12'')')







write(IZ,1(''# RIGHT HALF MESH'')')
write(IZ,'(''i'')')
write(IZ,'(''ijpoint I I I O. O. 0.'')')
write(12,'('' 2 3 1 O. &b/2. 0.'')')
write(1Z,'('' 3 5 1 O. &z 0.'')')
wnite(12,'(''sline lt3'')')












1 3 O. O. 0.'')')
3 3 O. &b/2. 0.'')')
5 3 O. &z 0.'')')
7 1 7 O. O. &ph'')')
8 3 7 O. &a/2. &ph'')')
9 5 7 O. &z &ph'')')
4t6:7t9:5,8'w) ')
write(12,'(''ijshell _,6 &t2 &t2 &of_ &of4 &ntmp+4 msh 1 _ 0 0. B
_OXB '')')
write(12,'(''ijshe11 5,8 &t2 &t2
_OXW _')")
write(12;'(''ijshell 7,9 &t2 &t2
WOXT '')')
wriSe(12,'(''|'')')
O. O. &ntmp+2 msh 1 q 00. B




write(12,'("ijpoint I0 1 9 O. O. &ph'')')
write(12,'('' II 3 9 O. &a/2. 8ph'')')
write(12,'('' 12 5 9 O. &z Bah'')')
write(i2,'(''sline 10t12'')')







write(12,'(''let &yl=&z3 Wright edge nodes boundary indicator'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''# AUTO PART GENERATION'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''set echo on'')')








































write(12,'(''mset 1 dele a11'')')
write(12,'(''mset 2 dele a11'')')
write(12,'(''mset 3 dele alllt) ')
write(12,'(''mset _ dele a11'')')
write(12,t(W'mset 9 dele a11'')')
write(12,'(''mset 10 dele a11'')')
write(12,'(''mset 11 dele a11'') t)
wrlte(12,'(''t'')')
write(12,'(''mset 1 insert name=TOP'')')
write(12,'(t'mset 2 insert name=BOXW'') t)
wr;te(12,'(l'mset 3 insert name=BOTt') w)
write(1Z,'(/'mset 9 insert name=BOXT'')')
write(1Z,t(_'mset 10 insert name=BOXB'')')
write(12,'(;'mset 11 insert mset=2,9,10 '')')
write(12,'(;'#'')')
)




write(}2,'(''# det. in FORTRAN pro. how many tubes are there'')')
wrzte(12,'(''# use that as the basis for the following mesh'')')
write(i2,'(_'#'')')
write(12,'(''if &nbc-2 ;f 2 i'')')
write(IZ,'(''if &nbc-5 ;f 1 ;f'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(_' i3point I l I O. O. 0.'') t)
write(12,'(_' 2 5 1 O. &a/Z. 0.'')')
write(12,'('' 3 5 5 O. &b/2. &ph'')')
writeCZ2,'('' 4 1 5 0. O. &ph'')')
write(12,'('' sline lt4,1'')')
write(12,'('' ijsolid 1 3 7 so 0 FIL'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
wrote(12,'('' Prism &k &plW') ')
wrxte(12,'('' mesh'')')
write(12,'('' merge mesh=I'')')
write(12,'('' mset q insert name=FIL '')')
write(IZ,'('' mset _5 insert mset 4'')')
wrzte(12,'('' ditto mset 4'')')
write(12,'('' mirror 2 I'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
wrzte(12,'( _' if &nev-I 1,1,;od'')')
wrzte(I2,'('' mirror 3 I'')')
write(1Z,'('' trans &z3+&z Z'')')
wrzte(12,'('' trans &ph 3'')')
write(1Z,'( #' merge'')')
write(12,'( #' mset q insert name=FIL'') ')
write(I2,'( v' el,sen 10 0 mset q'')')
wrzte(lZ,'( f' goto ;f'')')
wr2te(12,'('';od continue '')')
write(12,'('' trans &z3 2'')')
write(12,'(*' merge'')')
write(12,'('' mset _ insert name=FIL'') m)






write(12,'(#'# Fine mesh generation
write(12,1(I,# It),)
write(12,'(''# LEFT HALF MESH'')')
write(12,'(*,#,,),)
write(_2,'(''ijpoint 1 3 1 O.
write(IZ,'(v' 2 5 1 O.
write(12,'( #' 3 &NE5 1 O.







write(12,'("ijshell 1,3 &t3 &t3 &of3 &of3 &ntmp+5 msh 1 q 0 0. BO
*T'')')
write(I2,'(''#'')')
write(IZ,'(''ijpoint 4 3 3
write(12,'('' 5 5 3
write(12,'('' 6 &NE5 3
write(12,'('' 14 1 3
write(12,'('t#,,),)
O. O. 0.'')')




Cwrite(12,'( 'w 7 I &NE2S O. O. &ph'')')
wri4e(12,'('' 8 &NEI &HE23 O. &bl2. gph'')')
write(12,'('' ? &NE3 &NE23 O. &z &ph'')')
wri4e(12,,(,tsline q46:7tg:5,8'')')
wri4e(12,'('I#'') ' )
wri4e(12,'(''ijshell q,6 &4Z &t2 &of_ &ofq &ntmp+_ msh 1 _ 00. BO
,XB,,) ' )
write(12, v(t'ijshell 5,8 &t2 &42 O. O. 8ntmp+2 msh 1 _ 00. BO
*XW'')')
write(12,'(''ijshell 7,9 842 &t2 &of5 &of5 &n4mp+3 msh 1 4 00. BO
,XT.,) I )
wri4e(12,,(''#'') ' )
write(12,'(''iJpoin_ 10 1 8NE25 O. O. &ph'')')
write(12,'('' 11 &HE1 &NE25 O. &b/2. &ph'')')
wri4e(12,'('' 1Z 8NE3 &NE25 O. &z &ph'')')
wri4e(12,'(''sline 10t12'')')
wri4e(12,'(''ijshe11 10 12 8tl g41 &of1 8ofl &n4mp+l msh 1 q 0 O.
*TOP '')')
wri4e(IZ,'(''#ww) ')




wri_e(12,'(''# RIGHT HALF MESH'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
wri_e(12,,(m'ijpoint 1 1 1 O. O. 0.'')')
wri4e(12,'('' 2 &NEI 1 O. &bI2. 0.'')')
write(12,'('' 3 &NE3 1 O. &z 0.'!) ')
write(12,'(''sline lt3'')')











1 3 O. O. 0.'')')
5 &NE1 3 O. &b/2. 0.'')')
6 &NE3 3 O. &z 0.'')')
7 3 &NE25 O. O. &ph'')')
8 5 &NE23 O. &a/2. &ph'')')
9 KNE5 &NEZ30. &z &ph'')')
q_6:749:5,8'')')
write(.12,,(l'#'') ')
writeC12,'(''ijshell _,6 &42 &42 &of4 &of4 &ntmp+q msh 1 4 00. B
*OXB't)I)
writeC1Z,'C''ijshell 5,8 &4Z &42
*OXW'')')
wri4eCIZ,'C''ijshell 7,g &_2 &t2
*OXT'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
wri4e(12,'(''ijpoin4 10 3 &NE25 O. O. &ph'')')
weite(12,'('' 11 5 &NE25 O. &a/2. Sph'V) ')
wri_e(12,_('' 12 &NE5 &NE25 O. &z &ph'')')
wri4eC12,'('ºsline 10_12'')')
wri4e(12,'(''ijshell 10 12 841 &41 &ofl &ofl &ntmp+l msh I 4 00.
*TOP '')')
wri4e(12,'(;l#'') ')
O. O. &n_mp+2 msh 1 4 00. B






write(12,1(I'Iet &yl=&z3 #right edge nodes boundary indicator'')')
write(12,1(''#,,),)
write(12,'(''# AUTO PART GENERATION'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''set echo on'')')
write(12,'('' if 8nw-1 ;21 ;21 1'')')
write(12,'(''do ;22 &i=2,&nw'') ')
write(12,'('' if 8nn-I I 1 ;23'')')
write(J2,'('' ditto mesh 1'')')






write(12,'('';23 ditto mesh 2'')')
write(1Z,'('' #tans &z3 2'')')
write(12,'('' merge '')')










wrzte(12,'(''mset 1 dele a11'')')
write(1Z,'(''mset 2 dele all'')')
write(12,'(''mset 3 dele a11'')')
write(12,'(''mset 4 dele a11'')')
write(12,'(''mset 9 dele all'')')
write(12,'(''mset 10 dele all#') ')
wrlte(12,'(''mset 11 dele a11'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''mset 1 insert name=TOP'')')
write(12,'(''mset 2 insert name=BOXW'')')
write{12,'(''mset 3 insert name=BOT'')')
write(12,'(''mset ? insert name=BOXT'')')
write(12,'(''mset lO insert name=BOXB'') ' )
wr;te(12,'(''mset 11 insert mset=2,?,lO '')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''# FILLER MATERIAL GENERATION'')')
write(12,1(''Wl.) ,)
write(12,'(''# det. in fortran prog. how many tubes are there'')')
write(12,'(''# use that as the basis for the following mesh'')')
write(1Z,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(_'if &nbc-2 ;fi 2 1'')')
write(12,'(_'if &nbc-5 ;fi 1 ;fi'')')
write(12,'(''|#') ,)
write(12,'('' ijaoint I 1 1 O. O. O.'')')
write(12,'('' 2 &NEI 1 O. 8a/2. 0.'')')
write(12,'( |' 3 &ME1 &ME210. &b/2. &phi') ')
write(12,'(;' ( 1 &ME210. O. &ph'')') A-188
CC
write(12,'('' sline It_,1'')')












mset _ insert name=FIL '')')




















mset _ insert name=FILW') * )





mset _ insert name=FIL '')'1







write(12,'(''nset 1 insert mset 1'')'1
write(12,'(''nset 1 insert mset 5 #all nodes in top and bottom fa
_ce sheets.'1) ')














'(''# Boundary condition Setup'')')
,(,,#,,),)
'(''# &nbc=l infinite panel'')')
'(''# =2 sides simply supported with filler material'
'(''# =3 sides simply supported w/o filler material''
=q ends clamped; w/o filler at sides'')')









case one, part of a larger panel'')')
bcsys -5 0 1 0. 1.e+9 nset=l'') ')
bcsys -_ 0 2 0. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -5 0 1 &pl l.e+9 nset=l''lt)
bcsys -_ 0 2 &yl 1.e+9 nset=l'') ')
goto ;con'')')
'(''#'')'1







if &nbc-3 1 I ;p_'')')
bcsys -S 0 20. l.e+9 nset=lO'')')
bcsys -3 0 20. 1.e+9 nset=IO'')')
bcsys -_ 0 2 &yl 1.e+9 nset=lO'')')
bcsys -3 0 2 &yl 1.e+9 nset=lO'')')
goto ;con'')')
write(IZ,'(''|'')')
write_12,'(''| cases four & five, ends are clamped'')')
write(1Z,'C'';p_ bcsys -q 0 10. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
write(12,'C'' bcsys -5 0 10. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
write(12,'('' bcsys -3 0 1 0. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
write(12,'('' bcsys -2 0 1 0. 1.e÷9 nset=l'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'('' bcsys -_ 0 1 &pl 1.e+9 nset=l'') ')
write(12,'('' bcsys -5 0 1 &pl 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
write(12,'('' bcsys -3 0 1 &pl 1.e+9 nset=l'')')




write(1Z,'(''nset Z insert nset 1'')')
write(12,'(''nsef 2 mask volu=-999. 999. -0.01 0.01 -999. 999.'')
write(12,'(f'nset 2 list #all nodes on left side.'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(1Z,'C'Wnset 3 insert nset 1'')')
write(12,'('fnset 3 mask volu=-999. 999. &yl-O.01 &yl+O.01 -999. 9
write(12,'C''nset 3 list #all nodes on right side.'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(,'nset q insert nset I'')')
write(12,'(''nset q mask volu=-O.Ol 0.01 -999. 999. -999. 999.'')
_') ._
write(12,'(''nset _ list #all nodes on front end.'')')
writeCl2,W(,,#,,) ,)
write(12,'(V'nset 5 insert nset I'')')
write(IZ,'(''nset 5 mask volu=&p1-O.Ol &pI+0.OI -999. 999. -999. 9
_99.'')I) "'
writeC12,'(W'nset 5 lis_ #all nodes on back end. '')')
write(12,'(''| ............... '')')
write(12,'(''|'')')
write(12,'(''nset 6 insert nset 2'')')
wrzte(12,'(''nset 6 mask nset _'')')
wrzte(1Z,'('Vnset 6 list #front left corner nodes'')')
write(1Z,'('_#'') ')
write(12,'(W'nset 7 insert nset q'')')
write(12,'(''nset 7 mask nset 3'')')
write(12,'('Vnset 7 list #front right corner nodes'')')
write(12,'(',#,,) ,)
write(1Z,'(''nset 8 inser_ nse_ 3'')')
write(12,'(''nset 8 mask nset 5'')')
write(12,'("nset 8 list #back right corner nodes'V) ')
write(12,'(''|'')')
writeC12,'C''nset 9 insert nse_ 5'')')
write(12,'(''nset 9 mask nset 2'')')




write(12,'(m'nset 76 insert nset 9 '')')
write(12, t(m'nset 77 insert nset 8 '')')
write(I2,'(t'nset 78 insert nset 6 '')')





All Nodes in the Above Sets Are in the'')')
Top and Bottom Face Sheets. ,,),)
write(12,'(''# ............... ,,),)
writeC12,'(''nset 99 insert nset 7'')')
write(12,'(''nset 99 mask mset 3 #front bottom-right corner node
_,,),)
write(12,:'(''nset 99 list'')')
write(12,'(''nlist 99 insert nset 99'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')




write(12,'(''nset 97 insert nset 8'')')
write(1Z,'(;'nset 97 mask mset 3 #back bottom-right corner node'
_,),)
write(12,'(''nset 97 list'')')
write(12,'(''nlist 97 insert nset 97'')')
write'(I2,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''nset 96 insert nset 9'')')
write(12,'(''nset 96 mask mset 3 #back bottom-left corner node''
_),)
writeC12,'C''nset 96 list'')')









'(''nset 76 del nlist 96
12,'(''nset 77 de1 nlist 97
12,'(''nset 78 del nlist 98
12,'(''nset 79 del nlist 99
12,'(t'# It)t)
12,'(''nset 76 list '')')










write(I2,'(*'# all nodes on left edge.'')')
write(1Z,'(''nset 80 insert volu=-999. 999. -O.O10.O1 -999. 999.'
_,),)
write(12,'(''mset 6 insert mset 1,3'')')
write(12,'(''mset 6 mask nset 80'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''# all nodes on right edge.'')')
write(12,'(''nset 81 insert volu=-999. 999. &yl-O.O1 &yl+O.01 -999
_. 999.'t) ')
write(12,'(''mset 5 insert mset 1,3'')')
write(12,'(¢'mset 5 mask nset 81'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''# all nodes on front edge.'')')
writeC12,'(_'nset 82 insert volu=-O.O10.O1 -999. 999. -999. 999. =
A-191
Cwrite(12,'(I'NSET 88 INSERT NSET 82 '')')
write(12,'(''mset 7 insert mset 1,3'')')
write(12,'(''mset 7 mask nset 82'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''# all nodes on back edge,'')')
write(12,'(''nset 83 insert volu=Spl-O.Ol 8pl+O.Ol -999. 999. -999
*. 999.'')')
writeCl2,'(I'mset 8 insert mset 1,3'')')
write(12,'(''mset 8 mask nset 83'')')
write(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''# ............... '')')
write(12,'(''nset 80 de1 nset 82'')')
write(12,'(''nset 80 de1 nset 83'')')
write(12,'(''nset 81 de1 nset 82'')')
writeC1Z,'Cf'nset 81 del nset 83'')')
write(12,'('Wnset 82 dele nset 6 7'')')
write(12,'(''nset 83 dele nset 9 8'')')
writ_(12,'(''# '')')
write(12,'(W'nlist 80 insert nset 80'')')
write(12,'(#'nlist 81 insert nset 81'')')
write(12,'(t'nlist 82 insert nset 82 '')')
write(12,'(f'nlist 83 insert nset 83'')')












write(12,'(''tet 8ItyPe = -1
write(1Z,'('' call cono 80 96 98 8Itype
write(12,'('' call cono 81 99 97 &Itype
write(IZ,'('' call cono 83 97 96 &Itype
write(12,t(''Let 8Itype = -2
write(12,'('' call cono 80 96 98 8Itype
write(12,'('' call cono 81 99 97 81type
write(12,'('' call cono 82 98 99 &Itype
write(12,'('' call cono 83 97 96 8Itype
wrzte(12,'(''#'')')
write(12,'(''DOFEQU 1 nlist=96,97, O, nset=76,77
write(12,*(''DOFEQU 2 nlist=96,97, O, nset=76,77
write(12,'(''DOFEQU 1 nlist=98,99, O, nset=78,79


















write(12,'(''dofsup 3 nlist=98'') ')



































fbset : DIAL band, setup generation.
open(unit:12,status='unknown',file='tbsat.com ')
write(12,'(''$band'')')





















NMAT -- Number of Material.
E(i,j)' -- Elastic Modulus.
V(i,3)' -- Poissons' Ratio.
G(i,j); -- Shear Modulus.
AMLS(i;j) -- AML Failure Curve Shear Allowables.
AMLA(i,j) -- AML Failure Curve Angles.
AMLT(j) -- AML Failure Curve Temperature.
MWT -- Number of Plies in Top Cover Sheet.
MWB -- Number of Plies in Bottom Cover She,.
MWC -- Number of Plies in Core Tubes.
NWT -- Material Number for Top Cover Sheet.
NWB -- Material Number for Bottom Cover Sheet.
NWC -¢'Material Number for Core Tubes.
TT -- Top Face Sheet Ply Thickness.
AT(MWT) -- Top Face Sheet Ply Angles.
TCT -J Total Thickness of the Top Face Sheet.
BT -- Bottom Face Sheet Ply Thickness.
BA(MWB) -- Bottom Face Sheet Ply Angles.
BCT -- Total Thickness of the Bottom Face Sheet.
CT -- Core Tube Ply Thickness.


























CTT -- Core Tube Thickness.
DA -- AML Invoking Indicator.
open (unit=lZ,status='unknown',file=_tmat.com_)
write(12,,(''$matl_') I )
write(12,'( I' open 6 "matl.out"t') t )
write(12,'( t' START -1'')')













































































































































































I axial line loads in front and back ends.'')')
pline '',f10.3,'' 11 0 I mset=7'')t)xeb
pline '',rio.3,'' 11 0 3 mset 8'')')xef
| axile line loads in right and left sides.'')')
pline '',rio.3,'' 12 0 2 mset 5'')')xsl
pline '',f10.3,'' 12 0 _ mset 6'')')xsr
I shear line loads.'')')
pline '',f10.3,'' 12 0 1 mset 7'')')s2
pline '',f10.3,'' 12 0 3 mset 8'')')sl
pline '',f10.3,'' 11 0 _ mset 6'')')s2


































solve' ') ' )











12,"('' open 6 "CLSTR.out"'z) ')
12,'('' start'')')



















write(12,'('_ open 6 "solve.out"'')')
write(12,*('' start -1'')')
write(12,'('' static 2''!'1
write(12,'('' branch 0 1 1 '')')
write(12,'('' load 1 1. 1. 1.'')')
write(12,'('' limit load'')')
if (NF.ge.1) then








writeC12,'('' assign s1f=0.5, relr=O.02, stol=0.25, gto1=0.25''
_).)
write(12,'( .t solve 1'') I)
writeC12,'('' stop'')')





c NTOKEN -- utility I/O subroutine
c by Dan Rickhoff LHSC 81-12;
c modification by L. L. Chou LHSC 81-12.
c
subroutine nreal(ntk,ra)





call getlin( 5, a, irdata, _910 )








write(6,'( 19x, ''Not a real ww)w)
200 continua
if (ierr .ge. 1) go to 100
return
999 continue
write(6,'( w' ERROR return from getkns'')')
910 continue










call getlin( 5, a, irdata, _910 )








_rite(6,'( 19x, WINot an integer '')')
200 continue
if ( ierr .ge. 1) go to 100
return A-198
cg99 continue
write(6,'( 'I ERROR return from getkns'')')
910 continue





character a*127, tkns(1)*60, sline*(*)
dimension lentk(1)
call getlin( 5, a, irdata, .910 )
ntk = 1




write(6,'( m' ERROR return from getkns'')')
910 continue











Read a real number, R, from a character string, TKN, of length LENTK.
(Note that blanks in the strings are ignored. Leading and/or trailing
blanks are ignored, which is OK, but interior blanks are squeezed out,
which is not OK; try to fix this sometime.)
character tkn_(_)
if ( lentk .eq. 0 ) return






subroutine iintrp( tkn, lentk, i, _ )
c
c# Read a integer number, I, from a character string, TKN, of length'LENTK.
c# (Note that blanks in the strings are ignored. Leading and/or trailing
c# blanks are ignored, which is OK, but interior blanks are squeezed out,
c# which is not OK; try to fix this sometime.)
c
character tkn_(_)
if ( lentk .eq. 0 ) return








subroutine getkns( a, irdata, tkns, lentk, ntk, _ )
























































If this string is blank (input IRDATA = O) then all
NTK returned tokens will be blank with zero length.
in irdata .. The input line in string A extends to this character
position.
out tkns .... The character array of tokens. The character lengths
of these array elements limit the lengths of input
tokens; tokens are correctly parsed but then truncated
to this length.
out lentk ... An integer array with the string lengths of the tokens
(after any necessary truncation).
in ntk ..... The number of tokens to be parsed from the line.
....... Alternate RETURN in the event that a string token
i; initiated by an apostrophy had no trailing apostrophy, or
the next character after the trailing apostrophy was not
a delimiter (or end-of-line).
NOTE: The arguments that had been interpreted up to the
point that the error occured are returned; the
will be blank.
Parses an "input line" contained in a given string to find the first NTK
tokens on the line.
Tokens are delimited by beginning-of-line, commas, spaces, tabs, or
end-of-line. Tabs are equivalent to (single) spaces.
A single asterisk (_) input token is recognized as a "null" token, for
which the retuned string is blank and returned length is zero_ Some users
may find entry of the null token preferable to that of a comma with no
preceeding token, or two adjacent apostrophies (see the next
paragraph).
If a token is enclosed within apostrophies then it may contain commas,
spaces, or tabs. The returned length of such a token is the number
number of character positions between the pair of apostrophies.
Note that, for this length calculation, tabs are a single character.
Contigous alphanumeric strings (no embedded delimiters) do not need to be
enclosed within apostrophies.
There is no provision for including apostrophies (') or the comment
character (the hash symbol, I; see routine GETLIN) within a token,
i.e., they may not be "escaped". Strings enclosed within apostrophies
may contain asterisks; these will not be misinterpreted as
null tokens.
A line,with only "null" data will minimally contain (before an optional
comment) either a null character, a comma or two adjacent apostrophies.
Tokens are placed, left justified, into the character array TKNS.
The tokens may be truncated in order to fit into the given TKNS array.
cl The lengths of the returned tokens are placed in the LENTK array.
C ............... _ ................................................






c# Strings for the input line, the "curent" character on the
c# line and delimiter characters (space, tab, and comma).
C ................................................................
character a*(*), c,l, tab*l, space_l, comma*l, apos_l, null*l
save space • comma , apos , null
data space /w ,/, comma /','/, apos /''''/, null /'*'/
tab = char(9)
maxlen = len(tkns(1) )
C ................................................................
c# Initialize ntk tokens to blanks.
C ................................................................
do 50 i=l,ntk
tkns(i) = ' '
lentk(i) = 0
50 continue
if ( irdata .eq. 0 ) return
C ................................................................
c# Something is on the line (before any comment).





c # Move along the line looking for a token or a comma (null token).
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
C
if ( c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.space ) then
c # Hove to next character; to continue looking for token.
go to 200
else if ( c;eq.comma ) then
l No,token found before this comma indicates null token.
if ( itkn .eq. ntkn ) return
itkn = itkn + 1
300
_50
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return




I We are at the left-most character of a non-null token.
il : is
if ( c .eq. apos ) then
# _e look for the trailing apostrophy for this "quoted string".
_f,( is .eq. irdata ) return 1
continue
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
if (_c .eq. apos ) then
length = is - il - 1
if ( length .gt. maxlen ) then
length = maxle_
endif
lentk( itkn ) = length
if (iength .gt. 0 ) tkns( itkn ) = a( il+l: il+length )
if ( _s .eq. irdata ) return











if ( .not. (c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.comma) )
return 1
else





if ( is .eq. irdata ) then
# The token extends to the end of the input data.
if (a(il:is) .eq. null ) return
tkns( itkn ) = a(il: is)
# The input token length may exceed the length of the variable.
length = is - il + 1
if ( length .le. maxlen ) then
lentk( itkn ) = length
else




# Hove along the line looking for the end of the token.
is = is + 1
c = a(is:is)
if ( .not. (c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.comma) ) then
if ( c .eq. apos ) return 1
# Hove to next character; continue looking for end of token.
go to _00
endif
# The _previous character was the right-most character of the token
if ( a(il: is-l) .ne. null ) then
tkns( itkn ) = a(il: is-l)
# The input token length may exceed the length of the variable.
length = is - il
if ( length .le. maxlen ) then
lentk( itkn ) = length
else




if (" itkn .eq. ntkn ) return
# Find the next location at which we should begin looking for the
# next token, i.e., after a following comma or at the next token.
itkn = itkn + 1
if ( is ,eq. irdata ) return
if ( c .eq. comma ) then
# Go back and look for a token following this comma.
go to 200
else
# Curent character was a space or a tab.
# Loo_ for a comma, the next token, or end of line.
continu_ _
is = is + 1
c = aCis:is)
if (c .eq. comma ) then
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
go to 200 A-202
else if ( c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab ) then



























in nunit ... The Fortran logical unit number of the file from which
the input line(s) should be read.
out a ....... A character string into which the input line will be
read. The length of this given string determines how
long the data line may be; input past this length is
ignored.
out irdata .. The input "data" in string A extends to this character
position. The data portion does not include any
trailing comment (if present).
....... Alternare RETURN in the event that End-of-File is
encountered on attempt to read a line from unit NUNIT.
Reads line(s) from unit NUNIT and determines the location, IRDATA, in the
c# string beyond which there may be only spaces, tabs, or a comment. Comments
c# begin with a hash symbol (#). Blank lines and lines that contain only a
c# comment line are ignored and the next line is read until a line with some
c# data or End-of-File is encountered. ("Some data" might minimally be a















read( nunit, '(a)', end=glO ) a
We want to ignore any trailing comment and lines
that are blank except for a comment (if any).
icom = index( a, comnt )
Location of right-most non-blank before comment (if any).
if ( icom .gt. 1 ) then
irdata = iright( a(l: icom-1) )
else if ( icom .eq. 1 ) then
go to 100
else
irdata = iright( a )
endif
# If only blanks before comment (if present) then read next line.







function ileft( string )
C






Find the position of the leftmost nonblank character
in a string of length ls.




Find the location of the first nonb]ank character.
ls = len( string )
do 100 i=l,ls
if( * string(i:i) .ne. ' t










function, iright( string )
c
C by: D. T. Rickhoff
c
c Find the position of the rightmost nonblank character
c in a string of!length ls.





Find the location of the last nonblank character.
ls = len( string )
do 100 i=ls,l,-1
if_' string(i:i) .ne. ' '









C ............. End of TUB212.FOR ---
A-205



















































Advanced Compostie Structural Program Input
PROBLEM 3: Geodesic Fuselage PaneZ
variables definition ...
c . ..
[ Geometry data ]
NMAT = num. of maferials used
D = panel length
ALPHA = stiffener angle
R = panel radius
T1 = panel thickness(calculated)
T2 ='stiffener thickness(calculated)
B = height of stiffener
NBY = numbe_ of bays in theta direction
N_Z = number of bays in z direction
NWAL = number of wall layups
yal0: dead geom.dat (tapel0)
yall: read mat.dat (tape11)
naZO: input data for the new geom.dat (tapelO)_
na11: input data fop the new mat.dat (tape11)_
fmesh2: coarse mesh generation(stress,defsult)ff
fmesh: fine mesh generation(buckling)
nlod: load module
flisO: list data
fmod : modify data
fsave: update data
Composed by :
A. Y. Wei LNSC/MSD/Bld. 157
Ext:6-1157
dith Assistance From:
L. L. Chou LMSC/MSD/Bld. 157
W. M. Brown LMSC/MSD/Bld. 157
D_ T: Rickhoff LMSC/MSD/Bld. 157
DATED Aug. 10, 1990
Updatef Nov. 21, 1990
Version 1._
Advanced Composite Structural Program '')')
Geodesic Fuselage Panel '')')









c . checking input data for DIAL F.E. structural analysis
A-207
C . . °
c . initialize geom.dat(unitlO) and mat.dat(unitll) files
C o . o
inquire( file='geom.dat ', exist=herel0)















C ............ ° ...........
call fsave
C . . .
c list input parameters
C . o .
call flisO
call fmod
Geometric Database Already Exist.'')')
Material Database Already Exist.'')')
C . ° ,
C . ..
c J88
c # end of user interactive input, begin
c 8 DIAL runstream generation.
c #8#
write(6,'( _w' Begin DIAL Runstream Generation'') t)























C • . o
c . read geom.dta (unitl0)









C .... . ....






























O , . ,












































C • . •
c NHAT--number of materials used.
c NBY --number of bays in circumferential direction.
c NBZ --number of Z-bays in axial direction.
c NWAL--number of different composite wall lay-ups.
c d --bay length.
c alpha-stiffener angle. (see manual)
c r --radius of the panel.
c tl --thickness of the panel.
c tZ --thickness of the stiffeners.
c b --height of the stiffeners.
c NBC--boundary condition of the panel.
c NHESH-indicator for fine or coarse mesh.
C • . .
dimension ra(lO),ira(lO)
C • . •
c create input for geom.dat (unitlO)













C , • •




C • • •
C . • .





write(6,'('' Input Bay Length (20. in.) >>''$)')
call NREAL(1,d)
write(6,*)' '
write(6,f( I' Input No. of Bays in Axial Direction. e,),)
write(6,'( I' (Must be Even Number) >>''$)')
call NINTG(1,NBZ)
write(6,*)' '




write(6,'('' Input Panel Radius. (in.)>>''$)')
call NREAL(1,r)
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Input Stiffener Angle (deg.)>>''$)')
call NREAL(1,alpha)
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Input Stiffener Height. (in.)>>''$)')
call HREAL(1,b)
write(6,*)' '
write(6,'( 'I Input Boundary Conditions for the panel.'')')
write(6,'('' 1-Infinite Panel.'')')
write(6,'('' 2-Sides Clamped; Ends Free.'')')
write(6,'('' 3-Ends Clamped; Sides Free.'')')
write(6,'('' Select Your Choice >>''$)')
call NINTG(I,NBC)
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Input No. of Layers for Panel Wall. >>''$)')
call NINTG(1,HWP)
write(6,_)' '
writ, C6,'('' Input No. of Layers for Stiffener Wall. >>''$)')
call NINTG(1,MWS)
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Input Panel Lay-up Material Num.'')')




















write(6,'('' **_**Warning!! Stiffener Lay-up Must be Symmetric
w._'')')


































MWP --number of layers for panel.
MWS --number of layers for stiffener.
NWP --mat1 composition of panel wall.
NWS --mat1 composition of stiffener wall.
PT --panel layer thicknesses.
PA --panel layer angles.
ST --stiffener layer thicknesses.
SA --stiffener layer angles.
MM --indicator for iso--l, or ortho--Z mat1.
C . , •
I01
create input for mat.dat (unitll)
default values for marl
NMAT=Z
t
format( t Input Properties for Mataterial Number m,iZ,t >>m)





write(6,'('' Input I> for Iso. Material. 2> for Ortho. Material
_. >>t,)0)
write(6,°('' Enter >>,05),)
call NINTG(1,MM(i)) A-21 2
Z0
C . , .
C • * •









if (NM(i). eq. I) then
write(6,'('' Input Elastic Modulus. (psi)>>''$)')
call NREAL(I,E(i))
write(6,_)' '








wrzte(6,'('' Input Shear Hoduli: GIZ,GZ3,G31 (psi)>>''$)')
call NREAL(5,GI(1,i,1),GI(Z,i,1),GI(3,i,1))
wrzte(6,*)' '












Apply Loads to the Model:'')')
How Mould You Like to Input















































Input Total Shear Load on the Ends (lb.) =t'
Input Total Shear Load on the Sides (lb.) ='
Line Load (lb./in)=''$)')
































c save data to geom.dat and mat..dat
cllll#lllllllllll
c













C • • •
c . save and update files









c geom.dat (unitlO): geometry




































































101 format(' Number of Panels in: Axial Direction=',i3,2x,
*'Hoop Direction:t,#3)
lOZ format(' Material Number:',iZ)
103 format(' JE(psi)=',fl3.1,Zx,'V=l,f9.3)
10_ format( ° EllCpsi)==,fl3.1,Zx,'EZZ(psi)=',fl3.1)
105 format( m GIZ(psi)=t,f13.1,Zx,'GZ3(psi)=',f13.1,2x,
*'G31(psi)=',flS.1)
106 format(' VlZ=',fg.5)
107 format( ° Ply Number',I2,/,' Material Number:',i2,2x,
*/,' Ply Thickness(in)=',fg.6,Zx,/,
*' Ply Angle(deg.)=°,f7.Z)
108 format( = Panel Radius(in)=',fg.3)
109 format(' Panel Length, D(in)=',fg.5)
110 format(' Stiffener Height(in)=',f9.3)
Ill format(' Stiffener Angle, ALPHA(degree)=',f5.2)
I12 format(' Panel Thickness(in)=',f9.6)
ll3 format( ° Stiffener Thickness(in)=',fg.6)
llS format(al)
ll6 format(' Axial Line Load (lb./in)=',fg.3)
117 format(' Shear Line Load (Ib./in)=',f9.3)
118 format(' Pressure Load (lb./in**Z)=,',fg.3)
10 write(6,'( °. Choose the Inf.. to be Listed:°')')













































Sides Clamped; Ends Fre
Ends Clamped; Sides Fre
***Hit <<Return>> for Next Page.***''$)')
C ...........


































































































format(' Material Number ',i2,'.')
format(' Ply Number ',i2,' ')
format(al)
Choose the Info. to be Modified:'')')
l>Panel and Stiffener Geometry.'')')
• modify files
write(6,#)'
write(6, '( ' '























5>Update Info. and List.'')')
6>Exit '')')
Enter>>''$)')





5>Number of Panels in Axial & Hoop Direction.
6>Boundary Condition.'')')































write(6,'('' Humber of Panels in Axial Direction''IS) ')
call nintg(l,NBZ)
write(6,*)' '




write(6,'('' Boundary Condition:'') ')
write(6,'( t' l>Infinite Panel.'') t)
write(6,'('' 2>Sides Clamped; Ends Free.'')')















C° • ....... ° •
c mat.dat (unitll): material
C ...........



















if(tok .eq. 'Y' .or. tok .eq. tyl)then




















write(6,'('' Enter Ell, EZZ (psi)>>''$)')
call nreal(Z,El(1,J,1),El(2,J,1))
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Enter GIZ, GZ$, G51 (psi)>>''$)')
call nreal(3,Gl(1,J,1),Gl(Z,J,1),Gl(5,J,1))
write(6,_)' '







write(6,'('' Enter E (psi)>>''$)')
call nreat(t,E(J))
write(6,_)' '

























































Choose the Item to be Modified. >>'')')
I>E. 2>V'')')
Enter >>''$)')





Entered Number Exceeds Total Number of Mate
Choose One of the Following ---'')')












writeC6,'C 'm " DO






You Want to Change Total Number of Plies
if(IDC.eq.'Y'.or. IDC.eq.'y')then






write(6,°( I' Enter Material Number. >>115)')
call nintg(1,NWP(i))
write(6,_)' 1
write(6,'('' Enter Ply Thickness. (in)>>''$)')
call nreal(1,PT(i))
write(6,*)' '


















write(6,'( t' Enter Material Numbmn. >>''$)')
call nintg(1,NWP(N))
write(6,1)' '



























w_Warning!! Stiffener Lay-up Must be Sym
Do You Want to Change Total Number of Plies
if(IDC.eq.'Y'.or. IDC.eq.ly')then






write(6,'( _' Enter Material Number. >>''9)')
call nintg(1,NWS(i))
write(6,_)' '
write(6,'('' Enter Ply Thickness. (in)>>''9)')
call nreal(1,ST(i))
write(6,_)' '


















write(6,'('' Enter Haterial Number. >>''9)')
call nintg(1,NWS(N))
write(6,_)' '
write(6,t( '' Enter Ply Thickness. (in)>>t'$) ')
call nreal(1,ST(N))
write(6,_)' i
write(6,'( It Enter Ply Angle. (deg.)>>tl$) t)
call nreal(1,SA(N))

















































































_>Return to Henu.'') m)
Enter >>1,$)1)
Do You Want to Enter the 1>Total Load or Z>
Enter >>''$)')
Tota/ Axial Load (lb.)=,,$),)
Axial Line Load (lb./in)=''$)')
Do You Want to Enter the 1>Total Load or 2>
Select >>''$)')
0n 1>Ends. 2>Sides. >>,v$),)




























go to 10 _
else
write(6,_)' I
write(6,'('' Do You Really Want %o Exit This Program? [Y or
N]'')')
write(6,'('' HAVE YOU SAVED YOUR DATABASE ???'')')
write(6,w( ww Enter >>t0$)0)
read(5,10_)tok
if(tok.eq.lY'.or.tok.eq.tyt)then



















C ° ° °
C ° • •
c fmesh
C °**
































format(' &mwp=',i2, ' #wallam num. for panel')
format(' &mws=',i2,' #wallam num. for whole stir.')
format(' &mwh=',iZ, ' #wallam num. for middle half stir.')











write(1Z,'('' in -s act.fOZ FILO02'')')
write(12,'('' source /usr/local/dial/init.com'')')
write(12,'('' mesh << \!'')')
write(12,'(''$MESH'')')
write(12,'('' open 6 "mesh.out"'')')
write(12,'( '1 CLEAR -1'')')
write(1Z,'('' max ZO000,20000'')')































write(12,' ('';f2 format ''''(lx,iS)'')')
write(1Z,' ('';10 format ''''('''tprint Nodal
WWttNodetW,I)t,) ')
writ.C12,'('' write 6 ;f2 &nl'')')
write(12,'('' write 6 ;f2 &n2'')')




write(12,'('' do ;20 &n=l,&nnod'') ')
write(12,'('' if %ibcl(&ln,&n) ;20,;20,1'')')
write(12,'('' let &nn=Xibcl(&ln,gn)'')')
write(12,'('' write 6 ;f2 &nn'')')


















































'('' &y(1)=&dum3/3. Imp, coord, in theta dir.'')')
'('' &y(2)=&y(1)W2.'')')










































































































































































I 1 &r O. O. I'')')
&r O. O. I'')')
&r O. O. i'')')
&r &y(1) O. l'')')
&r &y(2) O. I'')')
&r &y(3) O. 1'')_)
&r &Y(_) O. 1'')')
&r &y(5) O. I'')')
&r &y(6) O. I'')*)
&r &y(6) O. I'')')
&r _y(6) O. I_')')
&r &y(6) &z(1) I'')')
Sr &y(6) &z(2) I'')')
&r &y(6) &Z(3) i'')')
&r &y(6) &z(_) I'')')
&r &y(6) &Z(5) I'')')
&r &y(6) &z(6) i'')')
&r &y(6) &z(6) I'')')
&r &y(6) &z(6) i'')')
&r Sy(5) &z(6) i'')')
&r &YCq) &Z(6) 1'')')
&r &y(3) &z(6) 1'')')
&r &y(Z) &Z(_) I'_)')
Sr Sy(1) Sz(6) 1'')')
&r O. &z(6) I'')')
&r O. &z(6) I'')')
&r O. &Z(6) I'')_)
&r O. &z(5) I'')')
&r O. &z(q) I'')')
&r O, &z(_) 1'')')
&r 0. &z(Z) 1_')')
&r O. &z(1) 1'')')
&r &y(1) &z(1) 1'')')
&r &y(2) &Z(Z) 1'_)')
&r &y(3) 8z(3) 1'')')
&r &y(2) &Z(q) I'')')
&r &y(1) &z(5) 1'')')
&r &yC3) &z(1) I'')')
&r &y(3) &z(2) I'')')
&r &y(3) &z(3) I'')')
&r &y(3) &Z(4) I'')')
&r &y(3) &zCS) 1'')')
3 &r &y(5) &z(1) I'')')
5 &r &Y(_) &z(2) I'')')
7 &r &y(3) &z(3) I'')')
9 &r &YCq) &Z(_) I_)')
11 &r &y(5) &Z(5) 1'')')
7 &r &y(1) &z(3) 1_')')
7 &r &yCZ) &z(3) I'')')
7 &r &Y(q) &Z(3) I'')')
7 &r &y(5) Sz(3) 1'')')
0 O. O. O. I'')')
0 O. O. &z(1) I'')')
0 O. O. &zC2) I'')')
0 O. O. &z(3) I'')')
O O. O. &z(q) l'')')
O O. O. &z(5) I'')')














































































write(12,'('' ijpoin_ 1 1 1 &P O. &z(3) 1'')')
2 3 1 &r &y(1) &z(3) 1'')')
3 5 1 &r &y(2) &z(3) 1'')')
7 1 &r &y(3) &z(3) 1'')')
5 9 1 &r &y(2) &z(2) 1'')')
6 11 1 &r &y(1) &z(1) 1'')')
7 13 1 &r O. O. 1'')')
8 15 1 &r &y(1) O. 1'')')
9 17 1 &r &y(2) O. 1'')')
19 1 &r &y(3) O. 1'')')
21 1 &r &y(_) O. 1'')')
23 1 &r &y(5) O. 1'')')
25 .1 &r &Y(6) O. 1'')')
27 1 &r &y(5) &z(1) 1'')')
29 1 &r &y(_) &Z(Z) I'')')
31 1 &r &y(3) &z(3) 1'')')
33 1 &r &y(4) &Z(3) 1'')')
35 1 &r &y(5) &z(3) 1'')')
37 1 &r &y(6) &z(3) 1'')')
37 3 &r-&b &Y(6) &Z(3) 1'')')















































































22 33 3 8r-&b By(q) gz(3)
23 31 3 &r-&b 8y(3) 8z(3)
2q 29 3 &r-&b &y(q) &z(2)
25 27 3 &r-&b &y(5) &z(1)
26 25 3 &r-&b &y(6) 0
27 23 3 &r-&b &y(5) 0
28 21 3 &r-&b &y(4) 0
29 19 3 &r-gb &y(3) 0
30 17 3 &r-&b &y(2) 0
31 15 3 &r-&b &y(1) 0
32 13 3 &r-&b O. 0
33 11 3 &r-&b &y(1) &z(1
34 9 3 &r-&b &y(2) &z(2
35 7 3 &r-&b &y(3) &z(3
36 5 3 &r-&b &y(2) &z(3
37 3 3 &r-&b &y(1) &z(3
38 1 3 8r-Sb O. &z(3
39 0 0 O. O. O.
40 0 0 O. O. &z(1)
ql 0 0 O. O. &z(2)























































write(12,'('' let &nm:3 #mesh number counter'')')
write(12,'('' let &dz=&z(6) #axial position'')')
write(I2,'('' let &dy=&y(6) |theta position'')')
write(12,'('' if &nbz-l,8,8,1'')')
write(12,'('' do ;lO &i=l,&nbz-l,l'') ')
write(12,'('' ditto mesh=It3'')')



































do ;ll &i=l,&nby-l,l'') m)





















write(12,'('' mset I insert name=left #edge 4'')')
write(I2,'('' mset I insert name=stif'') ')


















write(12, m ( ,.
N=I
write(12, t(, i
c#case one, part of
write(I2, '( ' '
write(12, '( ' '
write(12, '( ''
write(12, ' ( t ,
writeC12,'('' mset 6 insert matl=&mwp




&brl,&br2 &blyl,@bly2 &bdzl,&buz2 1'')')
mset 2 insert name=down #edge 1'')')
mset 2 mask volu >m,),)
&brl,&br2 &blyl,&bry2 &bdzl,&bdz2 1'')')
mset 3 insert name=right #edge 2'')')
mset 3 mask volu >m,)l)
&brl,&br2 &bryl,&bry2 &bdzl,&buz2 1'')')
mset q insert name=up #edge 3'm) ')
mset 4 mask volu >,,)w)
&brl,Sbr2 &blyl,&bry2 &buzl,&buz2 lmm) ')
mset 5 insert name=stir #sti ffenerml)l)
#panel'')')
nset I insert mset=6'')')
nset i insert mset=5'') i)
if &nbc-2 1,;ca2,;ca3'')')
a larger panel
bcsys m4 1 20. 1.e+9 nset=lt') ' )
bcsys -5 1 30. 1.e+9 nset=l'') m)
bcsys -4 1 2 &dy 1.e+9 nset=l'') ')
bcsys -5 1 3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=lm') m)
write(12,'( '_ goto ;con'')')
c#case two, sides are clamped












bcsys -5 1 20. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -6 1 20. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -1 1 2 0. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -3 1 20. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -4 1 2 &dy 1.e+9 nset=l'') ')
bcsys -5 1 2 &dy l.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -6 1 2 8dy l.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -1 1 2 &dy l.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -3 1 2 &dy l.e+9 nset=l'')')
goto ;con'')')
c#case three, ends are clamped
write(12,'('' ;ca3 bcsys -q 1 30.
write(12,'('' bcsys -5 1 30.
writeC12,'('' bcsys -6 1 30.
write(12,'('' bcsys -3 1 30.





























bcsys -q 1 3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -5 1 3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -6 1 3 Kdz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -3 1 3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
bcsys -2 1 3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
;con continue'')')

























nset 96 mask nset lq'')')
nset 98 list'')')
nset 97 list'')')
write(12,'( W' nset 96 list'')')
c##Wtlbottom left corner node
writeC1Z,'('' nlist 99 insert nset
c#####bottom right comernode
write(1Z,'('' nlist 98 insert nset
c#####top right corner node
write(12,'('' nlist 97 insert nset
c#####top left corner node
write(12,'C'' nlist 96 insert nset
write(12,'('' dofsup 1 nset=99'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup 0 nset=98'')')
writ,C12,'('' dofsup 1 nset=97'')')
write(12,_( '_ dofsup 2 nset=97'')')
write(12,'( i' set echo ontO) ' )
c############





write(12,°( '' nset 95 insert volu -999.,999.,-999.,999.,0.,0.'') ')
write(12,'('' nset 95 list'') t)
c#all nodes on top edge
write(12,'('' nset 94 insert volu -999.,999.,-999.,999.,&dz,Sdz
_'')') A-232
write(12,'('' nset 94 list'')')
c#all nodes on left edge
write(1Z,t( wl nset 93 insert volu -999.,999.,0.,0.,-999.,999.fw) ')
c#all nodes on right edge
write(1Z,w( '' nset 92 insert volu O.,999.,&dy,Sdy,-999.,999.,1,O.O
_Oll,) , )
write(12,t( g' nset 95 dele nset 95'')')
write(12,'( I' nset 93 dele nset 9_'') v)
write(12,'('' nset 92 dele nset 95'') _)
write(12,'('' nset 92 dele nset 9qv')')
write(12,'('' nset 95 list'')')
write(12,1( '' nset 92 list'') ')
write(12,'('' nlist 95 insert nset 95'')')
write(12,'('' nlist 9_ insert nset 94'')')
write(12,'('' nlist 93 insert nset 93'')')
write(12,'('' nlist 92 insert nset 92'')')
write(12,'('' show var dy'W) ' )
write(12,'('' call cono 95 99 98'')')
write(12,'('' call cono 9_ 96 97'')')
write(12,'('' call cono 93 99 96'')')
















C , . .
C , . .
C •
C • . •





,mesh : coarse mesh generation
character_4Olfmtl,fmtZ,fmt3,fmt_,fmtS,fmt6,fmt7,fmt8,fmt9
charaoter_O frtl,frtZ,frt3,frt4
fmtl=,( ,w &a12='',f10.4) t
















#wallam num. for panel')
#wallam num. for whole stir.')
#wallam num. for middle half stir.')








c write(12,'('' In -s act.f02 FILOO2'I) ')
c write(12,'('' source /usr/local/dial/init.com'')')
c write(12,'( 'l mesh << \!,v),)
write(12,'(''$MESH it)l)
write(12,'('' open 6 "mesh.out"'')')
write(12,'('' CLEAR -I'')')
write(12,e( '' max 20000,20000'')')
write(12,'('' ELTYPE _,2,6'')')
c###l##############l#l|l
c#geodesic fuselage panel; updated version 8/Z1/90
c#meshl---panel
c################ll##1#11
write(12,'('' set syntax on'W) ')
write(12,'('' sub CONO &lstl &lst2 &lst3'') I)








write(12,'('' let &nnod:%ipp(1)'w) ')
write(12,'('' let &ifn=%iflCnlst.nv,O,&lst2)'')')
write(12,'('' let &ln=_lfm(Sifn,1)'')')
write(12,'('' let &nl=_ibcl(&ln,1)'w) ')
write(12,'('' let 8d=%rfm(&ifn,l,0,&ln)'')')





write(12,'('' let &ln=%ifm(&ifn,1)'') I)
write(12,'('' ;f2 format ''''(Ix,iS)'')')
write(12,'('' ;10 format ''''(''''Print Nodal
_'''Node'''')'')')
write(12,'('' write 6 ;f2 &nl'')')
write(12,'('' write 6 ;f2 &n2'')')












write 6 ;f2 &nn'')')
























write(12,'('' &Y(1)=&dum3/2. #mpt coord, in theta dir.'')')
write(12,'('' &y(2) =&dum3'')')
write(12,,( t, &y(3)=&dum3+&y(1)'') ')
write(12,'('' &y(4) =&dum3_Z.'')')
























wr_te(12,'( 't DEFSYS I 1
write(IZ,'( I' IJPOINT I
write(12,'('' 2 3 I
write(-12,'('' 3 5 1
write(12,'('' 4 7 1
write(12,'('' 5 9 1
write(12,'( 't 6 II I
write(12,_('' 7 13 1
write(12,'('' 8 15 1
write(12,'('' 9 17 1
write(12,'('' I0 17 5
wr_te(12,'('' II 17 5
write(12,'('' 12 17 7
write(12,'('' 13 17 9
write(i2,'('' I_ 15 9
write(1Z,'('' 15 13 9
write(12,'('' 16 11 9
write(12,'('' 17 9 9
write(12,'('' 18 7 9
write(12,'( '_ 19 5 9
write(12,'(;' 20 3 9


























O. O. l't) ')







O. lt') ' )
&z(1) l't) ')
&z(2) I'')')









































































wri_eC12,P( 'i 2 3 1
write(12,'( 'I 3 5 1
wri_e(12,'('' 4 7 1
21 I 9 &r O. &z(q) I'')')
22 I 7 &r O. &z(3) 1'')')
23 I 5 &r O. &z(2) 1'')')
24 1 3 &r O. 8z(1) I'')')
25 5 3 &r &y(1) &Z(1) 1'')')
26 5 5 &r &y(2) &z(2) 1'')')
27 5 7 &r 8y(I) &z(3) I'')')
28 9 3 &r &y(2) &z(1) I'')')
29 9 5 &r &y(2) &z(2) 1'')'7
30 9 7 &r &y(2) &z(3) 1'')')
31 13 3 &r &y(3) &z(1) 1'')')
32 13 5 &r &y(2) &z(2) 1'')')
33 13 7 &r &y(3) &z(3) 1'')')
54 3 5 &r Sy(1) &z(2) 1'')')
35 15 5 &r &y(3) &z(2) 1'')')
36 0 0 O. O. O. 1'')')
37 0 0 O. O. &z(1) 1'')')
38 0 0 O. O. &z(2) 1'')')
39 0 0 O. O, &z(3) 1'')')


































I 1 &r O. &z(2) 1'')')
&r &y(1) &z(2) 1'')')
&r &y(2) &z(2) 1'')')


























5 9 1 &r O. O. I'')')
6 11 1 8r &y(1) O. I'')')
7 13 1 &r &y(2) O. I'')')
B 15 I &r &y(3) O. I'')')
9 17 1 &r &y(q) O. I'')')
I0 19 1 &r 8y(3) &z(l) I'')')
11 21 1 &r &y(2) 8z(2) 1'')')
12 23 1 &r &y(3) &z(2) I'')')
13 25 1 &r &y(q) 8z(2) I'')')
lq 25 3 &r-&b &y(_) &Z(2) I'')')
15 23 3 &r-&b &y(3) &z(2) I'')')
21 3 8r-&b &y(2) 8z(2) i'')')
19 3 &r-Sb &y(3) &z(1) 1'')')
17 3 &r-Sb &yCq) O. I'')')
15 3 &r-&b &y(3) O. I'')')
13 3 &r-&b &y(2) O. I'')')
11 3 &r-&b &y(1) O. I'')')
9 3 &r-&b O. O. I'')')
7 3 8r-&b &y(1) &z(1) I'')')
5 3 8r-&b &y(2) &z(2) 1'')')
3 3 &r-&b &y(1) &zCZ) I'')')
I 3 &r-&b O. &z(2) I'')')
0 0 O. O. O. I'')')
0 0 O. O. Sz(1) I'')')






























































let &nm=3 #mesh number counter'')')
let &dz=&z(_) #axial position'')')
let &dy=&y(q) #theta position'')')
if Knbz-l,8,8,1'')')
do ;10 &i=l,Snbz-l,l'') ')
ditto mesh=It3'') ') A-237







write(12,'('' do ;ll &i=l,&nby-l,l'')')
write(I2,'('' let gnd=l #ditto mesh number counter'')')
write(12,'('' ditto mesh=&nd'')')









write(lZ,'( 'i &blyl=-O.l'') ')
write(i2,'( '@ &blyZ=O.l+&y(1)'')')
write(12,'( '; &bryl=&dy-&y(1)'') ')
write(12,'( 'i &bryl=&bryl-O.l'') ')






write(12,'( w' mset 1 insert name=left ledge _'')')
c write(12,'('' mset I insert name=stir'') ')
write(12,'('' mset 1 mask volu >'')')
write(12,'( l' &brl,&br2 &blyl,&bly2 &bdzl,&buz2 1'')')
write(12,'('' mset 2 insert name=down ledge 1'')')
write(12,'('' mset 2 mask volu >'')')
write(12,'('' &brl,&br2 &blyl,&bry2 &bdzl,&bdz2 1'')')
write(12,'('' mset 3 insert name=right ledge 2'')')
write(12,'('' mset 3 mask volu >'')')
write(12,'('' &brl,&br2 &bryl,&bry2 &bdzl,&buz2 1'')')
write(12,'('' mset q insert name=up ledge 3'')')
write(12,t( '' mset 6 mask volu >,,)w)
write(I2,'('' &brl,&br2 &blyl,Sbry2 &buzl,&buz2 I'')')
write(12,'( 't mset 5 insert name=stif Istiffener'')')
write(12,'('' mset 6 insert matl=&mwP Ipanel'')')
c...t b c conditions setup
c...l nbc=l infinite panle.
c...l nbc=2 sides clamped.
c...l nbc=3 ends clamped.
c...#######l
write(12,'('' nset 1 insert mset=8'') ')
write(12,'('' nset 1 insert mset=5'')')
N=l
write(1Z,'('' if &nbc-2 1,;ca2,;ca3'')')
clcase one, part of a larger panel
write(12,'( i' bcsys -_ 1 20. 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
write(12,'(;' bcsys -5 1 3 O. 1.e+9 nset=l'') ')
write(12,'('' bcsys -q 1 2 &dy 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
write(12,'( '@ bcsys -5 1 3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
write(12,'('; goto ;con'')')












;ca2 bcsys -q 1 20.















2 &dy 1.3+9 nset=l'') ')
2 &dy 1.3+9 nset=l'')')
2 &dy 1.3+9 nset=1'')')
2 &dy 1.3+9 nset=l'')')
2 &dy 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
,),)
c#case three, ends are clamped
write(12,'('' ;ca3 bcsys -_ 1 30.
write(12,'('' bcsys -5 1 30.
write(12,'( 't bcsys -6 1 30.
write(12,;('' bcsys -2 1 30.
write(12,'( v' bcsys -3 1 30.
write(12,'('' bcsys -_ 1
write(12,v( v' bcsys -5 1
write(12,'('' bcsys -6 I
write(12,'('' bcsys -2 1
write(12,'( f' bcsys -3 1




write(12,'('' nset 13 insert mset 3'')')






















3 gdz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')
3 &dz 1.e+9 nset=l'')')










98 mask nset 13'')')
97 mask nset 13t') ')









c#bottom left corner node
write(12,'('' nlist 99 insert nset 99'')')
c#bottom right co_ner node
write(12,'( w' nlist 98 insert nset 98'')')
c#top right corner node
write(12,J( v' nlist 97 insert nset 97vl) ')
c#top left corner node
write(12,'('' nlist 96 insert nset 96'')')
write(12,!('' set echo onl') l)
write(12,m( 't dofsup 1 nset=99t') ')
write(12,v( wv dofsup 0 nset=98'')')
write(12,'('' dofsup 1 nset=97'')')
write(12,'( vv dofsup 2 nset=97'v) I)
cXW###W######
c#all nodes on bottom edge
write(12,'('' nset 95 insert volu -999.,999.,-999.,999.,0.,0.v') w) A-239
write(12,'('' nset 95 list'')')
c#a11 nodes on top edge
write(12,'('' nset 94 insert volu -999.,999.,-999.,999.,Sdz,&dz
_'')')
write(12,'('' nset 94 list'')')
c#all nodes on left edge
write(12,'('' nset 93 insert volu -999.,999.,0.,0.,-999.,999.'t) ')
c#all nodes on _ight edge
write(12,'('' nset 92 insert volu O.,999.,&dy,&dy,-999.,999.,1,0.O
_01'')')
write(12,'('' nset 93 dele nset 95'')')
write(12,'('' nset 93 dele nset 94'')')
write(lZ,'('' nset 9Z dele nset 95'')')
write(12,'( e' nset 92 dele nset 94'')')
wr_te(12,'('' nset 93 list'')')
wrzte(12,'('' nset 92 list'')')
wrzte(12,'('' nlist 95 insert nset 95e') ')
wr/te(12,'('' nlist 94 insert nset 94'')')
write(12,'('' nlist 93 insert nset 93'')')
write(12,'('' nlist 92 insert nset 92'')')
write(12,'('' show vat dy'')')
write(12,'('' call cono 95 99 98'')')
write(12,'('' call cono 96 96 97'')')
write(12,'('' call cono 93 99 96'') e)











C o o .
C o , •
c fbset : DIAL band, setup generation.
JC ° ° ,
C . . .
open(unit=12,status=munknownW,file='fbset.come)
c write(12,'(''#'')')
c write(12,'('' source /usr/local/dial/init.com'')')
c write(12,'('' band << \!'')')
write(12,Z('tSBAND'')')
write(12, ('' open 6 "band.out"'')')
write(12,'('' START -1'') e)
write(12,'('' REGPStW) ')
write(12,'('' BAND'')')
write(12,'('' STOP'e) ' )
lwrite(lZ,'(''!ee) e)
write(12,'('' setup << \_'')')
write(12,'(''$SETUP'') e)
write(12,'('' open 6 "setup.out"'')')

























































fmatl : DIAL marl generation.
NMAT -- Number of Material.
E -- Elastic Modulus.
V -- Poissons' Ratio.
G -- Shear Modulus•
MWP -- Number of Plies in Panel Wall.
MWS -- Number of Plies in Stiffener Wall.
NWP -- Material Composition of Panel Wall.
NWS -- Material Composition of Stiffener Wall.
PT -- Panel Ply Thickness.
PA -- Panel Ply Angle.
ST -- Stiffener Ply Thickness.
SA -- Stiffener Ply Angle.




write(12,'('' marl << \!'')')
write(IZ,'(''$MATL'')')
write(12,'('' open 6 "mat1.out"'') ')
write(12,'('' START -1'')')







if-(MM(i) .EQ. 1) then
write(1Z,lOO)i,E(i),V(i)









































































































C ........ ; ............................... BEGIN
C
CC write(12,10q)NMAT+2,NEMP
CC do 70 i=NEMP,MWS
CC write(12,107)NWS(i)
CC70 continue
CC do 71 i=NEHP,MWS
CC wri_e(IZ,lO5)ST(i)
CC71 continue








SECT TEMP REMOVED (JET 3/6/91)
C ........................................ END SECT TEMP. REMOVED (JEI 316/91
C





























100 format(' pline ',flO.3,1x,i2,1x,iZ,1x,i2,' mset=',i2)
101 format(' psurf ',f10.3,1x,i2,1x,i2,' mset=',i2)
c write(12,'(''#'') ')
c write(12,'('' source /usr/local/dial/init.com'')')
c write(12,'('' load << \!'')')
write(12,'('' $1oad'')')
write(12,'('' open 6 "load.out"'')')
write(12,;('' start'')')
write(12,'('' 1case 1'')')






























c write(12,'('' source /usr/local/dial/init.com'')')
c write(12,'('' solve << \wl.)t)
write(12,t(IISSOLVEtl) ')
write(1Z,'( *t open 6 "solve.out"'')')
write(12,'( '* start'')')
100 format(' _oads ',i2,f10.3)
if (NMESH.eq.2) then
write(12,100)1,1.
write(12,'( 'w SAVE,D'') t)
write(12,'('' SAVE,Stl) t)
write(12,'(" ASSIGN IMPR=I'')')














































call getlin( 5, O, arec, a, irdata, .910, _998 )
call getkns( a, irdata, tkns, lentk, ntk, _999 )
do 200 i=l,ntk
r = ra(i)
call rintrp(tkns(i), lentk(i), r, .991 )




write(6,'( 19x, ''Not a real '')')
200 continue
if (ierr .ge. l) go to lO0
return
998 continue
write(6,!('' ERROR return from getlin'')')
stop
999 continue
write(6,'('' ERROR return from getkns'')')
stop
910 continue








call getlin( 5, O, arec, a, irdata, .910, *998 )






call iintrp(tkns(i), lentk(i), intgr, *g92 )
writeCG,'Cgx, ''integer : '', ilO)') intgr
ia(i) = intgr
write(G,'('' In nintg: ia('', i5, '')= '', i5)') i, intgr
go to 200
ierr=ierr+l
write(G,'( lgx, ''Not an integer '')')
200 continue
if ( ierr .ge. I) go to lO0
return
gg8 continue
write(G,'('' ERROR return from getlin'')')
stop
999 continue
write(6,'('' ERROR return from getkns'')')
stop t
glO continue




character arec_80, a_127, tkns(1)_60, sline_(_)
dimension lentk(1)
ierr=O
call getlinC 5, O, arec, a, irdata, _910, _998 )
ntk = 1
call getkns( a, irdata, tkns, lentk, ntk, _999 )




c ... ! writ_(6,'('' ERROR return from getlin'')')
write(6,'(lOx,'' !!! Illegal Input, Try Again !!!'')_)
go to 1
999 continue
c ... write(6,'( 'm ERROR return from getkns'')')
write(6,'(IOx,'' !_! Illegal Input, Try Again _!!'')')
go to 1
910 continue
write(6,'('' End-of-File return from "getlinnW') _)
return
end

















nunit ... The Fortran logical unit number of the file from which
the input record(s) will be read.
igblnk .. A integer flag that must be either zero or one.
It indicates the interpretation of input records that
are blank, or contain only a comment, and that do not
follow a "continued" record (in which case they always
indicate end of input for the continuation set).




























0 ==> consider them to be a completed data line with
only "null" tokens.
arec .... A work string supplied to this routine. Each single
input record (i.e., up to the carriage return) is read
into this string.
out aline ... The returned string containing the "input line". This
! string will be the data string contained within a single
uncontinued input record, or it will be the concatenation
of the data strings from continued records. The
accumulated lengths of the data strings (and any implied
delimiters) in a "continuation set" is limited by the
length of this string.
out irdata .. The returned data line, aline, extends to this character
position in string "aline".
....... First alternare RETURN in the event that End-of-File is
encountered on attempt to read an uncontinued record
from unit NUNIT.
....... Second alternare RETURN in the event of an error on
reading an input line. This could be End-of-File on
trying to read a continued line, or lack of space in
aline for all the data strings.





























Reads record(s) from unit NUNIT and returns the "input line".
Define the following terms:
input record
All input up to a carriage return.
data string
The string beginning at the first non-blank on an input record and
extending to the final non-blank before any continuation character
or comment character (which ever is first).
continuation directive
A continuation character that is the final non-blank before any.
comment (if present).
continuation set
A setrof consecutive records, all but the last of which have
continuation directives. The "data strings" from these lines
are what make up the final "data line".
data line
The concatenation of the data strings from all records in a
continuation set. (Note: a blank space is inserted between data




character aline_(_), arec_(_), cont_l, comnt_l, comma_l
save cont, comnt, comma
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data con#r '>' , comnt /'#'/, comma /','/
C
C ................................................................
c# Read past blank or comment-only lines to





read( nunit, J(a)', end=glO ) arec
C
c# -- Locate the "data string" on this record and look for continuation.










if (lends .eq. O) then
aline : _ '
-- No data string on the record. What we do depends on whether we
are ignoring blank (or comment-only) lines:
if (igblnk .eq. 1) then
-- _f no continuation directive is present, ignore the record
and go on to read the next record.
if (icon# .eq. O) go to lO0
else
-- If no continuation directive is present, take the record
as a line of "null" data.
if (icont .eq. O) return
endif
else
if (icon# .eq. 0) then
-- Data string present and no continuation indicated.





-- The record just read is to be continued on the next record.
more = 1
C
c# -- We will not need to inset a space, as a delimiter, at the current




c# We have just read in a record that is one of a set of
c# "continued" records used to input a single "data line".
C ................................................................
C
maxlen = len( aline )
200 continue
if (lends .ne. 0) then
-- Append the data string to the data line we are accumulating.
if ( needlm .eq. 1 .and. arec(locds:locds) .ne. comma ) then
if ( irdata + 1 .gt. maxlen ) return 2
irdata = irdata + 1
aline(irdata : irdata) = ' '
endif t
if ( irdata + lends .gt. maxlen ) return 2







irdata = irdata + lends
endif
if (more .eq. 0) return
if (lends .ne. O) then






-- Read the next record from disk.
read( nunit, '(a)', end=990 ) arec
call getds( arec, locds, lends, icont )
if (icont .eq. O) more = 0
go to 200
C


































arec .... The given character string containing a single input
record, i.e., input up to a carriage return. This may
contain a continuation dierctive following the "data
string" and also a trailing comment.
locds ... The location in the string "arec" where the "data string"
begins. This is undefined if no data string is present.
lends ... The string length of the "data string" in string "arec".
This is set to zero if nno data string is present.
icont ... =0 , if the string "arec" does not have a continuation
directive.
=1 , if the string "arec M does contain a continuation
directive indicating that the userts "input line"




c# Locates the data string in the given string, "arec", containing an input
c# record. If a continuation directive is present in the given string, this is
c# is noted by setting the returned flag, "icont", to 1.
C



















l) Removing trailing comments, i.e. finding the first occurance of
a 'Vcomment character" in the given string and removing it and all
characters that follow it.
2) If (after the previous step) the last character in the string is
a "continuation character", it is removed.
3) Removing leading and trailing blanks from the string that remains
after the previous two steps.
While the above helps to envision the method for determining the "data
string", in actuality we locate the beginning location of the data string
in the given string and dtermine the character length of the data string.
The location and length are returned to the calling routines.
C ................................................................
character arec*(_), cant*l, comnt*l
SaVe co.t, comnt








locds = #left( arec )
if (locds .eq. O) return
J
lcom= index( arec, comnt )
if (lcom .eq. locds) return
if (lcom .eq. O) then
lr = #right( arec )
else
lr = #right( arec(l: lcom-1) )
endif
if (arec(lr:lr) .eq. cont) then
icont = 1
if (lr .eq. locds) return
Ir = #right( arec(l: lr-l) )
endif
lends = lr - locds + 1
return
end
subroutine getkns( aline, irdata, tkns, lentk, ntk, _ )
C








in aline ... The given character string containing the input line.
If this string is blank (input IRDATA = O) then all
NTK returned tokens will be blank with zero length.






















out tkns .... The character array of tokens. The character lengths
of these array elements limit the lengths of input
tokens; tokens are correctly parsed but then truncated
to this length.
out lentk ... An integer array with the string lengths of the tokens
(after any necessary truncation).
in ntk ..... The number of tokens to be parsed from the line.
....... Alternate RETURN in the event that a string token
initiated by an apostrophy had no trailing apostrophy, or
the next character after the trailing apostrophy was not
a delimiter (or end-of-line).
NOTE: The arguments that had been interpreted up to the
point that the error occured are returned; the



































Parses an "input line" contained in a given string to find the first NTK
tokens on the line.
Tokens are delimited by beginning-of-line, commas, spaces, tabs, or
end-of-line. Tabs are equivalent to (single) spaces.
A single asterisk (_) input token is recognized as a "null" token, for
which the retuned string is blank and returned length is zero. Some users
may find entry of the null token preferable to that of a comma with no
preceeding token, or two adjacent apostrophies (see the next
paragraph).
If a token is enclosed within apostrophies then it may contain commas,
spaces, or tabs. The returned length of such a token is the number
number of character positions between the pair of apostrophies.
Note that, for this length calculation, tabs are a single character.
Contigous alphanumeric strings (no embedded delimiters) do not need to be
enclosed within apostrophies.
There is no provision for including apostrophies (') or the comment
character (the hash symbol, #; see routine GETDS) within a token,
i.e., they may not be "escaped". Strings enclosed within apostrophies
may contain asterisks; these will not be misinterpreted as
null tokens.
A line with only "null" data will minimally contain (before an optional
comment) either a null character, a comma or two adjacent apostrophies.
Tokens are placed, left justified, into the character array TKNS.
The tokens may be truncated in order to fit into the given TKNS array.
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C ...................... _ .........................................
c# Strings for the input line, the ecurent" character on the
c# line and delimiter characters (space• tab• and comma).
C ................................................................
character aline_(_), c_l, tab_l• space_l, comma_l, apos_l• nullS1
save space • comma , apos • null
data space /' '/, comma /i•,/, apos /,twl/, null /i_,/
tab = char(9)
maxlen = len(tkns(1) )
C
c# Initialize ntk tokens to blanks.
C ................................................................
do 50 i=l,ntk
tkns(i) = ' '
lentk(i) = 0
50 continue
if ( irdata .eq. O ) return
C
C ................................................................
c# Something is on the line (before any comment).







c# -- Hove along the line looking for a token or a comma (null token).









if ( c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.space ) then
-- Hove to next character; to continue looking for token.
go to 200
else if ( c.eq.comma ) then
-- No token found before this comma indicates null token.
if ( itkn .eq. ntkn ) return
itkn = itkn + 1
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return










-- We are at the left-most character of a non-null token.
il = is
if ( c .eq. apos ) then
-- We look for the trailing apostrophy for this "quoted string n.
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return I
continue
is = is + 1
c = aline(is:is)
if ( c .eq. apos ) then
length = is - il - 1
if ( length .gt. maxlen ) then
length = maxlen
lentk( itkn ) = length
if ( length .gt. 0 ) tkns( itkn ) = aline( il+l: il+length )
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
is = is + 1
c = aline(is:is)


















if ( is .eq. irdata ) then
-- The tokdn extends to the end of the input data.
if (aline(il:is) .eq. null ) return
tkns( itkn ) = aline(il: is)
-- The input token length may exceed the length of the variable.
length = is - il + 1
if ( length .le. maxlen ) then
lentk( itkn ) = length
else




-- Hove along the line looking for the end of the token.
is = is + 1
c = aline(is:is)
if ( .not. (c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab .or. c.eq.comma) ) then
if ( c .eq. apos ) return 1
-- Hove to next character; continue looking for end of token.
go to,400
endif
-- The previous character was the right-most character of the token
if ( aline(J1: is-l) .ne. null ) then
tkns( itkn ) = aline(J1: is-l)
-- The input token length may exceed the length of the variable.
length = is - il
















lentk( itkn ) = length
else




if ( itkn .eq. ntkn ) return
-- Find the next location at which we should begin looking for the
-- next token, i.e., after a following comma or at the next token.
itkn = itkn + 1
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
if ( c .eq. comma ) then
-- Go back and look for a token following this comma.
go to 200
else
-- Curent character was a space or a tab.
-- Look for a comma, the next token, or end of line.
continue
is = is + 1
c = aline(is:is)
if ( C .eq. comma ) then
if ( is .eq. irdata ) return
go to 200
else if ( c.eq.space .or. c.eq.tab ) then








subroutine iintrp( tkn, lentk, i, * )
Read a integer number, I, from a character string, TKN, of length LENTK.
(Note that blanks in the strings are ignored. Leading and/or trailing
blanks are ignored, which is OK, but interior blanks are squeezed out,
which is not OK; try to fix this sometime.)
character tkn_(_)
if ( lentk .eq. 0 ) return







subroutine rintrp( tkn, lentk, r, _ )
C
c# Read a real number, R, from a character string, TKN, of length LENTK.








blanks are ignored, which is OK, but interior blanks are squeezed out,
which is not OK; try to fix this sometime.)
character tkn_(_)
if ( lentk .eq. O ) return






function ileft( string )
WRITTEN by: D. T. Rickhoff
C ................................................
c Find the position of the leftmost nonblank character
c in a string of length ls.









c Find the location of the first nonblank character.
c
Is = len( string )
do i00 i=l,ls
if( string(i:i) .ne. ' '











function iright( string )
C
c WRITTEN by: D. T. Rickhoff
C
C ................................................
c Find the position of the rightmost nonblank character
c in a string of length ls.
C
C









c Find the location of the last nonblank character.
c
ls = len( string )
do I00 i=ls,l,-1
if( string(i:i) .ne. ' '




























THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO PERFORM
POST PROCESSING FOR MODELS GENERATED WITH
DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
VAX VERSION Vl.2 6-28-91





$ W := WRITE SYSSOUTPUT
Sw ....
$w " Advanced Composites Structural Concept"
$W " and Materials Technologies"
$W " Automated DIAL finite element analysis"
$W " POST PROCESSING MODULE"
Sw ""
$w " VAX VERSION 1.2"








$! THE FOLLOWING COMMAND MAY NEED TO BE MODIFIED TO RUN
$! THE DIAL SCOPE PROCESSOR IF THE EQUIVALENT NAME IS NOT
$! ALREADY SETUP IN THE USER LOGIN.COM






# THIS SCOPE PROCEDURE IS FOR MODULE 1







;I000 FORMAT'(1X,'GIVE A SHORT NAME FOR THIS ANALYSIS')
WRITE 6 ;lO00
QUERY !NAME " PRECEDE MULTIPLE WORDS WITH APOSTROPHE >> "
QUERY !DEV "WHAT TYPE OF TERMINAL?(TEK,SEL,RETR,VT24) >> "
DEFINE SHCD VERS
QUERY &NBV "COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE? (C/B) >> "
IF &NBU-&NB ;91, ;90, ;91
;90 DSPECT SET 0 WHITE
DSPECT SET 1 BLACK
;91 CONTINUE
QUERY &NHC "WILL YOU WANT TO PLOT HARD COPIES?(Y/N) >> "
IF &NHC-&IYES ;30,;i0,;30
;I0 QUERY !HCD "INPUT HARD COPY DEVICE(VERS,QMS) >> "
DEFINE SHCD !HCD
A-257
;i000 FORMAT'(/IX,'WHAT OUTPUT OPTION WOULD YOU LIKE?')
;I001 FORMAT'(IX_' I) SCREEN PLOTS ONLY, NO HARD COPIES')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,' 2) ONLY HARD COPY PLOTS')





QUERY &NI "OPTION NUMBER? >> "
IF &N1-2 ;30,;40,;50
;30 DEVICE OPEN !DEV
LET &NPL=O
GOTO ;60
;40 DEVICE OPEN !HCD
LET &NPL=O
GOTO ;60











IF &NPL ;i00 ;I00 ;I0
;I0 QUERY &NX "DO YOU WISH A HARD COPY PLOT OF THE LAST PLOT?(Y/N) >> "










;1000 FORMAT'(/IX,'CURRENT VIEWPOINT IS: X ='F5.1,' Y ='F5.1,' Z =iF5.1,/)
;lO01 FORMAT'(/IX,'VIEUING DIRECTION IS FROM THE VIEWPOINT COORDINATES TO'/)
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,'THE ORIGIN_ ACTUAL DISTANCE BETWEEN THE POINTS IS NOT USED'/)
WRITE 6 ;lOOO &X_&Yg&Z
;10 QUERY &NX "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE VIEWPOINT FOR THIS PLOT?(Y/N) >>"
IF &NX-&IYES ;lO0 ;20 ;I00
;20 WRITE 6 ;IO01:WRITE 6 ;1002
OUERY &X "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT X COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "
QUERY &Y "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT Y COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "
QUERY &Z "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT Z COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "




# SUBROUTINE FOR PRINTING LOAD SELECTION MENU
#
SUB LMNU
;2000 FORMAT'(//IX,'SELECT LOAD FACTOR LEVEL TO BE PLOTTED:')
;2001FORMAT'(15X,'LINEAR SOLUTION = 0')
;2002 FORMAT'(15X,'MAX LOAD STEP ATTAINED = l')
;2003 FORMAT'(15X,'INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR = 2'/)





# SUBROUTINE FOR SELECTING NONLINEAR LOAD STEP
#










Return the Solution Sequence number and Load Factor thta are
closest to a requested Load Factor.
in &pain Requested Load Factor
out &iseq Solution sequence number for output Load Factor








let &istp = %icfI(PCT.HED.SOLV,0,0,1)
let &istp = %icfI(BRCH.HED,0,1,2)
let &nseq = %max(&lstp,&istp)
do ;loop &is=l,&nseq
let &ifn = %ifl(D.SV,O,&is)
let &pa = Zfafm(&ifn,l)
if &pa-&pain l,;mach,;find
let &pamn = &pa
let &ismn = &is
;loop continue
# Requested Load Factor is .gt. Final Solution Load Factor
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
goto ;clos
;find continue
# Find Solution Load Factor closest to Requested Load Factor
let &pdmn = &pain-&pamn
let &pdmx = &pa-&pain
if &pdmn-&pdmx 1,1,;max
let &iseq = &ismn
let &paot = &pamn
goto ;clos
;max continue
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
goto ;clos
;mach continue
# Solution Load Factor matches Requested Load Factor
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
#
;clos continue
;ii0 format '(' Analysis State set to Solution Sequence Number ',I4)



















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
;2000 FORMAT'(/IX,'PICK THE PARTS TO BE DISPLAYED:')
;2001FORMAT'(/15X,'ALL PARTS (SKIN + STIFFENERS) = 0')
;2002 FORMAT'(15X,'SKIN ONLY = -I')
;2003 FORMAT'(15X,'SINGLE STIFFENER (I THRU N) = ?'/)
WRITE 6 ;2000:WRITE 6 ;2001:WRITE 6 ;2002:WRITE 6 ;2003
0UERY &NI " INPUT OPTION >> "
IF &NI ;I00 ;II0 ;120
;I00 MSET 20 INSERT NAME=BASE
GOTO ;200
;II0 MSET 20 INSERT ALL
GOTO ;200
;120 MSET 20 INSERT MSET=&NI
;200 CONTINUE
SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9
;i000 FORMAT'(/IX,'PICK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LABEL OPTIONS:')
;1001FORMAT'(/15X,'NO NODE OR ELEMENT NUMBERING = 0')
;1002 FORMAT'(15X,'NODE NUMBERING ONLY = I')
;1003 FORMAT'(15X,'ELEMENT NUMBERING ONLY = 2')
;1004 FORMAT'(15X,'NODE AND ELEMENT NUMBERING = 3'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO00:WRITE 6 ;IO01:WRITE 6 ;IO02:WRITE 6 ;IO03:WRITE 6 ;1004
QUERY &N1 " INPUT OPTION >> "
IF &NI-I ;I0 ;20 ;30
;I00VBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;20 OVBEGI:OVGEOM 0,0,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVNODE 0 0 MSET=20:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;30 IF &Nl£2 ;60 ;40 ;50
;40 OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVELEM 0 0 MSET=20:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;50 OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVNODE 0 0 MSET=20:OVELEM 0 0 MSET=20:0VEND
;60 CONTINUE















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
DSET UL 0 1





# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED SHAPE
#
SUB GEO3 &XX &NPL
DATA &IYES Y
LEGEND OFF
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - LINEAR STRESS





CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEUPT &X &Y &Z
QUERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;130 ;120 ;130
;120 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:0VGEOM:OVGEOM 1 1 &XX












# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED BUCKLED SHAPE
#
SUB GE04 &XX &NPL
DATA &IYES Y
LEGEND OFF
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - BIFURCATION BUCKLING





CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
0UERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;170 ;160 ;170
;160 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:0VGEOM:OVGEOM 1 1 &XX













# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED SHAPE
#








OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
IF &NS-I ;lO ;20 ;30
;i0 DSET D,0,1
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOM PLOT - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;100
;20 LET &MLS = ZICFL(BRCH.HED,O,1,2)
DSET D,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED fiEOM PLOT - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;I00
;30 CONTINUE
;1005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;1OO5
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
DSET D,O,&ISEO
;2000 FORMAT'('DEFLECTED GEOM - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2000 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;I00 CONTINUE
QUERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;130 ;120 ;130
;120 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:OVGEOM:OVGEOM 1 1 &XX












# SUBROUTINE FOR SELECTING DEFLECTION PLOTS
#
SUB DEFL &NG &XX
DATA &IYES Y
;I000 FORMAT'(//1X,'SELECT DESIRED DEFLECTION PLOT TYPE:')
;I001 FORMAT'(/15X,'LINEAR ANALYSIS = 0')
;1002 FORMAT'(15X,'BUCKLING ANALYSIS MODE SHAPE = I')
;1003 FORMAT'(15X,'NONLINEAR ANALYSIS = 2'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO00:WRITE 6 ;IOOI:WRITE 6 ;IOO2:WRITE 6 ;1003
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
A-262
;1004 FORMAT'(/IX,'SELECT DEFLECTION MAGNIFICATION FACTOR TO BE USED:')
;1005 FORMAT'(/15X,'LOW (.I0) = 0')
;1006 FORMAT'(15X,'MED (.20) = I')
;1OO7 FORMAT'(15X,'HIGH (.50) = 2')
;1OO8 FORMAT'(15X,'USER SELECTABLE = 3'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO04:WRITE 6 ;IO05:URITE 6 ;1006:WRITE 6 ;1007
WRITE 6 ;1008
QUERY &NM " INPUT SELECTION >> "





;30 IF &NM-2 ;I00 ;40 ;50
;40 LET &XX=.5
GOTO ;100
;50 0UERY &XX " INPUT MAGNIFICATION FACTOR >> "
;i00 CONTINUE










# SUBROUTINE FOR PRINTING STRESS OUANTITY MENU
#
SUB MNU2
;i000 FORMAT'(/IX,'OUANTITY MENU:(LINE LOAD) N-X = I, N-Y = 2, N-XY = 3')
;i001 FORMAT'(IX, ' (LINE MOMENT) M-X = 4, M-Y = 5')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX, ' (AVG STRAIN) E-X = II, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 13')








# SUBROUTINE TO PRINT LAYER STRESS MENU
#
SUB MNU3
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'OUANTITY MENU:(LAYER STRESS) S-X = i, S-Y = 2, S-XY = 4')
;I001 FORMAT'(IX, ' (LAYER STRAIN) E-X = Ii, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 14')

















CALL VIEU &X &Y &Z
VIE_PT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/1X,'PROGRAM UILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
URITE 6 ;2005
0UERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,0,&ISEQ
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2006 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL I 'N-X AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 4 'M-X AVG LINE MOMENT
DLABEL 5 'M-Y AVG LINE MOMENT
DLABEL Ii 'E-X AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
;25 CONTINUE
CALL MNU2
QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED 0UANTITY NUMBER >> "


















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
0UERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
GOTO ;999





;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL 1 'S-X PLY
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
DLABEL II 'E-X PLY
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY







;IO00 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE PLOTTED OUT IN THE LOCAL PLY')




QUERY &NLN "INPUT LAYER NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED >> "
QUERY &NLS "INPUT LAYER SURFACE: BOTTOM=-1, MIDDLE=O, TOP=I >> "
CALL MNU3
0UERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;90 ;lO0 ;90
;90 SSHELL 1 &NLN &NLS NAME=BASE
DFROMS &N3,&N3,MSH_O,NAME=BASE
;3000 FORMAT'('SKIN STRESS QUANTITY = 'I3,', LAYER = 'I3,', SURFACE = 'I3)




QUERY &NI "DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL PLY CONTOUR PLOTS?(Y/N)>> "















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
TITLE2 'SKIN M.S. AT ELEM QUAD POINTS - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,Ogly2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN M.S. AT ELEM OUAD POINTS - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)A-265
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN M.S. AT ELEM QUAD POINTS - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2006 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL I 'MARGIN OF SAFETY
FAlL ON II
SSHELL/MQMS=I i i -I NAME=BASE



















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
GOTO ;999




;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAH WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
URITE 6 ;2005
OUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO i.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL I 'N-X AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL ii 'E-X AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
;25 CONTINUE
CALL MNU2
QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;30 ;40 ;40
;30 OUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUHBER(ALL=IO) >> "
;3000 FORHAT'('STIFFENER AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - STIFF. NO.= '13)





















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEUPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
GOTO ;999




;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR. r/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "




DLABEL I 'S-X PLY STRESS
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY STRESS
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY STRESS
DLABEL II 'E-X PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY STRAIN
;IO00 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE PLOTTED OUT IN THE LOCAL PLY')




OUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=IO) >> "
OUERY &NLN "INPUT LAYER NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED >> "
0UERY &NLS "INPUT LAYER SURFACE: BOTTOM=-1, MIDDLE=O, TOP=I >> "
CALL MNU3
QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED OUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;90 ;I00 ;90
;90 SSHELL I &NLN &NLS MSET=&NS
DFROMS &N3,&N3,MSH,O,MSET=&NS
;3000 FORMAT'('STIFF NO.= '13,', STRESS QUAN= '13,', LAYER= '13', SURF= '13)




QUERY &N1 "DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL PLY CONTOUR PLOTS?(Y/N)>> "

















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LHNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-1 ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
GOTO ;999




;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL 1 'MARGIN OF SAFETY
FAIL ON II
QUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=IO) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('AHL MARGIN OF SAFETY - STIFF. NO.= '13)
',/RITE !TIT2 ;3000 &NS
TITLE2 !TIT2
SSHELL/MOHS=I 1 1 -1MSET=&NS








# SUBROUTINE FOR GENERATING MAX-MIN SUMMARY TABLES





IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 QUERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40






QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
A-268
TITLE2 _SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;51O LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,0,1,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT_(/IX,'PROGRAM UILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR._/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,0_&ISEQ
;2006 FORMATI(tSKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)









SLABEL ii 'E-X AVG
SLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG
SLABEL 13 tE-XY AVG
DLABEL 1 'N-X AVG
DLABEL 2 IN-Y AVG
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG
















IF &IF1 ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 0UERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 QUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=IO) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN AT INTEG PTS. - STIFF. NO.= 'I3)
WRITE !TIT2 ;3000 &NS
TITLE2 !TIT2
SPRINT 8,1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13,0,MSET=&NS
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80










IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 QUERY &N2 "DO YOU UISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40






0UERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
A-269
TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL PLY STRESS SUMMARY - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,0,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL PLY STRESS SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTN ;999
;52N CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM UILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
URITE 6 ;2005
0UERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISE0,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISE0
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN PANEL PLY STRESS SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)




SLABEL 1 'S-X PLY
SLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
SLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
SLABEL II 'E-X PLY
SLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY
SLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY
DLABEL 1 'S-X PLY
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
DLABEL II 'E-X PLY
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY













;1000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE GIVEN IN THE LOCAL PLY')




IF &IFI ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 OUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 OUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=IO) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('PLY STRESS SUMMARY AT ELEM OUAD POINTS - STIFF. NO.= 'I3)




IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80










IF &IFI ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 0UERY &N2 "DO YOU UISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40







QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
TITT,E2 'SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,0,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEO
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)






IF &IF1 ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 OUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 QUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=IO) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('AML MARGIN OF SAFETY AT ELEM QUAD POINTS - STIFF. NO.= 'I3)
WRITE !TIT2 ;3000 &NS
TITLE2 !TIT2
PSHELL 2,11,12,1,O,O,I,I,I,MSET=&NS
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80






# _UBROUTINE FOR TRANSFORMING METAPLOT FILES TO DEVICE PLOT FILES
#
SUB HC &NPL
IF &NPL ;I00 ;I00 ;I0
;10 DEVICE OPEN <SHCD>
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'SAVED PLOTS ARE NOW BEING TRANSFORMED TO PLOT FILES')











# THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE DISPLAYS A MENU FOR SELECTION OF
# POST PROCESSING FUNCTIONS
#
SUB MENU
;i000 FORMAT'(//IX,'MENU FOR PLOTS AND SUMMARY TABLES:'/)
;1001FORMAT'(IOX,'I) BASIC GEOMETRY PLOT')
;1002 FORMAT'(fOX,'2) GEOMETRY PLOT WITH LOAD VECTORS SBO_N')
;1003 FORMAT'(fOX,'3) DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT')
;1005 FORMAT'(IOX,'4) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS')
A-271
;1006 FORMAT'(IOX,'5) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;1007 FORMAT'(IOX,'6) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY')
;1008 FORMAT'(IOX,'7) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS _)
;1009 FORMAT'(IOX,'8) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;I010 FORMAT'(IOX,'9) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. MARGIN OF SAFETY')
;I011FORMAT'(9X,'IO) SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS')
;]012 FORMAT'(9X,'II) SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS')
;1013 FORMAT'(9X,'I2) SUMMARY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY'/)
;1014 FORMAT'(gx,'99) TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO00:_/RITE 6 ;IO01:WRITE 6 ;IO02:URITE 6 ;1003
WRITE 6 ;IO05:WRITE 6 ;IOO6:URITE 6 ;1007
WRITE 6 ;IO08:WRITE 6 ;IO09:WRITE 6 ;IOIO:URITE 6 ;lOll






SUB SEL2 &NPL &IMN
IF &IMN-2 ;I0 ;20 ;30
;I0 CALL GEO1 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;20 CALL GE02 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;30 IF &IMN-4 ;40 ;50 ;60
;40 CALL DEFL &NG &XX
IF &NG-4 ;41 ;42 ;43
;41 CALL GE03 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500
;42 CALL GEO4 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500
;43 CALL GEO5 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500
;50 CALL CON1 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;60 IF &IMN-6 ;70 ;80 ;90
;70 CALL CON2 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;80 CALL CON3 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;90 IF &IMN-8 ;I00 ;500 ;500





# SUBROUTINE FOR MENU SELECTION AND REDIRECTION
#
SUB SELl &IF1 &NPL
;5 CONTINUE
CALL MENU
OUERY &IMN "INPUT NUMBER OF MENU ITEM DESIRED >> "
CALL SEL2 &NPL &IMN
IF &IMN-99 ;I0 ;200 ;I0
;I0 IF &IMN-8 ;5 ;120 ;120
;120 IF &IMN-9 ;130 ;140 ;150
;130 CALL CON5 &NPL
GOTO ;5
;140 CALL CON6 &NPL
GOTO ;5
;150 IF &IMN-II ;160 ;170 ;180
;160 CALL SUM1 &IF1
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GOTO ;5
;170 CALL SUM2 &IF1
GOTO ;5






# MAIN PROGRAM SUBROUTINE DRIVER
#
CALL SELl &IF1 &NPL
CALL HC &NPL
CLOSE 8
;i000 FORMAT'(///IX,'THIS COMPLETES THE POST PROCESSING SESSION.'/)
;i001 FORMAT'(IX,'ANY HARD COPY PLOTS GENERATED HERE WILL RESIDE ON')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,'FILES IN THE WORKING DIRECTORY, USE NORMAL SUBMITTAL')

























THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO PERFORM
POST PROCESSING FOR MODELS GENERATED WITH
DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
VAX VERSION VI.2 6-28-91





S W := WRITE SYSSOUTPUT
Sw ""
$W " Advanced Composites Structural Concept"
$W " and Materials Technologies"
$W " Automated DIAL finite element analysis"
$W " POST PROCESSING MODULE"
$W ""
$W " VAX VERSION 1.2"








5! THE FOLLOWING COMMAND MAY NEED TO BE MODIFIED TO RUN
$! THE DIAL SCOPE PROCESSOR IF THE EQUIVALENT NAME IS NOT
5! ALREADY SETUP IN THE USER LOGIN.COM






# THIS SCOPE PROCEDURE IS FOR THE CURVED,







;I000 FORMAT'(IX,'GIVE A SHORT NAME FOR THIS ANALYSIS')
WRITE 6 ;I000
0UERY !NAME " PRECEDE MULTIPLE WORDS WITH APOSTROPHE >> "
OUERY !DEV "WHAT TYPE OF TERMINAL?(TEK, SEL,RETR,VT24) >> "
DEFINE SHCD VERS
OUERY &NBW "COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE? (C/B) >> "
IF &NBW-&NB ;91,;90,;91
;90 DSPECT SET 0 WHITE
DSPECT SET 1 BLACK
;91 CONTINUE
0UERY &NHC "WILL YOU WANT TO PLOT HARD COPIES?(Y/N) >> "
IF &NHC-&IYES ;30,;10,;30
;i0 0UERY IHCD "INPUT HARD COPY DEVICE(VERS,QMS) >> "
DEFINE SHCD !HCD
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;i000 FORMAT'(/IX,'WHAT OUTPUT OPTION WOULD YOU LIKE?')
;I001 FORMAT'(IX,' I) SCREEN PLOTS ONLY, NO HARD COPIES')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,' 2) ONLY HARD COPY PLOTS')





QUERY &NI "OPTION NUMBER? >> "
IF &NI-2 ;30,;40,;50
;30 DEVICE OPEN !DEV
LET &NPL=O
GOTO ;60
;40 DEVICE OPEN !HCD
LET &NPL=O
GOTO ;60











IF &NPL ;lO0 ;lO0 ;i0
;I0 QUERY &NX "DO YOU WISH A HARD COPY PLOT OF THE LAST PLOT?(Y/N) >> "










;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'CURRENT VIEWPOINT IS: X ='F5.1,' Y ='FS.I,' Z ='F5.1,/)
;I001FORMAT'(/IX,'VIEWING DIRECTION IS FROM THE VIEWPOINT COORDINATES TO'/)
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,'THE ORIGIN, ACTUAL DISTANCE BETWEEN THE POINTS IS NOT USED'/)
WRITE 6 ;I000 &X,&Y,&Z
;I0 QUERY &NX "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE VIEWPOINT FOR THIS PLOT?(Y/N) >>"
IF &NX-&IYES ;i00 ;20 ;I00
;20 I/RITE 6 ;IO01:WRITE 6 ;1002
QUERY &X "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT X COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "
QUERY &Y "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT Y COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "
QUERY &Z "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT Z COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "




# SUBROUTINE FOR PRINTING LOAD SELECTION MENU
#
SUB LMNU
;2000 FORMAT'(//IX,'SELECT LOAD FACTOR LEVEL TO BE PLOTTED:')
;2001FORMAT'(15X,'LINEAR SOLUTION = 0')
;2002 FORMAT'(15X,'MAX LOAD STEP ATTAINED = i')
;2003 FORMAT'(15X,'INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR = 2'/)





# SUBROUTINE FOR SELECTING NONLINEAR LOAD STEP
#
sub STAT &pain &iseq,&paot
.......................................................................
Return the Solution Sequence number and Load Factor thta are
closest to a requested Load Factor.
in &pain Requested Load Factor
out &iseq Solution sequence number for output Load Factor








let &istp = %icfI(PCT.HED.SOLV,O,O,I)
let &istp = %icfI(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
let &nseq = %max(&Istp,&istp)
do ;loop &is=l,&nseq
let &ifn = %ifl(D.SV,0,&is)
let &pa = %fafm(&ifn,l)
if &pa-&pain l,;mach,;find
let &pamn = &pa
let &ismn = &is
;loop continue
# Requested Load Factor is .Et. Final Solution Load Factor
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
goto ;clos
;find continue
# Find Solution Load Factor closest to Requested Load Factor
let &pdmn = &pain-&pamn
let &pdmx = &pa-&pain
if &pdmn-&pdmx l,l,;max
let &iseq = &ismn
let &paot = &pamn
goto ;clos
;max continue
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
goto ;clos
;mach continue
# Solution Load Factor matches Requested Load Factor
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
#
;clos continue
;110 format '(' Analysis State set to Solution Sequence Number ',I4)



















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
;2000 FORMAT'(/IX,'PICK THE PARTS TO BE DISPLAYED:')
;2001FORMAT'(/15X,'ALL PARTS (SKIN + STIFFENERS) = 0')
;2002 FORMAT'(15X,'SKIN ONLY = -I')
;2003 FORMAT'(15X,'SINGLE STIFFENER (I THRU N) = ?'/)
WRITE 6 ;2000:WRITE 6 ;2001:WRITE 6 ;2002:WRITE 6 ;2003
0UERY &NI " INPUT OPTION >> "
IF &NI ;I00 ;II0 ;120
;i00 MSET 20 INSERT NAME=BASE
GOTO ;200
;IIO MSET 20 INSERT ALL
GOTO ;200
;120 MSET 20 INSERT MSET=&NI
;200 CONTINUE
SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9
;i000 FORMAT'(/IX,'PICK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LABEL OPTIONS:')
;I001FORMAT'(/15X,'NO NODE OR ELEMENT NUMBERING = 0')
;1002 FORMAT'(15X,'NODE NUMBERING ONLY = i')
;1003 FORMAT'(15X,'ELEMENT NUMBERING ONLY = 2')
;1004 FORMAT'(15X,'NODE AND ELEMENT NUMBERING = 3'/)
WRITE 6 ;1000:WRITE 6 ;1001:WRITE 6 ;I002:WRITE 6 ;IO03:WRITE 6 ;1004
OUERY &NI " INPUT OPTION >> "
IF &NI-I ;I0 ;20 ;30
;IO OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;20 OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVNODE 0 0 MSET=20:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;30 IF &NIX2 ;60 ;40 ;50
;40 OVBEGI:OVGEOM 0,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVELEM 0 0 MSET=20:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;50 OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVNODE 0 0 MSET=20:OVELEM 0 0 MSET=20:OVEND
;60 CONTINUE















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
DSET UL 0 1





# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED SHAPE
#
SUB GEO3 &XX &NPL
DATA &IYES Y
LEGEND OFF
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - LINEAR STRESS






CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
QUERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;130 ;120 ;130
;120 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:OVGEOM:OVGEOM 1 i &XX












# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED BUCKLED SHAPE
#
SUB GE04 &XX &NPL
DATA &IYES Y
LEGEND OFF
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - BIFURCATION BUCKLING






CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
QUERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;170 ;160 ;170
;160 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:0VGEOM:OVGEOM I I &XX













# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED SHAPE
#








OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
IF &NS-I ;I0 ;20 ;30
;I0 DSET D,O,I
DGLOBAL
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOM PLOT - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;I00
;20 LET &MLS = ZICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
DSET D,O,&MLS
DGLOBAL
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOM PLOT - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;I00
;30 CONTINUE
;1005 FORMAT'(/IX, tPROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR. I/)
WRITE 6 ;1005
OUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
DSET D,O,&ISEQ
DGLOBAL
;2000 FORMAT'(rDEFLECTED GEOM - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2000 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;lO0 CONTINUE
QUERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;130 ;120 ;130
;120 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:0VGEOM:OVGEOM 1 1 &XX












# SUBROUTINE FOR SELECTING DEFLECTION PLOTS
#
SUB DEFL &NG &XX
DATA &IYES Y
;I000 FORMAT'(//IX,'SELECT DESIRED DEFLECTION PLOT TYPE:')
A-279
;I001FORMAT'(/15X,'LINEAR ANALYSIS = 0')
;1002 FORMAT'(15X,'BUCKLING ANALYSIS MODE SHAPE = i')
;1OO3 FORMAT'(15X,'NONLINEAR ANALYSIS = 2'/)
VRITE 6 ;IO00:!_RITE 6 ;IO01:WRITE 6 ;IO02:URITE 6 ;1003
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
;1004 FORMAT'(/IX,'SELECT DEFLECTION MAGNIFICATION FACTOR TO BE USED:')
;1005 FORMAT'(/15X,'LOW (.I0) = 0')
;1006 FORMAT'(15X,'MED (.20) = I')
;1007 FORHAT'(15X,'HIGH (.50) = 2')
;1008 FORHAT'(15X,'USER SELECTABLE = 3'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO04:WRITE 6 ;IO05:URITE 6 ;IO06:URITE 6 ;1007
WRITE 6 ;1008
QUERY &NM " INPUT SELECTION >> "





;30 IF &NM-2 ;I00 ;40 ;50
;40 LET &XX=.5
GOTO ;100
;50 QUERY &XX " INPUT MAGNIFICATION FACTOR >> "
;IOO CONTINUE










# SUBROUTINE FOR PRINTING STRESS QUANTITY MENU
#
SUB MNU2
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'QUANTITY HENU:(LINE LOAD) N-X = I, N-Y = 2, N-XY = 3')
;1001 FORMAT'(IX, ' (LINE MOMENT) M-X = 4, M-Y = 5')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX, ' (AVG STRAIN) E-X = II, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 13')








# SUBROUTINE TO PRINT LAYER STRESS MENU
#
SUB MNU3
;I000 FORHAT'(/IX,'QUANTITY MENU:(LAYER STRESS) S-X = I, S-Y = 2, S-XY = 4')
;I001 FORMAT'(IX, ' (LAYER STRAIN) E-X = II, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 14')

















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2006 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL I 'N-X AVG
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG
DLABEL 4 'M-X AVG
DLABEL 5 'M-Y AVG
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG











QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "


















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "








;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL I 'S-X PLY STRESS
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY STRESS
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY STRESS
DLABEL II 'E-X PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY STRAIN
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE PLOTTED OUT IN THE LOCAL PLY')




0UERY &NLN "INPUT LAYER NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED >> "
QUERY &NLS "INPUT LAYER SURFACE: BOTTOM=-1, MIDDLE=O, TOP=I >> "
CALL MNU3
QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;90 ;100 ;90
;90 SSHELL 1 &NLN &NLS NAME=BASE
DFROMS &N3,&N3pMSH,O,NAME=BASE
;3000 FORMAT'('SKIN STRESS QUANTITY = '13,', LAYER = '13,', SURFACE = '13)




QUERY &NI "DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL PLY CONTOUR PLOTS?(Y/N)>> "















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
TITLE2 'SKIN M.S. AT ELEM OUAD POINTS - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2) A-282
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN M.S. AT ELEM OUAD POINTS - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (O TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN M.S. AT ELEM OUAD POINTS - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2006 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL 1 'MARGIN OF SAFETY
FAIL ON II
SSHELL/MOMS=I I I -I NAME=BASE



















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
0UERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,0,1
GOTO ;999




;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
OUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISE0,&PAOT
SSET S,0,&ISEQ
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL I 'N-X AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
;25 CONTINUE
CALL MNU2
QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED OUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;30 ;40 ;40
;30 0UERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=10) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('STIFFENER AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - STIFF. NO.= '13)
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CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
0UERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
GOTO ;999




;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
0UERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "




DLABEL i 'S-X PLY STRESS
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY STRESS
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY STRESS
DLABEL II 'E-X PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY STRAIN
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE PLOTTED OUT IN THE LOCAL PLY')




OUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=IO) >> "
OUERY &NLN "INPUT LAYER NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED >> "
OUERY &NLS "INPUT LAYER SURFACE: BOTTOM=-I, MIDDLE=O, TOP=I >> "
CALL MNU3
0UERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED OUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;90 ;I00 ;90
;90 SSHELL I &NLN &NLS HSET=&NS
DFROMS &N3,&N3,MSM,O,MSET=&NS
;3000 FORMAT'('STIFF NO.= 'I3,', STRESS QUAN= 'I3,', LAYER= 'I3', SURF- 'I3)





QUERY &NI "DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL PLY CONTOUR PLOTS?(Y/N)>> "
















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
GOTO ;999




;2005 FORMATt(/IX, tPROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR. I/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO l.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
SSET S,Oy&ISEO
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL 1 'MARGIN OF SAFETY
FAIL ON ll
OUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=IO) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('AML MARGIN OF SAFETY - STIFF. NO.= '13)
WRITE !TIT2 ;3000 &NS
TITLE2 !TIT2
SSHELL/MQMS=I 1 1 -I MSET=&NS








# SUBROUTINE FOR GENERATING MAX-MIN SUMMARY TABLES





IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 QUERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40







OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,0,1
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = _ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
OUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISE0
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)









SLABEL II 'E-X AVG
SLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG
SLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG
DLABEL I 'N-X AVG
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG
















IF &IF1 ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 0UERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 OUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=I0) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN AT INTEG PTS. - STIFF. NO.= '13)
WRITE !TIT2 ;3000 &NS
TITLE2 !TIT'2
SPRINT 8,1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13,0,MSET=&NS
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80










IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 OUERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40







0UERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-1 ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL PLY STRESS SUMMARY - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL PLY STRESS SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM UILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
OUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISE0_&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEO
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN PANEL PLY STRESS SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)




SLABEL I 'S-X PLY
SLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
SLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
SLABEL II 'E-X PLY
SLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY
SLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY
DLABEL 1 'S-X PLY
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
DLABEL II 'E-X PLY
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY













;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE GIVEN IN THE LOCAL PLY')




IF &IF1 ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 0UERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 0UERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=IO) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('PLY STRESS SUMMARY AT ELEM 0UAD POINTS - STIFF. NO.= 'I3)




IF &IFl ;70 ;70 ;80










IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 OUERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40







OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
TITLE2 'SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
0UERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEO
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR -'F5.2)






IF &IFI ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 OUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 OUERY &NS "INPUT STIFFENER NUMBER(ALL=I0) >> "
;3000 FORMAT'('AML MARGIN OF SAFETY AT ELEM OUAD POINTS - STIFF. NO.= '13)
WRITE !TIT2 ;3000 &NS
TITLE2 !TIT2
PSHELL 2,11,12,1,O,O,I,I,I,MSET=&NS
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80






# SUBROUTINE FOR TRANSFORMING METAPLOT FILES TO DEVICE PLOT FILES
#
SUB HC &NPL
IF &NPL ;i00 ;I00 ;i0
;I0 DEVICE OPEN <SMCD>
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'SAVED PLOTS ARE NOW BEING TRANSFORMED TO PLOT FILES')











# THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE DISPLAYS A MENU FOR SELECTION OF




;I000 FORMAT'(//IX,'MENU FOR PLOTS AND SUMMARY TABLES:'/)
;I001FORMAT'(10X,'I) BASIC GEOMETRY PLOT')
;1002 FORMAT'(IOX,'2) GEOMETRY PLOT WITH LOAD VECTORS SHOWN')
;1003 FORMAT'(IOX,'3) DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT')
;1005 FORMAT'(fOX,'4) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS')
;1006 FORMAT'(IOX,'5) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;1007 FORMAT'(IOX,'6) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY')
;1008 FORMAT'(IOX,'7) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS')
;1009 FORMAT'(fOX,'8) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;I010 FORMAT'(fOX,'9) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. MARGIN OF SAFETY')
;I011 FORMAT'(9X,'IO) SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS')
;1012 FORMAT'(gx,'II) SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS')
;1013 FORMAT'(9X,'I2) SUMMARY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY'/)
;1014 FORMAT'(9X,'99) TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO00:W'RITE 6 ;IO01:URITE 6 ;IO02:_RITE 6 ;1003
WRITE 6 ;IO05:URITE 6 ;IO06:URITE 6 ;1007
WRITE 6 ;1008:WRITE 6 ;IO09:URITE 6 ;1010:WRITE 6 ;I011






SUB SEL2 &NPL &IMN
IF &IMN-2 ;I0 ;20 ;30
;10 CALL GEOI &NPL
GOTO ;500
;20 CALL GE02 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;30 IF &IMN-4 ;40 ;50 ;60
;40 CALL DEFL &NG &XX
IF &NG-4 ;41 ;42 ;43
;41 CALL GE03 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500
;42 CALL GEO4 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500
;43 CALL GE05 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500
;50 CALL CON1 &NPL
_OTO ;500
;60 IF &IMN-6 ;70 ;80 ;90
;70 CALL CON2 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;80 CALL CON3 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;90 IF &IMN-8 ;i00 ;500 ;500





# SUBROUTINE FOR MENU SELECTION AND REDIRECTION
#
SUB SELl &IF1 &NPL
;5 CONTINUE
CALL MENU
0UERY &IMN "INPUT NUMBER OF MENU ITEM DESIRED >> "
CALL SEL2 &NPL &IMN
IF &IMN-99 ;i0 ;200 ;i0
;IO IF &IMN-8 ;5 ;120 ;120
;120 IF &IMN-9 ;130 ;140 ;150
;130 CALL CON5 &NPL
A-289
GOTO ;5
;140 CALL CON6 &NPL
GOTO ;5
;150 IF &IMN-II ;160 ;170 ;180
;160 CALL SUMI &IF1
GOTO ;5
;170 CALL SUM2 &IF1
GOT0 ;5






# MAIN PROGRAM SUBROUTINE DRIUER
#
CALL SELl &IF1 &NPL
CALL HC &NPL
CLOSE 8
;I000 FORMAT'(///IX,'THIS COMPLETES THE POST PROCESSING SESSION.'/)
;I001 FORMAT'(IX,'ANY HARD COPY PLOTS GENERATED HERE WILL RESIDE ON')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,'FILES IN THE WORKING DIRECTORY, USE NORMAL SUBMITTAL')







$! End of PP.COM
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$! THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO PERFORM
$! POST PROCESSING FOR MODELS GENERATED WITH
$! DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
5! VAX VERSION VI.3 2-28-92
$! AUTHOR: WAYNE M. BROWN LMSC 81-12
5! PHONE: (408) 756-1137
5!###################################################################
$START:
$ V := WRITE SYSSOUTPUT
$V ""
SW " Advanced Composites Structural Concept"
$W " and Materials Technologies"
SW " Automated DIAL finite element analysis"
$W " POST PROCESSING MODULE"
SW ""
$W " VAX VERSION 1.3 "




$INQUIRE DB "What is the name of the DIAL data base file?"
$ASSIGN 'DB' FILO02
$W ""
$W "Which module was used to create this data base?"
$W " I) FLAT RECTANGULAR STRINGER STIFFENED PANEL "
SW " 2) CURVED RECTANGULAR STRINGER STIFFENED PANEL "
$W " 3) FLAT RECTANGULAR TUBULAR PANEL"
SW " 4) GEODESICALLY STIFFENED PANEL "
$W ....
$INOUIRE MODULE " NUMBER?>> "
$w ""
$IF MODULE .EOS. "I" THEN GOTO MODI
$IF MODULE .EOS. "2" THEN GOTO MOD2
$IF MODULE .EOS. "3" THEN GOTO MOD3
$IF MODULE .EQS. "4" THEN GOTO MOD2
$MODI:
SW "This post-processor will only handle the tubular core panel_"
$GOTO END
SMOD2:
$W "This post-processor will only handle the tubular core panell"
SGOTO END
SMOD3:
5! THE FOLLOWING COMMAND MAY NEED TO BE MODIFIED TO RUN
$! THE DIAL SCOPE PROCESSOR IF THE EOUIVALENT NAME IS NOT
$! ALREADY SETUP IN THE USER LOGIN.COM






# THIS SCOPE PROCEDURE IS FOR MODULE 3








;I000 FORMAT'(IX,'GIVE A SHORT NAME FOR THIS ANALYSIS')
WRITE 6 ;I000
OUERY !NAME " PRECEDE MULTIPLE WORDS WITH APOSTROPHE >> "
0UERY !DEV "WHAT TYPE OF TERMINAL?(TEK,SEL,RETR,VT24) >> "
DEFINE SHCD VERS
QUERY &NBW "COLOR OR BLACK AND WHITE ? (C/B) >> "
IF &NBW-&NB ;91, ;90, ;91
;90 DSPECT SET 0 WHITE
DSPECT SET I BLACK
;91 CONTINUE
QUERY &NHC "WILL YOU WANT TO PLOT HARD COPIES?(Y/N) >> "
IF &NHC-&IYES ;30,;10,;30
;I00UERY !HCD "INPUT HARD COPY DEVICE(VERS,QMS) >> "
DEFINE SHCD !HCD
;iO00 FORMAT'(/IX,'WHAT OUTPUT OPTION WOULD YOU LIKE?')
;I001 FORMAT'(IX,' I) SCREEN PLOTS ONLY, NO HARD COPIES')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,' 2) ONLY HARD COPY PLOTS')





0UERY &NI "OPTION NUMBER? >> "
IF &NI-2 ;30,;40,;50
;30 DEVICE OPEN !DEV
LET &NPL=O
GOTO ;60
;40 DEVICE OPEN !HCD
LET &NPL=O
GOTO ;60











IF &NPL ;IO0 ;I00 ;I0
;I0 QUERY &NX "DO YOU WISH A HARD COPY PLOT OF THE LAST PLOT?(Y/N) >> "











;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'CURRENT VIEWPOINT IS: X ='F5.1,' Y ='F5.1,' Z ='F5.1,/)
;IO01 FORMAT'(/IX,'VIEWING DIRECTION IS FROM THE VIEWPOINT COORDINATES TO'/)
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,'THE ORIGIN, ACTUAL DISTANCE BETWEEN THE POINTS IS NOT USED'/)
WRITE 6 ;1000 &X,&Y,&Z
;i0 QUERY &NX "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE VIEWPOINT FOR THIS PLOT?(Y/N) >>"
IF &NX-&IYES ;I00 ;20 ;i00
;20 WRITE 6 ;IO01:WRITE 6 ;1002
QUERY &X "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT X COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "
QUERY &Y "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT Y COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "
QUERY &Z "INPUT NEW VIEWPOINT Z COORD.(INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT) >> "




# SUBROUTINE TO PRINT MESH 0UERY FOR PLOTTING
#
SUB PRNT
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'PICK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LABEL OPTIONS:')
;i001FORMAT'(/15X,'NO NODE OR ELEMENT NUMBERING = 0')
;1002 FORMAT'(15X,'NODE NUMBERING ONLY = I')
;1003 FORMAT'(15X,'ELEMENT NUMBERING ONLY = 2')
;1004 FORMAT'(15X,'NODE AND ELEMENT NUMBERING = 3'/)




# SUBROUTINE FOR PRINTING LOAD SELECTION MENU
#
SUB LMNU
;2000 FORMAT'(//IX,'SELECT LOAD FACTOR LEVEL TO BE PLOTTED:')
;2001FORMAT'(15X,'LINEAR SOLUTION = 0')
;2002 FORMAT'(15X,'MAX LOAD STEP ATTAINED = I')
;2003 FORMAT'(15X,'INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR = 2'/)




# SUBROUTINE FOR SELECTING NONLINEAR LOAD STEP
#
sub STAT &pain &iseq,&paot
#----
Return the Solution Sequence number and Load Factor thta are
closest to a requested Load Factor.
in &pain Requested Load Factor
out &iseq Solution sequence number for output Load Factor








let &istp = %icfI(PCT.HED.SOLV,O,0,1)
let &istp = %icfI(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
let &nseq = %max(&istp,&istp)
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do ;Ioop &is=l,&nseq
let &ifn = %ifl(D.SV,0,&is)
let &pa = %fafm(&ifn,l)
if &pa-&pain l,;mach,;find
let &pamn = &pa
let &ismn = &is
;loop continue
# Requested Load Factor is .gt. Final Solution Load Factor
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
goto ;clos
;find continue
# Find Solution Load Factor closest to Requested Load Factor
let &pdmn = &pain-&pamn
let &pdmx = &pa-&pain
if &pdmn-&pdmx l,l,;max
let &iseq = &ismn
let &paot = &pamn
goto ;clos
;max continue
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
goto ;clos
;mach continue
# Solution Load Factor matches Requested Load Factor
let &iseq = &is
let &paot = &pa
#
;clos continue
;II0 format '(' Analysis State set to Solution Sequence Number ',I4)


















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
;2000 FORMAT'(/IX,'PICK THE PARTS TO BE DISPLAYED:'/)
#
;2001 FORMAT'(15X,'ALL PARTS (SKINS + TUBES) = 0')
;2002 FORMAT'(15X,'TOP SKIN ONLY = i')
;2003 FORMAT'(15X,'BOTTOM SKIN ONLY = 2')
;2004 FORMAT'(15X,'ALL TUBES (webs + Top & Bot. walls = 3')
;2005 FORMAT'(15X,'FilIers only = 4')
;2006 FORMAT'(15X,'AII tube webs only = 5'/)
#
WRITE 6 ;2000 :WRITE 6 ;2001 :WRITE 6 ;2002 :WRITE 6 ;2003
A-294
WRITE 6 ;2004 :WRITE 6 ;2005 :WRITE 6 ;2006
QUERY &NI " INPUT OPTION >> "
#
IF &NI-3 1 ;120 ;120
IF &NI-I 1 ;IIO ;130
MSET 20 INSERT ALL
GOTO ;200
;II0 MSET 20 INSERT MSET=I
GOTO ;200
;130 MSET 20 INSERT MSET=3
GOTO ;200
#
;120 IF &NI-4 1 ;140 ;150
MSET 20 INSERT MSET=II
GOTO ;200
;140 MSET 20 INSERT MSET=4
GOTO ;200





QUERY &NI " INPUT OPTION >> "
IF &NI-I ;I0 ;20 ;30
;IO OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;20 OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVNODE O 0 MSET=20:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;30 IF &NI-2 ;60 ;40 ;50
;40 OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVELEM 0 0 MSET=20:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;50 OVBEGI:OVGEOM O,O,O,MSET=20:OVMESH MSET=20:OVGLOB
OVNODE 0 0 MSET=20:OVELEM 0 0 MSET=20:OVEND
;60 CONTINUE














CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z






# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED SHAPE
#








CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - LINEAR STRESS
DSET D 0 1
QUERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;130 ;120 ;130
;120 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:OVGEOM:OVGEOM I I &XX












# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED BUCKLED SHAPE
#




QUERY &NMOD " HOW MANY MODES WERE DETERMINED? >> "
let &IMOD=I
;888 CONTINUE
;200 FORMAT'(' BIFURCATION BUCKLING - MODE SHAPE No. ',12)
WRITE !TIT2 ;200 &IMOD
TITLE2 !TIT2






CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
QUERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES 1170 ;160 ;170
;160 CONTINUE
OVBECI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:0VGEOM:OVGEOM I 1 &XX











IF &IMOD-&NMOD ;iii ;iii ;222
;III OUERY &NX " DO YOU WANT TO PLOT THE NEXT MODE SHAPE? (Y/N) >> "
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# SUBROUTINE FOR GEOMETRY PLOT OF DEFLECTED SHAPE
#








QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
IF &NS-I ;I0 ;20 ;30
;I0 DSET D,O,I
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOM PLOT - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;I00
;20 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
DSET D,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOM PLOT - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;I00
;30 CONTINUE
;1005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;1005
OUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 T_ I.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
DSET D,O,&ISEQ
;2000 FORMAT'('DEFLECTED GEOM - NONLINEAR ANALYSIS - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2000 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;I00 CONTINUE
0UERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOW THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;130 ;120 ;130
;120 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:0VGEOM:OVGEOM I 1 &XX












# SUBROUTINE FOR PRINTING STRESS QUANTITY MENU
#
SUB MNU2
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'0UANTITY MENU:(LINE LOAD)
;1001 FORMAT'(IX, '
;1002 FORMAT'(IX, '




N-X = I, N-Y =
(LINE MOMENT) M-X = 4, M-Y =
2, N-XY = 3')
5')
(AVG STRAIN) E-X = II, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 13')






# SUBROUTINE TO PRINT LAYER STRESS MENU
#
SUB MNU3
;I000 FORMAT'(/1X,'QUANTITY MENU:(LAYER STRESS)
;I001 FORMAT'(IX, ' (LAYER STRAIN)
















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,0,1
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITLE2 'SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
S-X = I, S-Y = 2, S-XY = 4')
E-X = II, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 14')
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.O) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;20N6 FORMAT'('SKIN AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2006 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;99q CONTINUE
DLABEL 1 'N-X AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 4 'M-X AVG LINE MOMENT
DLABEL 5 'M-Y AVG LINE MOMENT
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
;25 CONTINUE
CALL MNU2
QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;30 ;70 ;30
;30 CONTINUE
QUERY &NI "TOP OR BOTTOM FACE SHEET?(TOP=0,BOTTOM=I)>> "








OVANNO 0 "BOTTOM SHEET":OVMESH MSET=3:OVGLOB:OVEND















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "




;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,0,1,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
#LET &PAIN=IO0.
#CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
#;2100 FORMATt(_LOAD STEP=_,F5.2)
#WRITE !ANO ;2100 &PAOT
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT_(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEO
#;2101 FORMAT'('LOAD STEP=_,F5.2)
#WRITE !ANO ;2101 &PAOT
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL 1 'S-X PLY
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
DLABEL II 'E-X PLY
DLABEL 12 _E-Y PLY







;i000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE PLOTTED OUT IN THE LOCAL PLY')




QUERY &NI "INPUT TOP OR BOTTOM FACE SHEET(TOP=O,BOTTOM=I) >> "
QUERY &NLN "INPUT LAYER NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED >> "
0UERY &NLS "INPUT LAYER SURFACE: BOTTOM=-I, MIDDLE=O, TOP=I >> "
CALL MNU3
OUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED OUANTITY NUMBER >> "
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IF &N3-99 ;90 ;200 ;90
;90 CONTINUE
IF &NI ;200 ;I00 ;II0
;100 CONTINUE
;2000 FORMAT'('TOP F.S. STRESS QUANTITY = 'I3,', LAYER = 'I3,',
WRITE !TIT2 ;2000 &N3 &NLN &NLS
TITLE2 !TIT2






;30NO FORMAT'('BOTTOM F.S. STRESS QUANT. = 'I3,', LAYER = 'I3,',
WRITE !TIT2 ;3000 &N3 &NLN &NLS
TITLE2 !TIT2




;120 CALL PLOT &NPL
QUERY &NI "DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL PLY CONTOUR PLOTS?(Y/N)>> "















CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
TITLE2 'SKIN M.S. AT ELEM OUAD POINTS - LINEAR SOLUTION
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
TITI.E2 'SKIN M.S. AT ELEM OUAD POINTS - NONLINEAR - FINAL STEP
GOTO ;999
;520 CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;2006 FORMAT'('SKIN M.S. AT ELEM QUAD POINTS - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)
WRITE !TIT2 ;2006 &PAOT
TITLE2 !TIT2
;999 CONTINUE
DLABEL 1 'MARGIN OF SAFETY
FAIL ON ll




IF &NI ;70 ;40 ;50
;40 SSHELL/MQMS=I i I -I MSET=I
DFROME 11 MSH MSET=I
OVBEGI:OVGEOM 0,O,0,MSET=I:OVCONT I,O,IO,O,MSET=I
OVANNO 0 "TOP SHEET":OVMESH MSET=I:OVGLOB:OVEND
GOTO ;60
;50 SSHELL/MQMS=I 1 1 -i MSET=3
DFROME I I MSH MSET=3
OVBEGI:OVGEOM 0,0,0,MSET=3:OVCONT 1,0,10,0,MSET=3
OVANNO 0 "BOTTOM SHEET":OVMESH MSET=3:OVGLOB:OVEND






# SUBROUTINE TO CREATE CONTOUR PLOTS OF AVG LOADS & STRAIN
# TUBES
#
SUB CON4 &NPL &NTBU &NPRT
DATA &IYES Y





CALL VIEU &X &Y &Z
VIEUPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
#
;I01FORMAT'('Tube ',12,'-',11,' AVG L.LOAD OR STRAIN - lin. ana.')




;51o LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,0,1,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
#
;102 FORMAT'('Tube ',12,'-',11,' AVG L.LOAD/STRAIN - final step ')





;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAH UILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
URITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
#
;2006 FORMAT'('Tube ',12,'-',11,' AVG L.LOAD/STRAIN, L. fac.= _,F5.2)




#TITLE2 'TUBE AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN
#
DLABEL I 'N-X AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG LINE LOAD
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DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL ii 'E-X AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
;25 CONTINUE
CALL MNU2
0UERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED 0UANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;30 ;40 ;30








# SUBROUTINE TO CREATE CONTOUR PLOTS OF LAYER STRESS & STRAIN
# TUBES
#
SUB CON5 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
DATA &IYES Y





CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEUPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "




;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,0,1,2)
SSET _,o,gMLS
LET !ANO= 'FINAL LOAD STEP
GOTO ;999
;52N CONTINUE
;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO l.O) >> "
CALl, STAT _PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEO
;2100 FORMAT'('LOAD STEP=',F5.2)
WRITE !ANO ;2000 &PAOT
;999 CONTINUE
;70 CONTINUE
DLABEL 1 'S-X PLY STRESS
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY STRESS
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY STRESS
DLABEL II 'E-X PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY STRAIN
;IOOO FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE PLOTTED OUT IN THE LOCAL PLY')




OUERY &NLN "INPUT LAYER NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED >> "
0UERY &NLS "INPUT LAYER SURFACE: BOTTOM=-1, MIDDLE=O, TOP=I >> "
CALL MNU3
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QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;90 ;I00 ;90
;90 SSHELL I &NLN &NLS MSET=I2
DFROMg &N3,&N3,MSH,O, MSET=12
#
;3000 FORMAT'('Tube ',I2,'-',II,' Stress quan.='I3,', lay.=',I3,', surf.='I3)
WRITE !TIT2 ;3000 &NTBU &NPRT &N3 &NLN &NLS
TITIE2 !TIT2
#
OVBEGI:OVGEOM 0,0,0, MSET:I2:OVCONT &N3,0,10,O, MSET=I2
OVANNO 0 !ANO:OVMESH MSET=I2:OVGLOB:OVEND
CALL PLOT &NPL
QUERY &NI "DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL TUBE PLY CONTOUR PLOTS?(Y/N)>> "






# SUBROUTINE FOR MAKING CONTOUR PLOTS OF MARGIN OF SAFETY
# TUBE
#
SUB CON6 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
DATA &IYES Y





CALL VIEW &X &Y &Z
VIEWPT &X &Y &Z
CALL LMNU
QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
#
;500 SSET S,O,I
;I01FORMAT'('Tube ',I2,'-',II,' Stress M.S. - linear ana.')




;51o LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS
#
;102 FORMAT'('Tube ',I2,'-',II,' Stress M.S., nonl. ana.,- final step')





;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
#
;2006 FORMAT'('Tube ',I2,'-',II,' M.S.-Nonl. ana.- load fac.=',F5.2)




DLABEL 1 'MARGIN OF SAFETY
A-303
FAIL ON ll
SSHELL/MQMS=I 1 1 -i MSET=12







# SUBROUTINE FOR GENERATING MAX-MIN SUMMARY TABLES





IF &IFl ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 OUERY &N2 "DO YOU _ISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2 &IYES ;40 ;30 ;40







QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
;3000 FORMAT'(/IX,'AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - LINEAR SOLUTION')
URITE 6 ;3000
GOTO ;999
;510 LET &MLS = %ICFL(BRCH.HED,O,I,2)
SSET S,O,&MLS





;20O5 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM UILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
URITE 6 ;2005
OUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEO,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;2006 FORMAT'(/IX'AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)









SLABEL ll 'E-X AVG
SLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG
SLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG
DLABEL I 'N-X AVG
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG















DLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
TITLE2 'TOP FACE SHEET AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN AT INTEGRATION POINTS
SPRINT 8, 1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13, 0, MSET=I
IF &IFI ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 OUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 TITLE2 'BOTTOM FACE SHEET AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN AT INTEGRATION POINTS
SPRINT 8, 1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13, O, MSET=3
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80
;70 OUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
#
;80 TITLE2 'TUBE STIFFENER AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN AT INTEGRATION POINTS
SPRINT 8, 1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13, 0, MSET=II
#
IF &IF1 ;90 ;90 ;I00










IF &IFl ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 OUERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40







QUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-I ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,0,I
GOTO ;999





;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "





SLABEL I 'S-X PLY
SLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
SLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
SLABEL II 'E-X PLY
SLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY
SLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY
DLABEL 1 'S-X PLY
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
DLABEL ii 'E-X PLY













DLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY STRAIN
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE GIVEN IN THE LOCAL PLY')




TITLE2 'TOP FACE SHEET PLY STRESS SUMMARY AT ELEM QUAD POINTS
PSHELL 6, 1,2,4,11,12,14, 1,0,0. I,O,I, MSET=I
IF &IF1 ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 OUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 TITLE2 'BOTTOM FACE SHEET PLY STRESS SUMMARY AT ELEM QUAD POINTS
PSHELL 6, 1,2,4,11,12,14, 1,0,0, 1,0,i, MSET=3
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80
;70 QUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
#
;80 TITLE2 'TUBE STIFFENER PLY STRESS SUMMARY AT ELEM QUAD POINTS
PSHELL 6, 1,2,4,11,12,14, 1,0,0, 1,0,I, MSET=II
#
IF &IF1 ;90 ;90 ;i00










IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 OUERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40







OUERY &NS " INPUT SELECTION >> "
IF &NS-] ;500 ;510 ;520
;500 SSET S,O,I
GOTO ;999





;2005 FORMAT'(/IX,'PROGRAM WILL FIND LOAD STEP CLOSEST TO SELECTED FACTOR.'/)
WRITE 6 ;2005
QUERY &PAIN " INPUT INTERMEDIATE LOAD FACTOR FRACTION (0 TO 1.0) >> "
CALL STAT &PAIN &ISEQ,&PAOT
SSET S,O,&ISEQ
;20(]6 FORMAT'('MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY - NONLINEAR - LOAD FACTOR ='F5.2)





TITLE2 'TOP FACE SHEET MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY AT ELEMENT QUADRATURE POINTS
PSHELL 3, II,12913, 1,0,0, i,I,I, MSET=I
IF &IF1 ;50 ;50 ;60
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;50 OIJERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 TITLE2 'BOTTOM FACE SHEET MARGIN OF SAFETY SUM. AT ELEMENT QUADRATURE POINTS
PSHELL 3, 11,12,13, 1,0,O, I,],1, MSET=3
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80
;70 QUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
#
;8N TITLE2 'TUBE STIFFENER MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY AT ELEMENT QUADRATURE POINTS
PSHELL 3, II,12,13, 1,0,0, 1,l,l, MSET=I1
#
IF &IFI ;90 ;90 ;lO0






# SUBROUTINE FOR TRANSFORMING METAPLOT FILES TO DEVICE PLOT FILES
#
SUB HC &NPL
IF &NPL ;I00 ;100 ;I0
;I0 DEVICE OPEN <SHCD>
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'SAVED PLOTS ARE NOW BEING TRANSFORMED TO PLOT FILES')










# Sub DEFL should be deleted when this package is merged with
# the post-processor for the MOD 1
#
SUB DEFL &NG &XX
DATA &IYES Y
;I000 FORMAT'(//IX,'SELECT DESIRED DEFLECTION PLOT TYPE:')
;I001 FORMAT'(/15X,'LINEAR ANALYSIS = 0')
;1OO2 FORMAT'(15X,'BUCKLING ANALYSIS MODE SHAPE = i')
;1003 FORMAT'(15X,'NONLINEAR ANALYSIS = 2'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO00:URITE 6 ;IOOI:WRITE 6 ;1002:WRITE 6 ;1003
QUERY &NS '_ INPUT SELECTION >> "
;1004 FORHAT'(/IX,'SELECT DEFLECTION MAGNIFICATION FACTOR TO BE USED:')
;1005 FORMAT'(/15X,'LOW (.lO) = 0')
;10(16 FORMAT'(15X,'HED (.20) = I')
;1007 FORMAT'(15X,'HIGH (.50) = 2')
;1008 FORMAT'(15X,'USER SELECTABLE = 3'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO04:_RITE 6 ;IO05:WRITE 6 ;IOO6:URITE 6 ;1007
WRITE 6 ;iOO8
QUERY &NM " INPUT SELECTION >> "





;30 IF &NM-2 ;I00 ;40 ;50
;40 LET &XX=.5
GOTO ;I00
;50 OUERY &XX " INPUT MAGNIFICATION FACTOR >> "
;I00 CONTINUE











SUB TUBT &NTBU &NPRT
let &NTBW=I
&NPRT=I
mset 12 delete all




SUB TUBB &NTBW &NPRT
let &NTBW=I
&NPRT=2
define TBPN "bot tube wall "
mset 12 delete all




SUB TUBW &NTBW &NPRT
mset 12 delete all
;22 query &MTBW "Input the number of tubes in the panel: >> "
;I0 FORMAT'(/3X,'The tube webs will be plotted ONE AT A TIME as you wish.'/)
WRITE 6 ;I0
;ii FORMAT'(/3X,'If the the number of tubes in the panel is N,')
WRITE 6 ;II
;12 FORMAT'(/3X,'the number of tube webs in the panel is Ng=N+I. Now ...'/)
WRITE 6 ;12
query &NTBW "Input the tube web ID number you want to plot (I to NW): >> "
let &NW=&MTBW+I
IF &NTBU-&NU ;13 ;13 ;22
;13 continue
mser 12 insert mset 2






;I011 FORMAT'(9X,'IO) SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS')
;1012 FORMAT'(9X,'II) SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS')
;1013 FORMAT'(9X,'I2) SUMMARY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY')
#
;1014 FORMAT'(9X,'I3) CON. PLOT OF top TUBE AVG LAM. LOADS OR STRAINS')
;1015 FORMAT'(9X,'I4) CON. PLOT OF top TUBE PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;1016 FORMAT'(9X,'I5) CON. PLOT OF top TUBE MARGIN OF SAFETY')
#
;1017 FORMAT'(9X,'I6) CON. PLOT OF bot. TUBE AVG LAM. LOADS OR STRAINS')
;1018 FORMAT'(9X,'I7) CON. PLOT OF bot. TUBE PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;1019 FORMAT'(9X,'I8) CON. PLOT OF hot. TUBE MARGIN OF SAFETY')
WRITE 6 ;I011
WRITE 6 ;IO12:WRITE 6 ;IO13:URITE 6 ;lO14
WRITE 6 ;IOI5:WRITE 6 ;IOI6:WRITE 6 ;1017




# SELECTION OF POST PROCESSING FUNCTIONS
SUB MENU
;1000 FORMAT'(//IX,'MENU FOR PLOTS AND SUMMARY TABLES:'/)
;10oi FORMAT'(10X,']) BASIC GEOMETRY PLOT')
;1002 FORMAT'(IOX,'2) GEOMETRY PLOT UITH LOAD VECTORS SHOWN')
;1003 FORMAT'(10X,'3) DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT')
#
;1005 FORMAT'(fOX,'4) CONTOUR PLOT OF FACE SHEET AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS')
;1006 FORMAT'(IOX,'5) CONTOUR PLOT OF FACE SHEET PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;1OO7 FORMAT'(IOX,'6) CONTOUR PLOT OF FACE SHEET MARGIN OF SAFETY')
#
;1008 FORMAT'(IOX,'7) CONTOUR PLOT OF TUBE web AVG LAM. LOADS OR STRAINS')
;1009 FORMAT'(10X,'8) CONTOUR PLOT OF TUBE web PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;I010 FORMAT'(fOX,'9) CONTOUR PLOT OF TUBE web MARGIN OF SAFETY')
;1020 FORMAT'(9X,'99) TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION'/)
#
WRITE 6 ;IO00:WRITE 6 ;IO01:VRITE 6 ;IO02:VRITE 6 ;1003
WRITE 6 ;IO05:URITE 6 ;IO06:URITE 6 ;1007







SUB SEL2 &NPL &IMN
IF &IMN-3 1 1
IF &IMN-2 1 ;20
CALl. CE01 &NPL
GOT() ;500
;20 CALL GEO2 &NPL
GOTO ;500
#
;30 CALL DEFL &NG &XX
IF &NG-4 ;41 ;42 ;43
;41 CALL GEO3 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500
;42 CALL GEO4 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500
;43 CALL GE05 &XX &NPL
GOTO ;500-
.......................
;50 IF &IMN-5 1 ;60 ;80
CALL CON1 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;60 (:ALL CON2 &NPL
GOTO ;500





SUB SEL4 &IMN &NPL &NPRT
# ...................... MENU SELECT.
IF &IMN-9 1 1 ;150
IF &IMN-8 1 ;120 ;140
CALL TUB_ &NTBW &NPRT
CALL CON4 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
GOTO ;5
;120 CALL TUBW &NTBW &NPRT





CALL CON5 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
GOTO ;5
;140 CALL TUBW &NTBW &NPRT
CALl, CON6 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
GOTO ;5
.....................
;15() IF &IMN-II 1 ;170 ;180
CALL SUM1 &IF1
GOTO ;5
;170 CALL SUM2 &IF1
GOTO ;5




# MENU SELECT. AND REDIR. &INN= (13,14,15) (16,17,18)
SUB SEL3 &INN &NPL
# m_et 9 : all top tube walls
#
IF &IMN-15 1 1 ;250
IF &INN-14 1 ;230 ;240
CALl, TUBT &NTBW &NPRT
CALL CON4 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
GOTO ;5
;230 CALL TUBT &NTBW &NPRT
CALL CON5 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
GOTO ;5
;240 CALL TUBT &NTBW &NPRT
CALL CON6 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
GOTO ;5
.......................
# mset ]0 : all bottom tube walls
#
;250 IF &IMN-17 1 ;430 ;440
CALl, TUBB &NTBW &NPRT
CALl, CON4 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
GOTO ;5
;43_] CALL TUBB &NTBW &NPRT
CALL CON5 &NPL &NTBW &NPRT
GOTO ;5
;440 CALL TUBB &NTBW &NPRT






# MENU SELECTION AND REDIRECTION
SUB SELl &IFI &NPL
;5 CONTINUE
CALL MENU















SEL 2 (I TO 6) A-310
# SEL 3 (13 to 18)
;13 CALL SEL3 &IMN &NPL
GOTO ;5
# SEL 4 (7 TO 12)






# MAIN PROGRAM SUBROUTINE DRIVER
CALL SELl &IF1 &NPL
CALL HC &NPL
CLOSE 8
;I000 FORMAT'(///IX,'THIS COMPLETES THE POST PROCESSING SESSION.'/)
;I001 FORMAT'(IX,'ANY HARD COPY PLOTS GENERATED HERE WILL RESIDE ON')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,'FILES IN THE UORKING DIRECTORY, USE NORMAL SUBMITTAL')







$! End of PP.COM
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THIS PROCEDURE IS DESIGNED TO PERFORM
POST PROCESSING FOR MODELS GENERATED WITH
DIALAMATIC, THE NASA ACT GENERIC MODEL PROGRAM
VAX VERSION VI.1 12-17-90
AUTHOR: WAYNE M. BROWN LMSC 81-12
PHONE: (408) 756-1137
SSTART:
$ W := WRITE SYSSOUTPUT
SW ""
$W " Advanced Composites Structural Concept"
SW " and Materials Technologies"
$W " Automated DIAL finite element analysis"
$W " POST PROCESSING MODULE"
SW "'°




5INOUIRE DB "What is the name of the DIAL data base file?"
5ASSIGN 'DB' FILOO2
$W ""
5W "Which module was used to create this data base?"
SW " I) FLAT RECTANGULAR STRINGER STIFFENED PANEL"
5W " 2) CURVED RECTANGULAR STRINGER STIFFENED PANEL"
5W " 3) FLAT RECTANGULAR TUBULAR PANEL"
SW " 4) CURVED GEODESICALLY STIFFENED RECTANGULAR PANEL"
5W ""
$INQUIRE MODULE " NUMBER?>> "
Sw ""
$IF MODULE .EQS. "I" THEN GOTO END
$IF MODULE .EQS. "2" THEN GOTO END
$IF MODULE .EQS. "3" THEN GOTO MOD4
5GOTO END
$MOD4:
5_ THE FOLLOWING COMMAND MAY NEED TO BE MODIFIED TO RUN
$! THE DIAL SCOPE PROCESSOR IF THE EQUIVALENT NAME IS NOT
5! ALREADY SETUP IN THE USER LOGIN.COM





# THIS SCOPE PROCEDURE IS FOR MODULE 4






;I000 FORMAT'(IX,'GIVE A SHORT NAME FOR THIS ANALYSIS')
WRITE 6 ;1OO0
QUERY !NAME " PRECEDE MULTIPLE WORDS WITH APOSTROPHE >> "
QUERY !DEV "WHAT TYPE OF TERMINAL?(TEK, SEL,RETR,VT24)>> "
DEFINE SHCD VERS
QUERY &NHC "WILL YOU WANT TO PLOT HARD COPIES?(Y/N)>> "
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IF &NHC-&IYES ;30,;I0,;30
;I0 OUERY !HCD "INPUT HARD COPY DEVICE(VERS,OMS)>> "
DEFINE SHCD !HCD
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'WHAT OUTPUT OPTION WOULD YOU LIKE?')
;i001 FORMAT'(IX,' i) SCREEN PLOTS ONLY, NO HARD COPIES')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,' 2) ONLY HARD COPY PLOTS')





OUERY &NI "OPTION NUMBER?>> "
IF &NI-2 ;30,;40,;50
;30 DEVICE OPEN !DEV
LET &NPL=O
GOTO ;60
;40 DEVICE OPEN !HCD
LET &NPL=O
GOTO ;60











IF &NPL ;100 ;I00 ;I0
;I00UERY &NX "DO YOU WISH A HARD COPY PLOT OF THE LAST PLOT?(Y/N)>> "








































TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - LINEAR STRESS
DSET D 0 1
QUERY &NS " WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOU THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "




OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:0VGEOM:OVGEOM 1 1 .i
















TITLE2 'DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - BIFURCATION BUCKLING
DSET BUCK 0 1
ORIENT Z R
VIEUPT -I.,-.25,.3
QUERY &NS " _OULD YOU LIKE TO SHO_ THE UNDEFLECTED SHAPE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &NS-&IYES ;170 ;160 ;170
;160 CONTINUE
OVBEGI:SCREEN VIRT -.9,.9,-.9,.9:0VGEOM:OVGEOM 1 1 .I



















TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN
DLABEL 1 'N-X AVG LINE LOAD
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DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG
DLABEL 4 'M-X AVG
DLABEL 5 'M-Y AVG
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG









;I000 FORMAT'(/1X,'QUANTITY MENU:(LINE LOAD)
;I001 FORMAT'(IX, '
;1002 FORMAT'(IX, '





QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "

















TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL MARGIN OF SAFETY AT ELEM QUAD POINTS
DLABEL 1 'MARGIN OF SAFETY
FAIL ON II
SSHELL/MOMS=I 1 1 -I MSET=6
















DLABEL I 'S-X PLY
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
DLABEL ll 'E-X PLY
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY







N-X = l, N-Y = 2, N-XY = 3')
(LINE MOMENT) M-X = 4, M-Y = 5')
(AVG STRAIN) E-X = ll, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 13')
INPUT 99 TO DISCONTINUE PLOTTING')
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE PLOTTED OUT IN THE LOCAL PLY')





QUERY &NLN "INPUT LAYER NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED >> "
QUERY &NLS "INPUT LAYER SURFACE: BOTTOM=-1, MIDDLE=O, TOP=I >> "
;i000 FORMAT'(/IX,'QUANTITY MENU:(LAYER STRESS) S-X = I, S-Y = 2, S-XY z 4')
;I00] FORMAT'(IX, ' (LAYER STRAIN) E-X = ll, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 14')




QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;90 ;lO0 ;90
;90 SSET S,0,1
SSHELL 1 &NLN &NLS MSET=6
DFROMS &N3,&N3,MSH,O,MSET=6
;2000 FORMAT'('SKIN STRESS QUANTITY = 'I3,', LAYER = 'I3,', SURFACE = 'I3)




QUERY &NI "DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL PLY CONTOUR PLOTS?(Y/N)>> "

















TITLE2 'STIFFENER AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN
DLABEL I 'N-X AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 3 "N-XY AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
;25 CONTINUE
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'OUANTITY MENU:(LINE LOAD)
;i001 FORMAT'(IX, '
;1002 FORMAT'(IX, '





QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "






N-X = I, N-Y = 2, N-XY = 3')
(LINE MOMENT) M-X = 4, M-Y = 5')
(AVG STRAIN) E-X = ii, E-Y = 12, E-XY - 13')















DLABEL 1 'S-X PLY STRESS
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY STRESS
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY STRESS
DLABEL Ii 'E-X PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY STRAIN
DLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY STRAIN
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE PLOTTED OUT IN THE LOCAL PLY')




QUERY &NLN "INPUT LAYER NUMBER TO BE PLOTTED >> "
QUERY &NLS "INPUT LAYER SURFACE: BOTTOM=-1, MIDDLE=O, TOP=I >> "
;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'QUANTITY MENU:(LAYER STRESS) S-X = l, S-Y = 2, S-XY = 4')
;I001 FORMAT'(IX, ' (LAYER STRAIN) E-X = II, E-Y = 12, E-XY = 14')




QUERY &N3 "INPUT DESIRED QUANTITY NUMBER >> "
IF &N3-99 ;90 ;lO0 ;90
;90 SgET S,O,I
SSHELL 1 &NLN &NLS MSET=5
DFROMS &N3,&N3,MSH,O,HSET=5
;2000 FORMAT'('STRINGER STRESS QUANTITY = 'I3,', LAYER = 'I3,', SURFACE = 'I3)




QUERY &NI "DO YOU UISH ADDITIONAL PLY CONTOUR PLOTS?(Y/N)>> "















TITLE2 'STIFFENER AML MARGIN OF SAFETY
DLABEL 1 'MARGIN OF SAFETY
FAIL ON II
SSHELL/MQMS=I 1 1 -i MSET=5
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# SUBROUTINE FOR GENERATING MAX-MIN SUMMARY TABLES





IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 QUERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40







TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN AT INTEGRATION POINTS
SLABEL 1 'N-X LINE LOAD
SLABEL 2 'N-Y LINE LOAD
SLABEL 3 'N-XY LINE LOAD
SLABEL 4 'M-X MOMENT LOAD
SLABEL 5 'M-Y MOMENT LOAD
SLABEL II 'E-X AVG STRAIN
SLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG STRAIN
SLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 1 'N-X AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 2 'N-Y AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL 3 'N-XY AVG LINE LOAD
DLABEL II 'E-X AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 12 'E-Y AVG STRAIN
DLABEL 13 'E-XY AVG STRAIN
SPRINT 8,1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13,0,MSET=6
IF &IFI ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 OUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 TITLE2'STIFFENER AVG LINE LOAD OR STRAIN AT INTEGRATION POINTS
SPRINT 8,1,2,3,4,5,11,12,13,0,MSET=5
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80










IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 0UERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40








SLABEL 1 'S-X PLY
SLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
SLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
SLABEL Ii 'E-X PLY
SLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY
SLABEL 14 'E-XY PLY
DLABEL 1 'S-X PLY
DLABEL 2 'S-Y PLY
DLABEL 4 'S-XY PLY
DLABEL Ii 'E-X PLY
DLABEL 12 'E-Y PLY













;I000 FORMAT'(/IX,'LAYER OR PLY STRESSES ARE GIVEN IN THE LOCAL PLY')




TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL PLY STRESS SUMMARY AT ELEM QUAD POINTS
PSHELL 6,1,2,4,11,12,14,1,0,O,l,O,I,MSET=6
IF &IF1 ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 OUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 TITLE2 'STIFFENER PLY STRESS SUMMARY AT ELEM QUAD POINTS
PSHELL 6,1,2,4,11,12,14,1,O,O,I,O,1,MSET=5
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80










IF &IF1 ;40 ;20 ;40
;20 OUERY &N2 "DO YOU WISH TO REDIRECTED THE PRINTOUT TO A FILE?(Y/N)>> "
IF &N2-&IYES ;40 ;30 ;40








TITLE2 'SKIN PANEL MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY AT ELEMENT QUADRATURE POINTS
PSHELL I,I,O,O,O,I,I,I,MSET:5
IF &IF1 ;50 ;50 ;60
;50 QUERY &ID "HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE!"
;60 TITLE2 'STRINGER MARGIN OF SAFETY SUMMARY AT ELEMENT QUADRATURE POINTS
PSHELL I,I,O,O,O,I,I,I,MSET=6
IF &IF1 ;70 ;70 ;80










IF &NPL ;I00 ;100 ;10
;I0 DEVICE OPEN <SHCD>
;i000 FORMAT'(/IX,'SAVED PLOTS ARE NOW BEING TRANSFORMED TO PLOT FILES')











# THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE DISPLAYS A MENU FOR SELECTION OF
# POST PROCESSING FUNCTIONS
#
SUB MENU
;I000 FORMAT'(//IX,'MENU FOR PLOTS AND SUMMARY TABLES:'/)
;1001FORMAT'(IOX,'I) BASIC GEOMETRY PLOT')
;1002 FORMAT'(10X,'2) GEOMETRY PLOT WITH LOAD VECTORS SHOWN')
;1003 FORMAT'(fOX,'3) DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - LINEAR ANALYSIS')
;1004 FORMAT'(fOX,'4) DEFLECTED GEOMETRY PLOT - BUCKLING MODE')
;1005 FORMAT'(IOX,'5) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS')
;1006 FORMAT'(fOX,'6) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;1007 FORMAT'(10X,'7) CONTOUR PLOT OF SKIN MARGIN OF SAFETY')
;1008 FORMAT'(fOX,'8) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. AVG LAMINATE LOADS OR STRAINS')
;1009 FORMAT'(fOX,'9) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. PLY STRESS OR STRAIN')
;1010 FORMAT'(gx,'IO) CONTOUR PLOT OF STIFF. MARGIN OF SAFETY')
;1011 FORMAT'(9X,'II) SUMMARY TABLE OF AVG LAMINATE LOADS AND STRAINS')
;1012 FORMAT'(9X,'I2) SUMMARY TABLE OF PLY STRESSES AND STRAINS')
;1013 FORMAT'(9X,'I3) SUMMARY TABLE OF LAMINATE MARGINS OF SAFETY'/)
;1014 FORMAT'(9X,'99) TERMINATE POST PROCESSING SESSION'/)
WRITE 6 ;IO00:WRITE 6 ;IO01:WRITE 6 ;1002:WRITE 6 ;1003
WRITE 6 ;IO04:WRITE 6 ;IO05:WRITE 6 ;IO06:WRITE 6 ;1007
WRITE 6 ;IO08:WRITE 6 ;1009:WRITE 6 ;1010:WRITE 6 ;i011






SUB SEL2 &NPL &IMN
IF &IMN-2 ;I0 ;20 ;30
;I0 CALL GEOI &NPL
GOTO ;500
;20 CALL GEO2 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;30 IF &IMN-4 ;40 ;50 ;60
;40 CALL GEO3 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;50 CALL GEO4 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;60 IF &IMN-6 ;70 ;80 ;90
;70 CALL CON1 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;80 CALL CON2 &NPL
GOTO ;500
;90 IF &IMN-8 ;I00 ;Ii0 ;500
;100 CALL CON3 &NPL
A-320
GOTO ;500






# SUBROUTINE FOR MENU SELECTION AND REDIRECTION
#
SUB SELl &IFI &NPL
;5 CONTINUE
CALL MENU
0UERY &IMN "INPUT NUMBER OF MENU ITEM DESIRED >> "
CALL SEL2 &NPL &IMN
IF &IMN-8 ;5 ;5 ;120
;120 IF &IMN-IO ;130 ;140 ;150
;130 CALL CON5 &NPL
GOTO ;5
;140 CALL CON6 &NPL
GOTO ;5
;150 IF &IMN-12 ;160 ;170 ;180
;160 CALL SUM1 &IFl
GOTO ;5
;170 CALL SUM2 &IF1
GOTO ;5
;180 IF &IHN-14 ;190 ;200 ;200






# MAIN PROGRAM SUBROUTINE DRIVER
#
CALL SELl &IF1 &NPL
CALL HC &NPL
CLOSE 8
;lO00 FORMAT'(///IX,'THIS COMPLETES THE POST PROCESSING SESSION.'/)
;I001FORMAT'(1X,'ANY HARD COPY PLOTS GENERATED HERE WILL RESIDE ON')
;1002 FORMAT'(IX,'FILES IN THE WORKING DIRECTORY, USE NORMAL SUBMITTAL')
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